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ABSTRACT 

This study examines Emerson's influence on Melville's works from Mardi 

through The Confidence-Man. Each work demonstrates Meh^e's deep concern 

and keen interest in Emerson's optimistic idealism and transcendentalism and 

documents his changing attitude toward key Emersonian concepts. Melville 

questions and interprets Emerson's ideas of self-reliance and subjectivity and 

explores in detail Emerson's way of seeing nature and the world. Since Emerson's 

epistemology and ontology are epitomized in the images of "eye" and "star," 

Melville utilizes these images to express his response to and interpretation of 

Emerson. In this process he suggests the ways in which both men were 

geniuses of their times and possessed "a correspondent coloring." 

As generations of critics have noticed, Emerson's influence on Melville's work 

is prominent and pervasive, but it is also, at times implicit and ambiguous. In my 

reading of the novels, I explore the way in which Melville at once acknowledges 

Emerson's influence and calls a number of his crucial concepts into question. 

Central here are Emerson's theories of seeing and reading, problems of perception 

and interpretation. Though Melville agrees with Emerson's idea of the worid as 

"an open book" or a text, he is suspicious of reading that book, for, as Melville 

understands it, nature is indecipherable or inscrutable. 

As a creative reader and a creative writer, Melville devotes his career to an 

attempt to write the great American work that Emerson had called for in the 



'̂American Scholar." Each of the novels I examine embodies Melville's careful and 

close reading and critical interpretation of Emerson and his works. Since Melville 

recognized Emerson as an "uncommon man" and a "great man," he was attracted 

to his ideas and his works. However, as his career developed, he became more and 

more aware of what he had called Emerson's "gaping flaw" and that flaw for 

Melville involved Emerson's influence on the current literary culture as well as 

Emerson's ideas as such. By the time of TTig Confidence-Man he had lost his feith 

in Emerson and the literary world he had come to represent. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Emerson and Melville 

Great geniuses are part of the times; they themselves are the times; and possess a 

correspondent coloring. "Hawthorne and His Mosses" 

By degrees we may come to know the primitive sense of the permanent objects of 

nature, so that the world shall be to us an open book, and every form significant of 

its hidden life and final cause. "Nature" 

Yet I think Emerson is more than a brilliant fellow. Be his stuffbegged, borrowed, 

or stolen, or of his own domestic manu&cture he is an uncommon man. Swear he is 

a humbug—then is he no common humbug. Lay it down that had not Sir Thomas 

Browne lived, Emerson would not have mystified—I will answer, that had not Old 

Zack's father begot him. Old Zack would never have been the hero of Palo Alto. 

The truth is that we are all sons, grandsons, or nephews or great-nephews of those 

who go before us. No one is his own sire. Correspondence 

This study aims to examine and elucidate the influence of Ralph Waldo 

Emerson on Melville as it develops fi'om his early novel Mardi through his last 

published fiction. The Confidence-Man. As different as their views of the world are, 

they do possess "a correspondent coloring" since Melville attended Emerson's 
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lectures, read his books an ^ pondered over the significance of his literary reputation. 

Even Emerson's contemporaries tended to regard Wm as the "fkher" or the founder 

of American thinking, and Melville was no exception. His response to Emerson is at 

once critical and complicated and illustrates in a remarkable way Harold Bloom's 

argument that Emerson is the 'inescapable theorist of virtually all subsequent 

American writing."' But Melville is fi-ee of the Bloomian "Anxiety of Influence" as 

far as Emerson is concerned. As I will show, his reading of Emerson takes the form 

of an oblique, ironic 'seeing' that at once exposes and complicates the apparently 

innocently nmve narratives of Emerson. 

As generations of critics have noticed, Emerson's influence on Melville's 

works of art is prominem and pervasive, but sometimes implicit but ambiguous. 

And I want to mention at the beginning Merton M. Seaits, Jr.'s magisterial 

"Melville and Emerson's Rainbow" which has shaped the direction and context of all 

subsequent discussions of the relation between the works of the two men.^ My own 

work takes Seaits' essay as its starting point and follows directions that it suggests. 

As Seaits points out, Melville's annotations and comments on Emerson's essays 

allow us to understand both his admiration and suspicion of the man. Essays such as 

'̂ Nature," "American Scholar," "Self-Reliance," "The Over-Soul," "The Transcen-

dentalist," "History," "Circles,"'Intellect," "The Poet," "Quotation and 

' Harold Bloom. "^Mr. America." New York Review of Bods 19(1984) 19. 
" Menon M. Seaits. Jr.. Puisoing Melville 1940-1980 (Msuiisoii; The U of ̂ K^sconsin P, 1982) 
262. 
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Originality," and "On Friendship" echo throughout Melville's works from Mardi 

through The Confidence-Man, and I try to examine their significance in the 

following chapters. 

There is some evidence that Emerson's work was at least partially responsible 

for turning Melville in a direction different from narratives of facts that had made his 

early reputation. I suggest that it may have been his introduction to Emerson that 

caused him "to feel an invincible distaste for the same; & a longing to plume my 

pinions for a flight, & felt irked, cramped & fettered by plodding along with dull 

conamon places."^ And indeed Mardi oflfers strong evidence of Emerson's 

influence, especially his particular version of transcendentalism. 

It is Emerson's transcendentalism that opens Melville's ^es to the world of 

mind, for Emerson emphasizes "mind's supremacy over nature."^ Grasping the 

crux of Emerson's transcendentalism, Melville, in MardL sets out to create a 

world of mind a place where the imagination is enabled by the Emersonian images 

of "eye" and "star." These images, associated with the imagination and the 

transcendental, are crucial for Emerson and attractive to Melville. 

As an inaccessible emblem of nature, "star" is significant for Emerson because it 

represents God's presence or the absolute ideal. And it is the famous "transparent 

eyeball," that enables Emerson to mtuitively recognize God's presence, that gives 

 ̂ Herman Melville. Corresponrfftnrf  ̂ ed Merrell R. Davis and William H. Gilman (Evanston: 
Northwestern UP and The Newberry Library, 1993) 106: The subsequent reference to Emerson's 
woric will be to this edition and will be incficated in the text by title and page number only. 
** Lawrence BuelL Literary TranstynHminiHCTi- -Style and Vision in the American Renaissance 
(Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1973) 143. 
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him in effect access to the stars. This idea leads Melville to create the figyre of 

Taji who follows his transcendental star by deserting his boat, his chart, his 

quadrant and his compass. Taji in effect says goodbye to the world of &cts and its 

instruments and pursues Yillah who is portrayed as a star. As the Emersonian 

transcendental hero, Taji in effect seeks the unified vision of the ideal work of art 

involving the insight of both the soaring poet and the diving philosopher. Needless 

to say, this is an Emersonian quest, but in Melville's hands it becomes an endless 

one. 

This is to say that Melville questions and examines Emerson's idea of "seeing" 

and "reading" the mystery of nature in Mardi. Emerson remarks in "Nature" that 

"the world shall be to us an open book" and claims that we can know "the primitive 

sense of the permanent objects of nature. . . and every form significant of its hidden 

life and final cause," and Melville too regards the world as "an open book" or a 

text.^ But that book for him is far more difiScult to read because nature is 

indecipherable or inscrutable. For Melville the truth is "a scared white doe" or the 

mysterious living whale in the unfathomable waters: 

For in this world of lies. Truth is forced to fly like a scared white doe in the 
woodland; and only by cunning glimpses will she reveal herself as in 
Shakespeare and other masters of the great Art of Telling the Truth,—even 
though by covertly, and by snatches.*^ 

 ̂ Ralph Waldo Emerson, "Nature" The Complete Worics of Ralph Waldo F.merson. 12 vols. 
(New York: AMS Press, 1979) I:3S: The subsequent reference to Emerson's work will be to this 
edition and will be indicated in the text by volume and page number only. 
 ̂Herman Melville, '̂ Hawthorne and His Mosses" Mnhy-rWck- An Authnritative Tffvt Revitws and 

Letters bv Mftlvillft Analnpiips aqd Sources Criticism ed. Harrison Hi^fiiTd and Hershell*ari£er 
(New York: W. W. Norton & Co.. 1967) 542. 
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In "Hawthorne and His Mosses" he associates the discovery of truth with art, in 

particular Shakespeare's "great Art of Telling the Truth," and this truth is one that 

the admirable man who dives must &ce and acknowledge. In his letter to 

Hawthorne, Melville explains the truth: 

By visable[sic] truth—^we mean the apprehension of the absolute condition of 
present things as they strike the eye of the man who fears them not, though 
they do their worst to him.—a man who, like Russia or the British empire, 
declares himself a sovereign nature amidst the powers of heaven, hell and 
earth. He may perish; but so long as he edsts, he insists upon treating with 
aU Powers upon an equal basis. If any of those other Powers choose to 
withhold certain secrets, let them; that does not impair my sovereignty in 
myself, that does make me tributary. (Correspondence 186) 

Here is Emersonian self-reliance but given a strong metaphysical quality, one that 

puts into question certain key Emersonian notions such as that of the oversoul with 

its sense of a unity of being. 

While Emerson claims that "seeing" with the "eye" is 'Taiowing" the truth, 

Melville suggests that "seeing" is sometimes a "conceit of the eye"^ that itself 

transforms the nature of reality. Hence Mardi and its hero are haunted by a dark 

eye which turns out to have as much an influence on the imagination and the world 

it creates as does the Emersonian eye that initially motivates Taji. In other words, 

though he follows Emerson's ideas that the writer is a 'liberating god," Melville 

senses the limits of the world he can create and those limits are expressed in Mobv-

Dick and Pierre. 

* Herman Melville, Mardi and A Vovaee Thither (Evanston: Noitbwestem UP and The 
Newbeny Library, 1970) 283: All subsequent references to Mardi will be to the Newbeny 
edition. 
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In Mobv-Dick. Melville continues to deal with Emerson's themes—Self 

reliance and fortitude—and act of seeing.^ Melville's close and deep examination 

of Emerson's theory of the seeing or reading of nature or the world leads him to 

focus on Emerson's emphasis on the observer's perception. Emerson's idea of 

perception is related to Kant's idea of the subjective perception, that is the reading 

of the object as a reflection of the perceiver's mind. For Emerson mind is the 

primary reality and the world outside a product of the perceiver's mind. That way 

of "seeing" is, as Melville understands, to face the limitations and dangers of 

solipsism. He links the idea of "reflection" to the myth of Narcissus which brings 

together the actions of seeing and diving. The story of Narcissus, as Ishmael 

suggests, is the key to Mobv Dick, for Captain Ahab enacts the fate of the mythic 

figure. Seeing only himself in the whale he is drawn at the end into the vortex. 

Needless to say, Melville regards Emerson's idea of perception as problematic. 

From his point of view Emerson absorbs the Not Me into the Me thereby 

controlling nature by swallowing it, a not non-problematic process. Like Emerson, 

Captain Ahab obviously seeks to master nature, to make of his own by controlling 

it. His experience with the doubloon should offer him evidence that his enterprise is 

narcissistic since he and the other crew members read in that coin only their own 

mysterious selves. That emblem from the center of the world carries the truth that 

' See Meiton M. Seaits. Jr., Emerson on the Scholar (Columbia: U of Missouri P, 1992) 128; 
Sealts argues that ''Emerson's self-reliance is not 'small s' but 'ultimately Self-reliance—capital 
S—meaning God-reliance." 
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human beings cannot read the world; they can only project meanings on it. That is 

to say it undermines Emerson's theory of language and the metaphysics that support 

it. 

Melville considers language a product of the arbitrary relationship between name 

and the thing and realizes that the sign itself is empty and void. That theory is 

implicit in "the whiteness of the whale" chapter in Mobv-Dick where the signified, 

the Not Me, is figured as whiteness, the "visible absence of color'̂  that nevertheless 

contains all colors. From this perspective language, our names for things, are like 

those "earthly hues—every stately or lovely emblazoning—the sweet tinges of 

sunset skies and woods.. . the butterfly cheeks of young giiis" nothing but "subtile 

deceits, not actually inherent in substance, but only laid on fi-om without"(195). 

From Melville's point of view, it is our conceits or figures that, like the colors that 

cover that "chamel-house"(195) of nature, give the illusion of human life to the not 

human. 

Melville shows the danger implicit in these illusions in Ishmael's mast-head 

adventure. As his thoughts and the waves seems to blend together, world and mind 

becoming one, he faces the danger of ^ling into the sea like Narcissus and Ahab. 

Emerson celebrates the marriage of mind and matter, but for Melville that relation is 

very dangerous indeed. IBs young Platonist with "hollow eye'*(158) courts disaster 

' Herman Melville, Mobv-Dick or The Whales (Evanston; Northwestern UP and The Newberry 
Library, 1988) 195; All subsequent reference to Mobv-Dick will be to the Newberrv edition-
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then he becomes enchanted by that "deep, blue, bottomless soul"(159) of nature 

which allures him with its promise of a happy and fiiUy satisfying union. 

Fully aware of the dangers and deceptions of the Emersonian Not Me, Melville 

looks for relief toward other human beings, a strategy that in Mobv-Dick is 

dramatized in the Ishmael/ Queequeg relationship. IshmaeFs relation to Queequeg 

saves him from his quest for the absolute and enables him to detach himself from 

Ahab. Initially, Ishmael considers Ahab's pursuit Moby EKck as his own quest and 

almost identifies himself with Ahab. But as his friendship with Queequeg develops 

he comes to see that Ahab's quest is fiitile and vain. He opens his eyes to the living 

world of the whales and finally achieves a balanced vision with the "equal eye" 

between "things earthly" and "intuition of some things heavenly"(374). 

Yet, Melville's interest in Emerson's idea of perception and his concepts of 

intuition and correspondence does not diminish. After the close ecamination of 

perception in Mobv-Dick. Melville, in Pierre, turns to explore Emerson's idea of 

correspondence and its relation to the notions of perception and intuition. Here 

once again the primary issue is language, the relation of word and thing, but in 

Pierre the basic issue is whether or not the truth can be spoken or, indeed, 

represented in any form. 

Melville explicates his doubt by creating Pierre, who naively believes in his 

Emersonian, intuitive reading of Isabel's &ce and sees a correspondence between 

the represented face of his father and Isabel's. Indeed Pierre's intuitive response 

to Isabel's face and his associating that &ce not only with his &ther but with his 
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own conscious desires to originate his own heritage unleashes a series of dark and 

sinister forces that apparently underlie and support a theory of intention and the 

correspondences that it seems to generate. 

That these issues have an Emersonian origin is suggested by figure of Plotinus 

Plinlimmon who resembles Emerson in several ways. Ms insistence on maintaining 

an absolute distinction between earthly and heavenly truth while serving as the 

leader of a group of young Platonists and casting a condemning eye on Pierre and 

his idealistic enterprise makes him a perfect object for Melville's satire of 

Emersonian intuition and the theory of correspondences that it suggests. 

Even more obviously than Plotinus Plinlimmon, Mark Winsome of The 

Confidence-Man is an exact caricature of Emerson. Through Winsome Melville 

explores the implications of Emerson's philosophy in practice in the real world of 

nineteenth-century America. Ffis focus here is on the idea of fiiendship as expressed 

in Winsome's writing and put into practice by his disciple, Egbert. Melville's 

wonderful representation of these characters gives a special satiric force to 

Emerson's assertion that ''an action is the perfection and publication of thought. A 

right action seems to fill the eye, and to be related to all nature"(W, 1,45). 

Like Emerson's idealized "American Scholar," Melville, as a creative reader as 

well as a creative writer, devotes his career to an attempt to write the great 

American work. Each of his works reflects Melville's deep concern and interest in 

Emerson's optimistic idealism and transcendentalism, and his interest in the core of 

Emerson's epistemology. He found Emerson an '̂ mcommon man" one who was 
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willing to dive, to swim with the whale in the depths of the seas (Correspondence 

121), but judged him finally as a "Plato who talks thro 'his nose'"(Correspondence 

122). 

In the chapters which follow I will try to demonstrate in some detail the textual 

presence of this response in MardL Mobv-Dick. Pierre and The Confidence-Man. 

I will try to show that as Melville's career developed he became progressively more 

aware of the "gaping flaVY Correspondence 121) that he had earlier sensed in 

Emerson's thought and that he finally come to regard him as a sign of what was 

wrong with the literary culture that at last rendered Melville silent. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Emerson and Mardi 

Not wholly is our world made up of bright stars and bright eyes; so now to our 

story. Mardi 

As generations of scholars have recognized, Ralph Waldo Emerson's influence 

on Melville's writing is at once pervasive and ambiguous. Walker Cowen's 

Melville's Marginalia oflFers a clear record of Melville's interpretation and evaluation 

of Emerson's writing.As William Braswell points out, "the annotations and 

markings referred to show quite clearly that Melville appreciated many of Emerson's 

opinions relative to personal integrity and fortitude."" But these markings and 

annotations are in volumes that Melville acquired in the early 1860s and later. And 

it is perfectly clear that Emerson's writing were important to Melville's work at least 

as early as Mardi. John B. Williams writes that "Emerson was Melville's most 

immediate and probably his most evocative source."'̂  IBs "first direct access to 

Emerson's words probably was through the lengthy reviews of Emerson's writings 

See Walker Cowen. Melville's Marginalia 2 vols. York: Gailand, 1987) The following 
essays bear markiiigs and/or annotations; ''Spiritual Laws," ''Prudence," "Heroism," "Art" The 
Poet." "Character." and "Manners." 
" William Braswell, "Melville As A Critic of Emerson," Aniftriran Literature 9 (1937): 319. 

John B. Williams. White Fire- Th«» infliience of Emerson on Melville (Long Beach: California 
U, 1991) X. 
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in the New York fsic] Lrterarv World at the time Melville was working on Mardi."" 

As his famous letter to Evert Duyckinck of 3 March, 1849 implies, Melville at once 

admires and questions Emerson's thought, and this ambiguous response, as I hope 

to show, is also present in his work, most notably in Mardi.'* 

On 24 February, 1849 Melville wrote to EHiyckinck of Emerson, "Say what they 

will, he's a great man'̂ fCorrespondence 119), but a few days later in the letter of 3 

March he insists that "I do not osdllate in Emerson's rainbow, but prefer rather to 

hang myself in mine own halter than to swing in any other man's swing" (Corre

spondence 121). Melville attended one of the five lectures on "Nfind and Manners 

in the Nineteenth Century" that Emerson had delivered in Boston during January 

and February, 1849, and, as he remarks to IDuyckinck, he had been pleasantly 

surprised by the performance. "I had heard of him as full of transcendentalism, 

myths & oracular gibberish. ... To my surprise, I found him quite intelligible. . 

(Correspondence 121). He finds in Emerson a quality that elevates him "above 

mediocrity" and identifies him as a "thought-diver," going on to say'T love all men 

who dive"(Correspondence 121). Of course, as Sealts has pointed out, the letter 

itself displays an "Emersonian self-confidence" even as it asserts its author's 

fi-eedom from Emerson's influence.'' 

Williams .xi. 
See Hennan Mehille. Conesoondence (Evanston: Northwestern UP and Newbeny Library, 

1993) 121. 
Sealts 262. 
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Melville scholars have shown that such Emerson essays as "FBstory," "Self-

Reliance," "The Over-Soul," "Circles," "Intellect," and "Nature" are important in 

Mardi. Sealts, for example, writes that Melville '̂ vould surely have responded to 

Emerson's fascination with energy and movement, process and transformation, 

expressed in the very imagery of such an essay as 'Circles.' Similar images, 

including that of the circle itself are ubiquitous in Melville's own writing."'® And 

Maxine Moore argues that Mardi "contains passages that seem to be addressed 

directly to Emerson's Nature."'̂  It is worth noting, too, that "some of the critics of 

his own day explicitly linked Melville with Emerson and Transcendentalism."'* His 

relatives complained that Emersonianisms were partially responsible for the failure 

of MardL because in that novel he was "swinging among the stars."" And recent 

critics such as Barbara R N Blansett have argued that "Melville experienced his 

strongest period of attraction to transcendental theories during the time he was 

writing Mardi."^ Even more suggestive, however, is Sealts' statement that there is 

a "resemblance between the self-centered, self-reliant, and generally rebellious 

questers of Melville's early books and the T who speaks out so forcefiilly in such 

essays as 'Self-Reliance' and 'Circles.'" '̂ 

Sealts 264. 
Maxine Moore. That Lonelv fiamp- Mehdlle. MardL and Aimanar (Columbia; U of 

Missouri P. 1975) 174 and note. She compares the phrase in Mardi and that in Nature 
Sealts 252. 

" Sealts 252. 
 ̂Barbara Ruth Neiweg Blansett, "Melville and Emersonian Transcendentalism " Diss, (Arm 

Arbor. UML 1964) 36. 
Sealts 257. 
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Emerson's transcendentalism and romantic idealism are expressed in the 

metaphors "star" and "eye" which recur so often in his writings. He begins 

"Nature" by saying that "if a man would be alone, let him look at the stars" since 

the rays of the star, the "admonishing smile," evidences "the perpetual presence 

of the sublime," that is the "Over-Soul" and evokes "a certain reverence" since 

the stars are "inaccessible" though th^ "are always present."^ The "star" 

represents, metaphorically, '̂ e absolute ideal," and man can transcend his limit' 

by seeing the "star" through his "eyes". He declares that as "a transparent eyeball. 

. . the currents of the Universal Being circulate through me; I am part or parcel of 

God"(W, I, 10). Just as the "rays of the star" come to man, so man receives 

spiritual emanation from the "Over-Soul" which circulates in man's body and then 

the man becomes "a part or parcel of God"(W, I, 10). The eye is important 

because, as the organ of perception, it allows man to transcend his limits and see all 

of being as he becomes, in effect, "a transparent eyeball." Matthiessen poims out 

that "he [Emerson] thrilled not only at what the eye saw, but at the organ itself. He 

wrote in his journal; There are some occult facts in human nature that are natural 

magic. The chief of these is the glance"^ (emphasis added). 

Moreover, the eye is the best composer of the world: "there is a property in the 

horizon which no man has but he whose eye can integrate all the parts. . . "(W, I, 

~ Ralph Waldo Emerson, The Complete Works of Ralph Waldo Emerson. 12 vols. (New Yoric 
AMS Press. 1979) I; 7: The subsequent reference to Emerson's work will be to this edition and 
will be indicated in the text by volimie and page number only. 
 ̂F. O. Matthiessen, American Bpnai«»ance: Art and Expression in th  ̂ nf F.mwson and 

Whitman (New York: Oxford UP. 1941) 50. 
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8). Emerson writes in "Circles" that "the eye is the first circle; the horizon which 

it forms is the second"(W, n, 301). He regards the eye as the most important 

receptacle which represents the self and considers the self as the center of the 

universe. For him " the self is both the fundamental nucleus of creation and the act 

of envisioning that creation"^^ For Emerson '"the eye' is the 'I'; he conceives of 

himself as a process of vision; he is what he sees."^ In this sense Emersonian self-

reliance and individualism evolve fi-om the figures of the "star" and the "eye." And 

Melville, following this idea, creates in Mardi a "world of mind: wherein the 

wanderer may gaze round, with .. . wonder.. ."(557; emphasis added). In doing 

so he echoes Emerson's words in 'History"; "of the works of this [universal] mind 

history is the record"(W, n, 7). Melville, perhaps responding to this idea, but 

changing its direction, makes MardL the work of art, a "world of mind"(557). 

Emerson writes that "all that is said of the wise man... describes to each reader 

his own idea, descnbes his unattained but attainable self (W, II, 7), and Melville 

responds by creating the figure of Taji telling his reader of his endless pursuit for his 

own ideal, allegorically embodied in the unattainable Yillah. 

In "Self- Reliance" Emerson emphasizes "spontaneity or instinct" through 

which man can achieve self-trust and a new vision of creation; 

The magnetism which all original action exerts is explained when we inquire 
the reason of self-trust. Who is the trustee? What is the aboriginal Sel^ on 
which a universal reliance may be grounded? What is the nature and power 

Williams ix. 
 ̂Joel Porte. Representative Man: Ralph Waldo Emerson in His Tinw (New York: Oxford UP, 

1979) ix. 
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of that science-baffling star, without parallax, without calculable elements, 
which shoots a ray of beauty even into trivial and impure actions, if the least 
mark of independence appear? The inquiry leads us to that source, at once 
the essence of genius, of virtue, and of life, which we call spontaneity or 
instinct. We denote this primary wisdom as intuition, whilst all later teachings 
are tuition. (W, n, 63; emphasis added) 

With this Emersonian self-reliant confidence, product of "instinct," Taji abandons 

his boat. The Acturion. and starts his joumey with Jarl: " I cannot tell what it was 

that came over me, but I wished I was alone. .. I felt no remorse, not the slightest, 

for these thoughts. It was instinct"f50: emphasis added). And Jarl, too, is guided 

by "instinct": "my Viking looked bold as a lion; and soon, with the instinct of an old 

seaman cast his eyes up aloft"; "to a seaman, a ship is no piece of mechanism 

merely; but a creature of thoughts and ^cies, instinct with life"(66; emphasis 

added). And, like Taji himself Melville, motivated to change the direction of his 

writing, is driven by instinct; "My instinct is to out with the Romance, & let me say 

that instincts are prophetic, & better than acquired wisdom. . ." he writes to his 

British publisher (Correspondence 106). His instinctive, new attempt at artistic 

creation is analogous to Taji's adventure. He creates a new form in which he 

improvises the expanded possibility of romance "as a creative imaginative activity," 

an "aesthetic of adventure, an aesthetic that validates his audacity in writing Mardi 

as the boldness necessary for new discovery."^ 

Trusting his instinct and throwing away chart, quadrant, and compass, Taji 

 ̂Richard H. Brodhead, "^Mardi: Creating the Creative," Herman Melville: A Collection of 
Critical Essavs. Ed. MyraJehlen (NewJers^: Englewood Clifi  ̂ 1994) 34. 
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starts his chartless voyage, drifts westward in the open sea and enters the 

Archipelago of Mardi, which lies within a reef^circled lagoon. The location and 

the shape of this world seems ironic since Taji deserts The Acturion complaining of 

the dullness of "endless and uneventiiil as cycles"( I, 3): " Ay, ay, Arcturion! I say it 

in no malice, but thou wast exceedingly dull.. . . The days went slowly round and 

round, endless and uneventful as cycles in space"(I, 3). He breaks out the 

imprisonment of the dull, tedious, and "pendulum-like" world of the Acturion 

suggesting as Emerson puts it in "Circles" that "if the soul is quick and strong it 

bursts over that boundary on all sides and expands another orbit on the great deep, 

which also runs up into a high wave, with attempt again to stop and to bind. But 

the heart refiises to be imprisoned; in its first and narrowest pulses it already tends 

outward with a vast force and to immense and innumerable expansions"( W, n, 

304). In other words, Taji needs to be fi-ee from the ordinary world of Acturion 

since it confines and traps him, and he seeks to make his own circle extend '̂ o 

immense and innumerable expansions"(W, II, 304). The narrator tells the reader 

that "the transition from the grove to the sea was instantaneous. All seemed a 

dream. The place to which we were hastening, being some distance away, as we 

rounded isle after isle, the extent of the Archipelago grew upon us greatly"(167). 

This is the worid of dreams one of the romance of mind. It is fictitious, imaginary 

and creative: 

Over these, flew myriads of birds of broader wing. While high above all, 
soared in air the daring 'Diver,' or sea-kite, the power of whose vision is truly 
wonderful. .. . And shortly after, passed two or three limbs of trees, and the 
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solitary trunk of a palm; which, upon sailing nearer, seemed but very recently 
started on its endless vovage. (126; emphasis added) 

With boldness and freedom, Taji starts his adventure echoing Emerson's words in 

"Circles,": 'T simply experiment, an endless seeker with no Past at my back" (W, n, 

318). 

Unlike the narrators of Tvpee and Omoo. Taji does not adventure in the real, 

physical world, but moves within a dream, an imaginary world, a "world of mind." 

"Mardi is the world of Melville's critical and reflective mind... And that world 

is marked by the power of the imagination, a power that allows the narrator to name 

himself and to assume character that the name implies; 

Taji seemed oozing from my finger's ends. But courage! And erecting my 
crest, I strove to look every inch the character I had determined to assume" 
(165). 

Look to thy ways then, Taji, thought I, and carry not thy crest too high. 
Of a surety, thou hast more peers than inferiors. Thou overtopped all round. 
Bear thyself discreetly and not haughtily, Taji. It will not answer to give 
thyself airs. Abstain from all consequential allusions to the other world, and 
the genteel deities among whom thou has circled. Sport not too jauntily thy 
raiment, because it is novel in Mardi" (176-7) 

Here, the world of fiction, dream, or vision is unfolding with the images that suggest 

Melville's attempts to overcome, extend or exceed human limitations, an 

especially Emersonian move. Emerson mentions that ''He learns that his being is 

without bound; that to the good, to the perfect, he is bom, low as he now lies in 

evil and weakness"(W, I, 120). 

 ̂Biuce L. Grenberg, Some Other World to Find: Quest and Negation in the Worics of Herman 
Melville (Urbana: U of Illinois P, 1989) 26. 
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Like Emerson Melville uses a vertical scale to estimate man's worth. Like 

Emerson, he values both elevation and depth.^ Both try to transcend the limit of 

mankind in the manner of a high soaring bird or a deep diving fish. In the letter to 

Evert A. Duyckinck, Melville writes that "there is a something about every man 

elevated above mediocrity, which is, for the most part, instinctively perceptible. This 

I see in Mr. Emerson. . . I love all men who dive. Any fish can swim near the 

surfece, but it takes a great whale to go down stairs five miles or more ..." 

(Correspondence 121). 

As an endless seeker who tries to break off fi-om the past, Taji kills the priest, 

Aleema, who represents the authority of old religion, or doctrines fi'om the past, 

for to break into 'forbidden territory," means to overthrow "the figure of the 

authority" dominating the old; 

The old priest, like a scroll of old parchment, covered all over with 
hieroglyphical devices, harder to interpret, I'll warrant, than any old Sanscrit 
manuscript. And upon his broad brow, deep graven in wrinkles, were 
characters still more mysterious, which no ChampoUion nor gipsy could have 
deciphered. He looked old as the elderly hills; eyes sunken, though bright; 
and head white as the summit of Mount Blanc. (130; emphasis added) 

Emerson remarks in "History" that "Nature is fiill of a sublime &mily likeness 

throughout her works, and delights in startling us with resemblances in the most 

unexpected quarters. I have seen the head of an old sachem of the forest which at 

once reminded the eve of a bald mountain summit and the fiirrows of the brow 

suggested the strata of the rock"fW. n, 15-16; emphasis added). Though Taji, like 

^SealtsJr. 261. 
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Emerson, attempts to find the afBnity between man and Nature, it is an impossible 

task for him to read or decipher the marks in that he sees. He catches nothing but 

the analogy between "furrows of the brow" and "the strata of the rock." But, for 

Melville, it is the fact of figure, the process by which metaphor appears that is 

important rather than its actual content. In other words, his emphasis is on the way 

the metaphor can be created. For Emerson the idea of metaphor is related to his 

idea of "immanence" that controls the relation of which, in turn, "Matter and 

Mind," supports his view of Nature. Following Plotinus's view that everything 

comes from one fountain, Emerson sees Nature and man linked by way of the 

"Oversoul". In "Nature" Emerson declares that" Nature is the symbol of 

spirit"(W, I, 25). His poem "Each and all" expresses oneness through diversity. 

The question of the relation between man and nature is also crucial in Mardi 

and Mobv-Oick. Like Emerson, Taji seeks the meaning of the affinity between the 

natural world and man through the power of metaphor, but the meaning of 

"sameness" for him remains a mystery. For Taji, the priest seems a book, a text, 

or a sign which is indecipherable or inscrutable. He cannot read or understand the 

priest because he represents or is the emblem of absolute difference, historical and 

cultural. But Taji nevertheless tries to write a new text even though he cannot read 

the old one that will be his source, and in that sense he, like Melville, wants to be an 

original creator. In the letter to Murray Melville had written that "[Mardi] is 

something new I assure you, & original if nothing more" and Taji echoes words as 
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he enters the original world of mind, Mardi, pursuing the absolute truth" 

(Correspondence 106). 

Recalling Emerson's words that "our valors are our best gods"(W, II, 78), 

Taji idlls Aleemaand rescues Yillah who represents the ideal or the absolute truth. 

What is the ideal to the young man and the artist? To the young man, Taji, the 

ideal is the beautiful maiden who embodies the Emersonian idea of "beaut/' or the 

"unattainable star." John Williams points out that "Beauty personified as a woman 

hints at the character ofYillah" as Taji imagines her as "unattainable" and he 

seeks to "fetch her stars to deck her hair."^ Hence Yoomy sings "So Yillah looks! 

Her pensive eyes the stars"(560). For Melville, however, the problem is how to use 

inherited or conventional forms to articulate his original vision. He seeks a way to 

avoid arranging his novels by ordering "chapters and sequences in relation to an 

externally established chronology" and to find a way to create a new form which 

the result of "a creative imaginative activity" that causes the story evolve out of 

itself'" 

Though Emerson claims in "History" that "New arts destroy the old," Melville 

finds that the old is always present as a sort of enabling contaminant in the new. It 

is as if the subsequent novels after Don Quixote contains "Quixote within [them] 

like an iimer filigree."'* After killing the priest, Taji says that; 

 ̂Williams 97. 
^Brodhead 29. 

Edgar A. Diyden, The Fonn of American Rnmanre (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins UP, 1988) 
162. 
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all victories are not triumphs, nor all who conquer, heroes. .. what iron mace 
fell on my soul; . . remorse smote me hard; and like lightning. I asked my 
sel^ whether the death-deed I had done was sprung of a virtuous motive, 
or whether beneath that pretense. . . and selfish purpose; the companionship 
of a beautiful maid. (134-5) 

Here Melville cannot conceal his anxiety that the presence of the old will result in 

the failure of the new, and he questions, too, the system of thought that associates 

the ideal with literary form itself. 

Regretting his killing of the priest, Taji exclaims that" Oh stars! Oh eyes, that 

see me, wheresoe'er I roam. .. Lo, round and round me, .. To you, ye stars, man 

owes his subtlest raptures, thoughts unspeakable, yet fiill of faith. But how your 

mild effulgence stings the boding heart. Am I a murderer, stars" (179)? This cry 

with images of "star" and "^e" invokes Emerson's transcendental idealism but only 

to question its validity. Having followed the Emersonian star of "Absolute Truth," 

he asks whether his behavior can be justified or not. In "Nature," Emerson 

remarks that "A right action seems to fill the eye, and to be related to all nature," 

that "the eye is the mind"(W, 1,45). Like Emerson, Taji wants to transcend his 

limits and achieve self-reliance as a writer by creating so bold a new form. 

Emerson notes that "our spontaneous action is always the best."(W, II, 328), and 

that" this instinctive action never ceases m a healthy noind.... At last comes the 

era of reflection, when we not only observe, but take pains to observe ..." (W, II, 

331; emphasis added). Following his instinct, Taji kiUs the priest but then doubts 

his real motives and feels the pain of his action. Emerson, on the other hand, insists 

that "a greater self-reliance must woiic a revolution in all the ofBces and relations of 
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men; in their religion; in their education; in their pursuits; their modes of living; their 

association; in their property; in their speculative views"(W, H, 77; emphasis 

added). As a writer cherishing his ideal, Melville is drawn toward this Emersonian 

courage and self-reliance, but he at the same time is led to question and ironize it. 

Melville is especially suspicious of Emerson's claim that self-reliant act can be 

socially constructive leading to social and political as well as literary reform. As 

Melville implies, Taji is responsible for his actions and he is pursued by the three 

avengers throughout his life, emblem of his guilt. 

Like Prometheus who helps the "race of mortals" by stealing fire fi-om the 

"unjust 'justice' of Eternal Father"(W, H, 30), Taji rescues Yillah fi-om the 

inhumane priest, Aleema, who intends to sacrifice her. Yillah, however, is lost the 

next day after Taji encounters a "mysterious figure," with "one hand, so wimpled 

about the face, as only to expose a solitary eye. But that eye was a worid"( 186). 

This " fathomless eye. . . prying into" his soul and fixing on "Yillah with a sinister 

glance"( 186) is the dark twin of the all-seeing Emersonian eye. And it undermines 

Taji's idealistic perception of Yillah. For Melville, Emerson's transparent eyeball is 

darkened by worldly forces. And Yillah disappears, 'lost in reveries, plucking 

pensive hyacinths, or gazing intently into the Ij^oon"(189). 

And these worldly forces seem to limit Melville's ideals as an author. His 

impulse to save and protect Yillah is his idealism, (fis "quest for an insubstantial 

maiden" is a narcissistic quest for the ideal. Reinhold argues that 'In modem 

thought Narcissus has also become the symbol of love of ideal beauty, an illusion of 
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loveliness without substance."^^ Taji's pursuit for Yillah, who is portrayed as "a 

crystal lake in a fathomless wood"(l 52), resembles Narcissus who was fascinated 

by the airy image and longings for his 'insubstantial image" in a 'lake " For Melville 

the man who locks into himself "seeing" or gazing nothing but his reflection in a 

fountain through his "eyes" must suffer the &te of Narcissus. This idea is based on 

man's egoism. Evert Duyckinck wrote of Emerson that "his philosophy is based 

upon egoism. I£s prevailing doctrine is the su£5ciency of the individual."^^ Melville 

also admits that Emerson's idealism is in part related to narcissistic egoism: 

The key to every man is his thought. Sturdy and defying though he looks, 
he has a helm which he obeys, which is the idea after which all his facts are 
classified. He can only be reformed by showing him a new idea which 
commands his own. The life is a self-evolvin|z circle, which, from a ring 
imperceptibly small, rushes on all sides outwards to new and larger circles, 
and that without end. (303; emphasis added) 

He is locked up; and Ego is the key. Reserve alone is vanity. But all 
mankind are egotists. The worid revolves upon an I; and we upon ourselves; 
for we are our own world:—all other men as strangers, from outlandish, 
distant climes, going clad in furs. (559) 

This narcissism is the key to the disappearance of Yillah. For Yillah "verily 

believed herself a being of the lands of dreams"( 158). She believes Aleema's words 

which are "false things Aleema might have instilled into her mind"(159). Yillah is so 

certain that she is to destined to fell into "the vortex of the coast of Tedaidee"(157), 

an image no doubt related to the "Descartean Vortices" in Mobv-Dick that 

Meyer Reinhold, Past and Present: The Continoitv of na.«»arai Myths (Toronto; A. M. 
Hakkert Ltd. 1972) 336. 
" Rev. of FRgavs hv R. W. Emerson. First Series Evert Diqrckinck, The Literarv World 6 
(1847): 325. 
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threaten the man locked up in his thought. 

Taji becomes a sun god after acquiring Yillah. But that transformation is a sort 

of parody of Emersonian transcendence. Melville wrote with approval of Emerson's 

idea that poets are 'liberating gods," but he understands the extent to which that 

view is for Emerson a self-serving one. John Williams writes that; 

Taji's second voyage, within the coral reed surrounding the Mardian isles, is a 
monomaniac quest for perfection. Taji's first act upon landing in Mardi is to 
proclaim himself a sun god and his companions demigods. The natives accept 
them at face value and respond that many of them are divine, too. The result 
is a convivial association that gently satirizes the Emersonian ideal of self-
reliance which emphasizes the divinity of the individual.^ 

When Taji starts his quest for Yillah, his route is circuitous "coiling through the 

thickets, like the track of a serpent "(205). As Williams points out, that "beyond 

this boundary is the horizon of the sea that undulates for Taji like the coils of a huge 

serpent"(105). The image of "serpent" implies that Taji's quest for the ideal is 

inextricably entangled with entrapment or confinement. Further the "serpent" 

image is closely related to the sensual Hautia, suggesting "close association with 

this ideal world brings enslavement rather than fi-eedom." '̂ To follow the ideal of 

a "liberating god" is to fall into the trap of human limitations; 

My cheek blanches white while I write; I start at the scratch of my pen; my 
own mad brood of eagles devours me; &in would I unsay this audacity; but 
an iron-mailed hand clenches mine in a vice, and prints down every letter in 
my spite. Fain would I hurl off this Dionysius that rides me; my thoughts 
crush me down till I groan; in far fields I hear the song of the reaper, while 
I slave and faint in this cell. The fever rims through me like lava; my hot brain 

^Williams 108. 
Edgar A Diyden, Melville's Th«^atifx of Form: The nrwat Art nf Tftlling the Truth 

(Baltimore; The Johns Hoiddns P. 1968) 56. 
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bums like a coal; and like many a monarch, I am less to be envied, than the 
veriest hind in the land. (368) 

The image of the sensual serpent—like Hautia in some sense seems to confine 

the spiritual and intellectual aspirations of the writer who seeks to create the original 

work of art. As a "liberating god," a writer can create a new form in which to 

celebrate the world of mind. But that decision seems doomed to failure. Taji 

exclaims; "Oh, reader, list! I've chartless voyaged. With compass and the lead, we 

had not found these Mardian Isles. Those who boldly launch, cast ofif all cables; and 

turning fi-om the common breeze, that's fair to all, with their own breath, fill their 

own sails"(556). IBs bold attempt seeks a " way of discovering creative 

potential."^® However, Hautia's seductive powers seem to imply that the writer 

must compromise and abandon his spiritual quest in face of limitations of the world. 

For the writer's "role is to give exhilaration and abandonment to men to make them 

drunk with the unquenchable wonder of life." '̂ Hence Yillah's spirit, "some pure 

spirit looking far down into my souI"(152) is transformed into Hautia's spirit," a 

spirit, forever prying into my souI"(186). 

The writer's situation is well expressed in Babbalanja's explanation to his 

companions that the genius Lombardo wrote his work for two reasons; "a fiill 

heart;~brimful, bubbling, sparkling," and "the necessity of bestirring himself to 

procure his yams"(592). Abrazza responds that "in other words, yams were 

 ̂E>aul Lyons, "Melville and His Precursors: Styles as Metaslyle and Allusion," American 
Literature 62. 3 (1990); 459. 

Matthiessen 46. 
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indispensable, and , poor devil, he roared to get them"(593). Grenberg observes that 

the writer "requires his yams for sustenance but bums with a thirst for the higher 

meaning of life.'*^® Abra2za asks "why choose a vehicle so crazy?" Like MardL 

Lombardo's crazy masterpiece, the Koztanza. expresses the compl&dties of a 

world of art and mind. Babbalanja explains: 

No, your FCghness; for though Lombardo abandoned all monitors from 
without; he retained one autocrat within—his crowned and sceptered instinct. 
And what, if he pulled down one gross world, and ransacked the etherial 
spheres, to build up something of his own—a. composite; —what then? 
Matter and mind, thought matching not, are mates; and sundered oft, in his 
Koztanya th^r unite:—the airy waist, embraced by stalwart arms. (597; 
emphasis added) 

Like Taji, Lombardo starts his voyage with "his crowned and sceptered instinct" 

searching for the "etherial spheres" where he combines "matter and mind"(597). 

Emerson writes in "Nature" that "reason transfers all these lessons into its own 

world of thought, by perceiving the analogy that marries Matter and Mind"(W, I, 

37). As mentioned earlier, this analogy that unites matter and mind is the core of 

Emerson's philosophy: "Nature is a discipline of the understanding in intellectual 

truths"(W, I, 37). Just as Taji attempts to transform substance by way of an airy 

transcendental idealism, Lombardo tries to make a form out of the "airy" idealism. 

In response to Media's cry, "incoherent again!," Babbalanja afiBrms 

Lombardo's liberated state of mind; "My lord Media, there are things infinite in the 

finite; and dualities in unities... Its [Koztanza's] mere beauty is restricted to its 

^ Grenberg 34. 
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form: its expanding soul, past Mardi does embalm"f597: emphasis added). In 

"Nature," Emerson remarks that 'Vords are finite organs of the infinite mind. They 

cannot cover the dimensions of what is in truth. . . an action is the perfection and 

publication of thought"(W, 1,44-5). Emerson also notes that "any fact in our life, 

or any record of our fancies or reflections, disentangled fi-om the web of our 

unconsciousness, becomes an object impersonal and immortal. It is the past 

restored, but embalmed"fW, II, 327 emphasis added). Babbalanja continues that 

"when Lombardo set about his work, he knew not what it would become. He did 

not build himself in with plans; he wrote right on, and so doing got deeper and 

deeper into himself'(597). Hence it 'lacks cohesion; it is wild, unconnected, all 

episode"(597) like Mardi itself and consists of'Valleys and hills; rivers, digressing 

from plains; vines, roving all over"(597). Babbalanja's words imply that "what the 

writer experiences as a rich and meaningfiil totality must be articulated as episode 

and fi-agment." '̂ Reaching difficult truths, Lombardo "released creative energies 

beyond the grasp of a more disciplined art."^ At the end of his work, Lombardo 

finally cried out: "Here we are at last, then, I have created the creative"(595). 

Taji's name implies in Polynesian myth that he, like Lombardo, is half 

corporeal, half spiritual in nature. The story of Taji and Yillah shows that as Taji 

searched he "got deeper and deeper into himself' following Yillah's descent into a 

whirlpool to "depths unknown"(138). Grenberg argues that "Yillah does descend 

'̂Dryden, Metville's Thematics of Form. 56. 
Davis 200. 
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to dq>ths unknown shortly after her arrival in Mardi, and Taji's quest for her 

throughout the remainder of the book is a Melvillean 'diving' for truth in the world, 

a search for a unifying vision to encompass the multiplicity of human experience." '̂ 

Grenberg's "a unifying vision" suggests Emerson's "a universal mind" because 

every man can approach this mind which "encompasses the multiplicity of human 

©q)erience."^^ Emerson remarks in "TBstory" that "A man is the whole 

encyclopedia of facts" and 'if the whole of history is in one man, it is all to be 

explained from individual experience"(W, H, 3-4). Babbalanja considers "all Mardi 

as an Encyclopedia"(599). And Melville's method in Mardi. as Grenberg suggests, 

is an inclusive one; "thus, the considerable amount of political and social satire in 

Mardi is integral to Melville's conception of the individual, for without the integrity 

of individual understanding and behavior, social integrity and order are virtually 

impossible."^^ 

Following Emerson's suggestion that in the "genius of one remarkable people 

we have a fourfold representation"(W, n, 15), Taji has "a fourfold representation" 

to express his own idea of history, philosophy, art, and common sense. Mohi or 

Braid-Beard represents the image of history. Hs robe is "exceedingly long" and 

"gray" implying the faded past (197). The second is Babbalanja wearing a 

voluminous robe like a thick book, the image of the philosopher studying the world 

•" Grenberg 34. 
•''Grenberg 34. 
•'̂ Grenberg 35. 
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of Old Bardianna. Blansett argues that there are many similarities between Emerson 

and Bardianna in terms of "see[ing] man as having a straight channel to the 

divine mind, whereby communications are received in the form of reveries, through 

which are revealed intuitive insights of divine truth"(48). Babbalanja claims that "I 

am intent upon the essence of things; the mystery that lieth, beyond... that which is 

beneath the seeming; the precious pearl within the shag^ oyster. I probe the 

circle's center, I seek to evolve the inscrutable"(3 52). He continues that "there is 

more to be thought of than to be seen. There is a world of wonders insphered 

within the spontaneous consciousness"(352). Third is Yoomy, the poet who is 

youthful, long-haired, always wearing very neat and pretty apparel. He looks like a 

Bird of Paradise feather, its plume singing elegies for departed bards and heroes. He 

is also a dreamer, saying that '1 dreamed a dream"(352). The fourth is King Media 

who represents common sense, seeking to reconcile the three figures' different 

perspectives and pointing out their defects. 

Though attracted to Emerson's transcendental idealism, Melville does not forget 

to point out the problematic fate of Emersonian ideal in the real world. Grenberg 

comments that "Edenic innocence, romantic imagination, transcendental idealism all 

prove too delicate to survive even proximity to the real world ofMardi."** Melville 

has an absolutely different view of the problem of evil fi-om that proposed by 

Emerson in his essay "Self-Reliance." Emerson remailcs in "Self-Reliance" that 

""Grenberg 35. 
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"Good and bad are but names very readily transferable to that or this; the only right 

is what is after my constitution; the only wrong what is against"(W, U, 50). 

Melville's interest, however, in the "suffering and wretchedness in the universe" 

leads him to find fault with "Emerson's relatively unperturbed attitude in regard to 

the matter."*' Melville blames BCing Media for the suffering and wretchedness in 

the feudal system in Mardi. He declares that all of the world does not consist of 

"bright stars and bright eyes"(180). The darkness in the "un&thomable eye" of 

Hautia points to the bitter reality of the world. Babbalanja says that "the essence of 

all good and all evil is in us, not out of us. Neither poison nor honey lodgeth in the 

flowers on which, side by side, bees and wasps oft alight"(437). 

Taji and the company's quest for Yillah then deconstructs and satirizes 

Emersonian optimistic idealism and self-reliance by calling into question the relation 

between the "eye" and the idea that "seeing is knowing." Babbalanja asks 

"can that eye see itself Yoomy? . . . Taken out of its socket, will it see at all? Its 

connection with body imparts to it its virtue"(488). His words undermine 

Emerson's image of the "transparent eyeball" which conv^s the idea of self 

reliance and the unity of seeing and being. As Melville will later suggest in "The 

Doubloon" chapter in Moby-Dick, one's body is one's point of view on the world-

While Emerson identifies Nature and man with the Oversoul, Melville 

perceives Nature as diverse and ambivalent. He questions the relationship between 

Nature and perception when he has Babbalanja's cry; "All vanity, vanity, Yoom>', 

BrasweU 327. 
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to seek in nature for positive warranty to these aspirations of ours. Through all her 

provinces, nature seems to promise immortality to life, but destruction to beings.. . 

If not against us, nature is not for us."(210). Babbalanja rqects the Emersonian 

ideal of Nature, with its suggestion that man can draw analogies from nature. 

The episode of King Donjalolo of Willamilla illustrates the nature of Nature. 

When Donjalolo sends two special agents, "honest of heart, keen of eye, and 

shrewd of understanding"(248) to satisfy his curiosity about the country, they 

cannot agree on the color of a coral reef One says that the coral reef on the isle of 

Rafona is red, and the other says white. Their information is contradictory. 

Donjalolo is struck by "how hard is truth to be come at by proxy!"(249) askmg 

"How is it? Are the lenses in their ^es diverse-hued, that objects seem different to 

both; for undeniable is it, that the things they thus dashingly speak of are to be 

known for the same; though represented with unlike colors and qualities. But dumb 

things can not lie nor err"(249). Here the Emersonian assumption that the natural 

object can be identified and even analogized through "seeing" of the eye is 

absolutely nullified. Donjalolo cries out dashing both specimens to the pavemem; 

"Oh mighty Oro! Truth dwells in her fountains; which every one must drink for 

himself. For me, vain all hopes of ever knowing Mardi! Away! Better know 

nothing than be deceived"(250). Though Emerson says in "Nature" that "the visible 

creation is the terminus or the circumference of the invisible worid"(W, 1,34-5), the 

prisoner king, Donjalolo, cannot understand or grasp firmly the nature of reality. 

This ambiguous character of the world leads him to the pessimistic view of Nature 
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and the possibility of attaining any ultimate truth about it. I£s search for knowledge 

through "seeing" Nature paradoxically results in denial of knowledge, and he 

declares knowledge as nothing but a mode of deception. Babbalanja also visits the 

coral reef and sums up the meaning of the episode. He says that "my lord, I have 

seen this same reef at Rafona. In various places, it is of various hues. As for Zuma 

and Vamopi, both are wrong, and both are right"(250). 

The visit to Maramma and the pilgrims that the voyagers encounter there offer 

another critique of Emersonian vision. The fifth pilgrim is "a youth of an open, 

ingenuous aspect; and with an eve, full of eves"f329: emphasis added). This "eye, 

fiill of eyes" makes him a self-reliant, Emersonian transcendental character. He 

regects the old man's guidance and seeks to ascend the Peak alone. The old man 

laments " Ah, poor deluded one,. . but thus is it ever with youth; and rejecting the 

monitions of wisdom, suffer they must. Go on, and perish!"(329) The boy exclaims 

that "though I act counter to thy counsels, of Pani [the old man], I but follow the 

divine instinct in me"(329; emphasis added). 

The boy claims that" It shall be in the path revealed to me in my dream ... I 

perfectly rely upon gaining that lofty summit.... Oro is but a sound .. . they call 

the supreme god, Ati, in my native isle; it is the soundless thought of him, oh 

guide, that is in me"(337). The old man asks that" Why claim to know Oro, then, 

better than others"(337)? The boy responds that" I am not so vain; and I have 

little to substitute for what I can not receive. I but f^l Oro in me, yet can not 

declare the thought"(338). Like Emerson the boy believes that "the currents of the 
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Universal Being circulate through me"(W, I, 10). The old man responds "Proud 

boy! Thy humility is a pretense; at heart, thou deemest thyself wiser than Mardi" 

(338), while the other pilgrims believe that the boy is crazy. 

" He is mad," said the chief Divino; "never before heard I such words." 
"They are thoughts," muttered the guide. 
" Poor fool!" cried Famia. 
"Lost youth!" sighed the maiden. 
"He is but a child," said the beggar. "These whims will soon depart; once I 
was like him; but, praise be to Alma, in the hour of sickness I repented, 
feeble old man that I am!"(338) 

The boy's prayers suggest Emerson's description in "Self-reliance" of "the man in 

the street, finding no worth in himself which corresponds to the force which built a 

tower or sculptured a marble god, feels poor when he looks on these"(W, H, 61). 

On the other hand, the response to the boy's comments suggests "a number of mid-

nineteenth-century writers who ultimately found that the values of transcenden

talism were illusory and that they contained no legitimate means by which the 

individual could make moral discriminations."^ The boy at last says that " I will go 

my ways," and his decision foretells Taji's final desperate action in continuing his 

search for Yillah. In "Circles" Emerson remarks that '*the new statement is always 

hated by the old, and, to those dwelling in the old, comes like an abyss of 

scepticism."(W, n, 305-6). He also notes in "InteUect" that "at last comes the era 

of reflection, when we not only observe, but take pains to observe; when we of set 

 ̂Michael J. Hofiman. The Subversive Vision- Ameriran Romanticism in t.iteratnre (Port 
Washinton Kemmitkal Press. 1972) 69. 
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purpose sit down to consider an abstract truth"(W. n. 331). The old man's 

response to the boy echoes Emerson's sentiments: 

That boy, that wild, wise boy, has stabbed me to the heart. His thoughts are 
my suspicions. But he is honest. Yet I harm none. Multitudes must have 
unspoken meditations as well as I. Do we then mutually deceive? . . Have 
we angelic spirits? But in vain, in vain, oh Oro! I essay to live out of this 
poor, blind body, fit dwelling for my sightless soul, death, death;—blind, am 
I dead? For blindness seems a consciousness of death—what is this subtle 
something that is in me, and eludes me? Will it have no end? When, then did 
it begin? All, all is chaos! . .. (338-9; emphasis added ) 

As the old man confesses his doubts about his religious belief we are led to see 

the effects of Emersonian idealism. But at heart the boy is honest unlike Pani, the 

blind old man, who ofifers to guide the pilgrims for money. An emblem of spiritual 

death, he makes the misguided boy heroic by contrast. Melville mistrusts Emerson, 

but he respects his commitment to the spiritual life. 

The pilgrimage continues to the Temple of Oro where Pani says "Behold great 

Oro" (346). The young boy looks at the image eagerly and finally exclaims, "Oh 

Oro! I can not see thee, for the crowd that stands between thee and me"(346). 

Though Melville describes the youth with a comic and ironic touch, we see that he 

is similar to Taji in terms of commitment to the ideal. And his failure foretells 

Taji's failure in finding Yillah when the pOgrims threaten the "Impious boy,.. we 

will offer thee up, before the very image thou contemnest"(347). Yoomy cries "My 

soul bursts!" and "My lord, my lord, let us save the boy"(347) upon seizing the 

youth. Media says "Speak not...." and "His fate is fixed. Let Mardi stand," 

(347) echoing Taji at the end ofMardL "but I was fixed as fate"(638). The 
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problem between "seeing" and 'laiowing" is also presented in Babbalanja's nursery 

tale, a story in which "nine blind men, with uncommonly long noses, set out on 

their travels to see the great island on which they were bom"(355). Mohi murmurs 

"A precious beginning,.. >fine blind men setting out to see sights"(355). His 

words point out the import of the story, which focuses on how the "blind" man 

can "see" the island. This episode is related to the story of blind Pani. On their 

way to the island the men come upon " in a certain inclosure... an immense wild 

banian tree; all over the moss, and many centuries old, and forming quite a wood in 

itself; its thousand boughs striking into the earth, and fixing there as many gigantic 

trunks"(356). King Tammaro asks which of those many trunks was "the original 

and true one"(356)? However it is quite impossible to find out the original one 

because "the tree is so vast and its fabric so complex; and its rooted branches so 

similar in appearance; and numerous fi^om the circumstance"(356). Nevertheless, 

hearing of the reward, they are sure of finding its origin with "little diflBculty ." The 

blind men are, however, confounded and perplexed. At last Tammaro exclaims 

"will ye without eyes presume to see more sharply than those who have them? The 

tree is too much for us all. Hence! Depart fi-om the valley"(357). Grenberg argues 

that "this fable of the nine blind men in the banian grove forms a clear analogy with 

the Donjalolo reef fable and even more important, it constitutes a paradigm of the 

central quest motif in the novel. . . 

•* Grenberg 41. 
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Moreover this episode questions the very possibility of discovering the origins of 

things. The historian, Mohi, cannot detect the meaning of the story and says that 

"Obverse, or reverse, I can make nothing out of it"(357). Babbalaiqa answers that" 

It is a polysensuum, old man"(357). Yoomy points out that "you» Braid-Beard, 

deal in mangled realities. In all your chapters, you yourself grope in the dark. Much 

truth is not in thee, historian. Besides, Mohi; my songs perpetuate many things 

which you sage scribes entirely overlook.. . Mohi, we poets are the true historians; 

we embalm; you corrode"(280-81). Through Mohi's mouth Melville claims that 

history is nothing but the telling of the event, not the understanding of the meaning 

of the event. 

Babbalanja's "polysensuum*^ reflects the way in which Melville reads and uses 

the materials from his reading to create his own work. The 'T)ream" chapter offers 

a nice description of Melville's method. 

Like a grand, ground swell. Homer's old organ roUs its vast volumes 
under the light frothy wave-crests of Anacreon and Hafiz; and high over my 
ocean, sweet Shakespeare soars, like all the larks of the spring. Throned on 
my sea-side, like Canute, bearded Ossian smites his hoar harp, .. blind \filton 
sings bass to my Petrarchs and Priors, and laureats crown me with bays. 

In me, many worthies recline, and converse. I list to St. Paul who argues 
the doubts of Montaigne; Julian the Apostate cross-questions Augustine; and 
Thomas-a-Kempis unroUs his old black letters for all to decipher. .; yet 
divine Plato, and Proclus, and Verulam are of my counsel;... Baccus my 
butler, Virgil my minstrel, Philip Sidney my page. My memory is a life 
beyond birth; my memory, my library of the Vatican, its alcoves all endless 
perspectives, eve-tinted by cross-lights from Middle-Age oriels. (367-68) 

Enumerating all the great literary figures, the narrator describes his dreams to write 

the great work. A sort of evocation of the Muses, he calls on them to stimulate 
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his creative energy to make a great work of art. In this vision, Babbalanja dives and 

Yoomy soars, and eventually they meet. Reading the works of poets and 

philosophers, he writes and puts the materials together in his work. For Melville or 

Wolfgang Iser, the text itself just provides the "schematized aspect" and the 

reader makes the "aesthetic object of the work" through the act of reading."** 

Melville's words "my memory is a life beyond birth" embody Kant's theory of 

aporia, which is obviously related to Emerson's idea of the transcendental. He 

writes that "though many satellites revolve around me, I and all mine revolve round 

the great central Truth, sun-like, fixed and luminous forever in the foundationless 

firmament"(368). In "Circles" Emerson says that "the life of man is a self-evolving 

circle,. . rushes on all sides outwards to new and larger circles, and that without 

end. .. . Whilst the eternal generation of circles proceeds, the eternal generator 

abides"(W, n, 304). Blansett points out that" 'the eternal generator'. .. 

remarkably corresponds with Melville's 'great central Truth' around which all 

things revoIve"(46). As a self-evolving circle, Taji's fertile and creative imagination 

expands endlessly, appearing in the extended metaphor of dream; 

DREAM! DREAM! Golden dreams; endless, and golden, as the flowery 
prairies, that stretch away fi-om the Rio Sacramento, in whose waters Danae's 
shower was woven;—prairies like rounded eternities; jonquil leaves beaten 
out; and my dream herd like buffaloes, browsing on to the horizon, and 
browsing on round the world; and among them, I dash with my lance, to 
spear one, ere they all flee. (366) 

Wolfgang Iser, The Act of (Baltiinore; The Johns Hopkms UP, 1978) 21. 
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This golden, creative dream enables the narrator to start his writing with his pen 

which is metaphorically oq)ressed in the image of "lance." 

However this golden dream of expanding his self without end is destroyed by 

the hard facts of the world. Locked up in his own sel^ he cannot realize that such 

an ideal of immense expansion tends to be destructive and the idealistic 

epistemology conceals the terrible truth. Babbalaqa says that" things visible are but 

conceits of the eye; things imaginative, conceits of the &ncy. If duped by one, we 

are equally duped by the other" (283-84). 

And he finally says that'T find repose. .. What wild, wild dreams were mine; —I 

have been mad. Some things there are, we must not think of. .. all human lore is 

vain . . ." (630). Babbalanja says to Taji; 'T am Alma's and the world's. Taji! for 

Yillah thou wilt hunt in vain; she is a phantom that but mocks thee"(637). Taji 

answers that "But I was fixed as fete"(638). 

In 'intellect," Emerson remarks that: 

God offers to every mind its choice between truth and repose. Take 
which you please,—you can never have both. Between these, as a 
pendulum, man oscillates. He in whom the love of repose 
predominates will accept the first creed, the first philosophy, the 
political party he meets,—most likely his fether's. He gets rest, 
commodity, and reputation; but he shuts the door of truth. He in 
whom the love of truth predominates will keep himself aloof fi-om all 
the moorings, and afloat. He will abstain fi'om dogmatism, and 
recognize all the apposite negations between which, as walls, his 
being is swung. He submits to the inconvenience of suspense and 
imperfect opinion, but he is a candidate for truth, as the other is not, 
and respects the highest law of his being. (W, n, 341-342) 
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This passage nicely demonstrates the implication of Mardi's conclusion. Media 

advises that" our morrow's sun must rise o'er Odo; Taji! Renounce the 

hunt"(638). But Taji cries out, "I am the hunter, that never rests! The hunter 

without a home! She I seek still flies before; and I will follow, though she lead me 

beyond the reef, through sunless seas; and into night at death. Her, will I seek, 

through all the isles and stars; and find her, whatever betidel^CdBS). Here the image 

of "sunless seas" and "stars" reflects Taji's philosophical and poetical search 

symbolized in the characters of Babbalanja and Yoomy. "Poets are only seen when 

th^ soar"(SS9), but philosophers must dive to see and be seen. Babbalanja says 

that "Yoomy; poets both, we differ but in seeming; thy airiest conceits are as the 

shadows of my deepest ponderings; though Yoomy soars, and Babbalanja dives, 

both meet at last"(427). tfis words suggest Taji's "unified vision" and also 

suggest YiUah's dream of her destiny; "to well up in an inland fountain of Oroolia" 

(138). Yillah's vision is related to Taji's notion that the ideal work of art brings 

together seeing and being. Hence Yoomy, "before buried in a reverie, burst forth 

with a verse, sudden as a jet fi-om a Geyser"; 

Like the fish of the bright and twittering fin. 
Bright fish! Diving deep as high soars the lark. 
So, far, far, doth the maiden swim 
Wild song, wild light, in still ocean's dark. (267) 

Babbalanja argues that "the imagination is ... to speak plainer, the unical, 

rudimernal, and all-comprehending abstracted essence of the infinite remoteness of 

things. Without it, we were grass-hoppers"(489). Nevertheless this romantic ideal 
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imagination is inextricably connected with self delusion. Babbalanja questions, '̂ do 

we delude ourselves with being gods, and end in grubs? Genius, genius"(601)? 

With "eternity in his eyes!" Taji seizes the hehn continuing his quest for Yillah 

saying that "Now, I am my own soul's emperor, and my first act is abdication! Hail! 

Reabn of shades"(654)! Emerson mentions in "Inteflect" that "each new mind we 

approach seems to require an abdication of aU our past and present possessions. A 

new doctrine seems at first a subversion of all our opinions, tastes, and manner of 

living. .. "(W, n, 343-44). FoUowing Emerson's advice, Taji throws away the past 

and starts to make a new circle. Taji pursues YiUah. And "thus, pursuers and 

pursued flew on, over an endless sea"(654). 

"The whole story is told in a title-page. An exclamation point is entire Mardi's 

autobiography"(581). The title. Mardi and A Vovaee Thither, explains Taji's 

voyage of self discovery. Taji's life seems to suggest "the truth that around every 

circle another can be drawn; that there is no end in nature, but every end is a 

beginning"(W, n, 30). Therefore Taji exclaims that "but fiery yearnings their own 

phantom-future make, and deem it present. So, if after aU these fearfiil, fainting 

trances, the verdict be, the golden haven was not gained;—yet, in bold quest thereof 

better to sink in boundless deeps, than float on vulgar shoals; and give me, ye gods, 

an utter wreck, if wreck I do"(557). 

Taji's suicidal sailing alone is continued and developed in Captain Ahab's 

pursuit for the white whale and his utter wreck in Mobv-Dick. AsBrodhead 

suggests, "many passages in the later books resemble Mardi in some way as to 
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suggest that Melville is rewriting rather than writing. As he comes to realize in it, 

the true significance ofMardi is that it is the first draft of all his subsequent works. . 

. the writing ofMardi made Melville the author who could then go on to write 

Mobv-EHck. Pierre, and the Confidence-Man."^^ Indeed, Melville's later worics are 

the variations of Mardi and like Mardi they too are haunted by the figure and 

thought of Emerson, as Melville continues both to celebrate and criticize him 

•"Brodhead 39. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Emerson and Mobv-Dick 

Doubts of all things earthly, and intuitions of some things heavenly; this combination 

makes neither believer nor infidel, but makes a man who regards them both with 

equal eye. Mobv-Dick 

As a number of critics have argued, Ralph Waldo Emerson's influence on 

Mobv-Dick is prevailing and dominant. Perry Miller emphasizes Emerson's 

substantial influence on Mobv-Dick by commenting that had Emerson "not been 

there both to stimulate and exasperate Herman Melville, . . Mobv-Dick would 

have emerged as only another sea-story. The critical evidence of Melville's 

reading of Emerson comes fi'om Sophia Hawthorne's recollection that while he was 

writing Mobv-Dick. Melville read Emerson at Hawthorne's red cottage in Lenox 

during the late summer of 1850.'' However, Melville's view of Emerson is 

complex and ambivalent. Melville criticizes Emerson's transcendental optimism and 

self-reliance; at the same time, Emerson's philosophy, his ideas of perception, and 

Peny Miller, Introduction to The finidftn Age of American Literature (New Yoric: Ckorge 
Oraziller. 1989) 12. 

Sealts 254. 
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epistemology are present in Mobv-Dick. Indeed, Emerson's ideas of truth 

and language are examined and articulated as the major themes in Mobv-Dick. 

for Melville considers them as significant and meaningful. 

Nina Baym claims that Emerson's most significant influence on Mobv-Pick 

is his concept of language, which Emerson expressed most concisely in the 

"Language" section of Nature." Emerson writes in "Nature" that "particular 

natural facts are symbols of particular spiritual fects"(W, I, 25). Here Emerson 

considers the natural fects as God's words or "writing" by which God 

communicates to man. The natural facts of nature are "the ultimate source of 

knowledge, inspiration, and originality."" For Emerson proclaims that with the 

transparent eyeball, we can see and read the natural facts. However, Melville is 

suspicious of Emerson's idea, for to Melville the spiritual meaning of nature—if 

any—seems unseen or hidden so that nature becomes a hieroglyph. Melville's 

task is to try to read this hieroglyph or symbol in order to write its meaning in his 

own words. For Melville, however, truth is " forced to flee like a scared white doe 

in the woodlands; and only by curming glimpses will she reveal herself." '̂* Truth is 

so elusive in the worid of lies that it can only be seen "covertly, and by snatches" '̂ 

Hence, Melville's writing Mobv-Dick is an indication of his effort to tell the truth 

Nina Baym, "Melville's Quarrel with Fiction." PMLA 94 (1979) 915. 
Dean D^d Grodzins. "Nature," Encyclopedia of TransfynriMitalism ed Wesl  ̂T. Mott 

(Westport: Greenwood?, 1996) 132. 
 ̂Melville, "Hawthorne and His Mosses" 542. 
Melville. "Hawthorne and His Mosses" 542. 
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in a world of lies. He doubts every fact and distrusts the intuition that leads 

Emerson to truth. For him "the axis of reality" is made visible only by the power 

of fiction, "the great art of telling the truth." I want to focus here on Melville's 

examination of Emerson's idea of truth and language and to argue that the figure 

of his narrator, Ishmael, celebrates and critiques Emerson's epistemology of 

perception, which is linked to acts of reading and acts of writing. 

With Emersonian zeal, Taji searches for the unattainable truth, but his bold 

attempt feils. However, his indomitable and self-reliant courage in pursuing his 

ideal is resurrected in the figure of Captain Ahab. Taji's Emersonian eye, which 

only sees the star in the dreamy or fantasy world of mind, in Mobv-Dick is 

transformed into Ahab's bloody, fiery eyes searching for the white whale. 

However, Ishmael's "equal eye" represents his attempt to balance real-world 

experience and the world of mind. One obvious manifestation of this shift is 

Ishmael's narrative strategy which is artistic rather than instinctive. 

Melville writes that "some certain significance lurks in all things, else all things 

are little worth, and the round world itself but an empty cipher."^ This is the 

premise of Mobv-Dick and also the epitome of Emersonian Transcendentalism. 

Emerson claims in his essay "Nature" that: "Every natural feet is a symbol of some 

spiritual fact"(W, I, 26). As Baym argues, when we perceive nature, natural fects 

"cease to be things in themselves, and are transformed instead to signs that point to 

^^Melville. Mobv-Dick 430. 
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something beyond themselves."^^ Melville desires to read through them to get to 

the truth beyond. 

For Melville, however, nature or the world is complicated and ambivalent. He 

at times acknowledges its Emersonian benevolent and optimistic features but more 

often emphasizes its Hawthomian ambiguity. Emerson contends that "nature is 

already, in its forms and tendencies, describing its own design. Let us interrogate 

the great apparition that shines so peacefully around us"(W, 1,4; emphasis added). 

But for Melville, as for Hawthorne, nature becomes "the hooded phantom''(7). 

Hence Melville writes that Hawthorne's soul "like the dark half of the physical 

sphere—is shrouded in a blackness, ten times black. While Emerson regards 

nature as "the great, shining apparition," Melville considers it as an inscrutable and 

ungraspable phantom. As Grenberg points out, Melville feels 'Tiorror at the 

fathomless and ineluctable mystery of the world's hard reality.Therefore 

Melville attempts to solve the insoluble secret or decipher the elusive phantom of 

the world to acquire the truth. 

In "Etymology" and "Extracts," which preface Mobv-Dick. Melville questions 

Emerson's idea that "Words are signs of natural facts"(W, 1,25). Melville suggests 

that words cannot possess or express the essence of the natural. The etymology 

section reveals "the relativity of language" and the extracts suggests "the ambiguity 

^ Baym 916. 
 ̂Melville. "Hawthorne and His Mosses" 540. 

•'Grenberg 94. 
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in relative human perceptions."^ Though the pale Usher loves to dust "his old 

lexicons and granimars"(xv), he does not comprehend the real whale. Just as the 

description of the pale Usher, "threadbare in coat, heart, body, and brain"(xv) 

implies a lack of the vitality of life, so his etymology cannot give convincing and 

authentic knowledge or truth about "WHALE." Just as his "queer handkerchief^ 

[is] mockingly embellished with all the gay flags of all the known nations of the 

world'Xxv), languages of all the known nations including dead languages and 

future language are "mockingly" enumerated or waved about the real "whale" like 

the flag. Though a Sub-Sub-Librarian discovers all the &cts or "random allusions to 

whales"(xvii) in "any book whatsoever^(xvii) these are simply the old and dead files 

of facts. The "extracts" do not constitute "veritable gospel cetology" (xvii). 

Realizing the limit of words, Ishmael attempts to acquire a different view of the 

world by destroying '*the reassuring but naive assumption that the world can be 

explained and controlled by the collection of its &cts and description of its 

objects." '̂ Ishmael is suspicious of the idea that linguistic representation of tangible 

facts will lead to the Truth. Therefore he decides to plimge directly into the 

whaling world and in doing so reminds us of Emerson's question in "Nature"; 

"Why should not we also enjoy an original relation to the universe?" (W, I, 3). 

Like Emerson, Ishmael intends to search intuitively for the Truth hidden behind 

Rowland A. Sherrill, The Career of Ishmael's Self-Transcendence," Herman Melville's Mobv-
Dick. Ed. Harold Bloom (New Yoric: Chelsea House Publishers, 1986) 76. 

Diyden 83. 
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the universe by experiencing whaling directly, hoping to find the spiritual in the 

actual. 

And his search, like Emerson's, is visionary. Just as Emerson's idea of 

perception embodied in the image of eye" is obviously significant in MardL so his 

idea of perception is clearly meaningful to the construction of Mobv-EHck. 

According to Bryan Wol^ "by the time of Melville in the mid nineteenth century. . . 

new emphasis [was placed] on perception itself because of Immanuel Kant's view 

of nature.Reading and absorbing Kant's idea of nature, Emerson writes in 

"Nature," "such is the constitution of all things, or such the plastic power of the 

human eye, that the primary forms, as the sky, the mountain, the tree, the animal, 

give us a delight in and for themselves; a pleasure arising fi'om outline, color, 

motion, and grouping. This seems partly owing to the eye itself The eye is the best 

of artists"(W, I, 15; emphasis added). He remarks with the special emphasis on 

perception in "The Poet" that "Imagination, is a very high sort of seeing"(W, 
« 

III, 26). According to Matthiessen, Emerson believes that "imagination itself is 

simply the highest perception" and he insists on "using the word 'seer' in its primary 

as well as its figurative sense."^^ The act of perception is related to poet's 

imagination because a poet's perception is "necessitated so to see—^the selection of 

Biyan Wolf. "When Is a Painting Most Like a Whale?: IshmaeU Moby-Didc, and the Sublime," 
Herman Melville: A Collection of Critical F-wayc Ed. Myra Jehlen (Englewood ClifEs: Prentice-
Hall, 1994) 88. He explains that Kant's view of nature reidaces Edmund Biuke's. While Bmke 
regards nature as "^xmishing &ther," Kant emphasizes the observer's perception within nature. 

Matthiessen 47. 
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image is no more arbitrary than the power and significance of the image. Hence 

Emerson contends in 'Toetry and Imagination" that "as a power it [poetry] is the 

perception of the symbolic character of things, and the treating them as 

representative"(W, VIII, 27; emphasis added). A poet can penetrate the thing to 

decipher the inner meaning through the act of perception, that is his imagination. 

Melville was fascinated with Emerson's idea of "perception" and shared it. He 

echoes it in the description of the "water-gazers" in "Loomings": 

Look at the crowds of water-gazers there.. . . But look! Here come more 
crowds, pacing straight for the water, and seemingly bound for a dive. 
Strange! Nothing will content them but the extremest limit of the land;.. 
They must get just as nigh the water as they possibly can without falling in. 
(4; emphasis added) 

Like Narcissus, they are drawn to the water, pulled by a desire to dive. And what 

draws them is a sea of thought. Wolf argues that Emerson's thought expresses "an 

American version of the sublime" and "to behold the sublime in nature was not 

simply to witness the elements in all their grandeur but to appropriate that grandeur 

as a metaphor for consciousness."®' The vast sea is the metaphor for the 

consciousness. Emerson remarks in "The Transcendentalist" that "in the order of 

thought, the Materialist takes his departure fi^om the external world. .. The Idealist 

takes his departure from his consciousness"(W, I, 332). Hence Melville's "water 

gazers" are an expression of the idealist's view of the world. 

^Matthiessen 42. 
® Wolf 88. 
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The water-gazers are the 'bought divers" pursuing their ideal although they 

seem unable to grasp the ideal without plunging into the water. Still Melville 

admires them. He writes to Evert A. £>uyckinck that: 

I love all men who dive. 
Any fish can swim near the surface, but it takes a great whale to go 
down stairs five miles or more; & if he dont attain the bottom, why, all 
the lead in Galena can't i^hion the plummet that will. I'm not talking of 
Mr. Emerson now - but of the whole corps of thought-divers, that have 
been diving & coming up again with blood-shot ^es since the world began. 
(Correspondence 121; emphasis added) 

Comparing all the "thought-divers" including Emerson to a great whale, Melville 

here refers to the philosophers or the artists in a way that reminds us of the patterns 

of Mardi. Williams argues that Emerson's '̂ deal Man" is portrayed as "a 'man 

diver' seeing a 'commanding insight' while facing the danger of'shipwreck'.. . . "^ 

As he points out, Melville praises and admires Emerson in terms of "the energy of 

his [Emerson's] quest for a Transcendental absolute."®^ 

As a thought-diver and seeker for the truth, Ishmael combines water and 

thought in his consciousness. He remaiks that "meditation and water are wedded 

for ever"(4). Indeed his account of his "whaling voyage"(7) is an expression of that 

truth and the source of the attraction of his "wonder-world"(7). Like Taji, Ishmael 

actually pursues the ideal. He asserts that "I am tormented with an everlasting itch 

for things remote. I love to sail forbidden seas, and land on barbarous coasts"(7). 

He is obviously longing to transcend his desolate situation and yearning for the 

"Williams 143. 
 ̂Williams 143. 
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infinite. Hence the whaling voyage becomes his substitute for "pistol and ball.'' 

He explains his fiiistration; 

Whenever I find myself growing grim about the mouth; whenever it is a 
damp, drizzly November in my soul; whenever I find myself involuntarily 
pausing before coflBn warehouses,.. especially whenever my hypos get 
such an upper hand of me, that it requires a strong moral principle to prevent 
me fi'om deliberately stepping into the street, and methodically knocking 
people's hats of^then, I account it high time to get to sea as soon as I can. 
This is my substitute for pistol and ball. (3) 

Hoping to overcome his dismal situation, he sets out for the 'Vonder-world" of the 

sea. And as he enters it, the flood of the "vision of a symbolic universe" enters into 

his soul;®' 

The great flood-gates of the wonder-world swung open, and in the wild 
conceits that swayed me to my purpose, two and two there floated into my 
inmost soul, endless processions the whale, and, mid most of them all, 
one grand hooded phantom, like a snow hill in the air. (7; emphasis added) 

The "Wild conceits" lead him through "the great flood-gates" to the imaginary or 

visionary world of the mind, and that is also the transcendent world of dream and 

fantasy.®' That world is also marked by an incessant procession of facts. But 

through them all, he can see "the grand hooded phantom" which seems to be the 

grand subject like "a snow hill in the aii"(7). If he can remove the hood, perhaps he 

can see the transcendental truth and can achieve "commanding insight." In other 

words, he goes to sea hoping to discover the real substance of "the grand hooded 

 ̂Charles Feidelson. Jr., SymhnliCTn and Amerifan r.itBrature (Chicago: The U of Chicago P, 
1953) 178. 
 ̂A. Robert Lee. "Mol^-Dick: The Tale and the Telling," New Perspectives on Melville. Ed 

Faith Pullin (Kent: Kent State UP, 1978) 115. 
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phantom" somehow present in the real world of &q)erience and to reveal it to the 

reader. 

In 'The Transcendentalist," Emerson emphasizes the mind's supremacy over 

nature as he imposes his perception on the universe. In other words, he focuses on 

the observer's perception and reading of the object as a reflection of the mind. He 

remarks; 

\find is the only reality, of which men and all other natures are better or 
worse reflectors. . . His thought -that is the Universe, ffis eq)erience 
inclines him to behold the procession of facts you call the world, as flowing 
perpetually outward from an invisible, unsounded center in himself centre 
alike of him and of them, and necessitating him to regard all things as having 
a subjective or relative existence, relative to that aforesaid Unknown Centre 
of him. (W, I, 333-34) 

Emerson claims that "mind is the only reality" and that "men and all other natures" 

are reflectors of the perceiver's mind. He considers perception as a process of 

moving from perceiver to object. And Melville, as Williams points out, 

acknowledges "Emerson's instinctive symbolistic view of nature as a reflector of the 

self."™ Emerson's perception of nature is expressed in Melville's image of the 

"water-gazers" and, then, is related to the myth of Narcissus both in terms of 

"seeing" a reflecting image of the self and "diving." That, Ishmael claims, is the 

"deeper meaning" in the myth of Narcissus: 

still deeper the meaning of that story of Narcissus, who because he could 
not grasp the tormenting, mild image he saw in the fountain, plunged into it 
and was drowned. But the same image, we ourselves see in all rivers and 
oceans. It is the image of the ungraspable phantom of life; and this is the k^ 
to it all. (5) 

'"WiUiams 135. 
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Narcissus perceives his own reflected self as a '̂ tormenting, mild image" and the 

image causes his dive. Like Narcissus, we see the image of "the ungraspable 

phantom of life" in the water. What we see, of course, is a reflected image of 

ourselves; that is the secret phantom that allures with its promise that the world and 

the self are identical. The key to the story of Narcissus is that a blind pursuit of this 

self image leads finally to death. In other words, the story of Narcissus expresses a 

paradox; the ideal of self knowledge at once allures and destroys. 

Ishmael first sees "the grand hooded phantom" in a painting. Entering the 

Spouter-Inn, he is enchanted with "a very large oil-painting" containing 

"unaccountable masses of shade and shadows"(12), a work that suggests 

Emerson's theory of art. Emerson states in "Nature" that 'The beauty of nature 

re-forms itself in the mind, and not for barren contemplation, but for new creation. 

All men are in some degree impressed by the face of the world; some men even to 

delight. . . The creation of beauty is Art"(W, I, 23). But this painting hints of a 

sinister sort of beauty by way of "shade and shadows"(12). Here is not an 

expression of the face of the world matching the himian face but an attempt to 

"delineate chaos bewitched"(12). At its center is "a long, limber, portentous, black 

mass of something" with "a faint resemblance to gigantic fish"( 13). It is an 

ungraspable phantom removed fi'om the real. Ishmaers task is to read and interpret 

it. Ishmael demonstrates how one must try to understand the picture: you view it 

"by diligent study and a series of sjrstematic visits to it, and careful inquiry of the 
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neighbors"(12). This suggests Ishmaers narrative method in Mobv-Dick. IBs 

attempt to produce the meaning of the picture is analogous to his study of the 

whale and his writing about it. Like Emerson, Ishmael first focuses on "seeing" and, 

then, "knowing" the object by study, systematization, and analogy. As Robert Lee 

argues, "each vivid act of associative interpretation . .. enables the reader to 

imagine that he or she is conditioned to a process of seeing." '̂ But unlike 

Emerson, Ishmael does not consider his interpretation as the definitive. He consults 

others before arriving "at a final theory of [his]own"(13). 

Brodhead argues that in Mobv-Dick "Melville shows his great characteristic as 

a reader—namely, that instead of patiently subordinating himself to the works he 

reads, he prefers to catch their idea on the fly, then try it in writing of his own."^ 

Ishmael images himself as a reader when he says that he 'involuntarily took an 

oath with [himself] to find out what that marvelous painting meant"( 12-3). His 

reading of "the artist's design" at last results in "a final theory of. .. [his] 

own"(13). That is to say that his reading of the painting is not a concrete and 

perfect interpretation but a tentative one. It is just "a reading" which is "partly 

based upon the aggregated opinions of many aged persons with whom 1 conversed 

upon the subject"( 13). Here Ishmael opens the worid of criticism to others and 

consults their opinions. And this opeimess to others helps aq)lain why Mobv-Dick 

Robert Lee 99. 
- Richard H. Brodhead. Try All Things: An Introduction to Moby Dick," Ntw Fcsay on Mobv-

Dick (Cambridge: Cambrid  ̂UP. 1986) 13. 
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is so heavily intertectual. 

IshmaePs meeting with Queequeg in the Spouter Inn offers yet another aspect 

of the real-world experience that awaits him. When he first meets the hideous 

cannibal, Queequeg, he is terrified to share a bed with him. However, Queequeg 

possesses "an innate sense of delicacy" and treats Ishmael with "civility and 

consideration"(27). Ishmael realizes that Queequeg's appearance is no clue to his 

real character. Hence he compares him to George Washington and even Socrates: 

"in his large, deep eye, fiery black and bold, there seemed tokens of a spirit that 

would dare a thousand devils. And besides all this, there was a certain lofty bearing 

about the Pagan. .. Queequeg was George Washington cannibalistically 

developed"(50); His "calm self-collectedness of simplicity seems a Socratic wisdom" 

and "there was something almost sublime in it"(50). Queequeg is the symbol of 

iimer beauty that Emerson proclaims in "Nature"; 'The presence of a higher, 

namely, of the spiritual element is essential to its [beauty's] perfection"(W, I, 19). 

In the chapter "A Bosom Friend," the beauty of Queequeg's character arouses 

Ishmael's interest; "With much interest I sat watching him. Savage though he was, 

and hideously marred about the face. . . his countenance yet had a something in it 

which was by no means disagreeable. You cannot hide the souI"(49; emphasis 

added). Here Ishmael seems to echo Emerson in "The Transcendentalist"; "To 

behold the beauty of another character, which inspires a new interest in our own; to 

behold the beauty lodged in a himian being, with such vivacity of apprehension that I 
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am instantly forced home to inquire if I am not deformity itself (W, I, 343; emphasis 

added). 

Nevertheless, Queequeg remains a living hieroglyph for Ishmael. When he 

wakes up in the morning, he finds himself hugged by Queequeg's tattooed arm 

with "an interminable Cretan labyrinth of a figure''(25). To Ishmael, Queequeg is 

a cannibal as well as "a living system of representation."^ His tattooed face and 

his body make him a living hieroglyph. Ishmael tries to unfold the mystery of the 

riddle he represents by reading "the living parchment"(481). However, Ishmael 

cannot read the figure or define Queequeg exactly. For instance, Queequeg's pipe 

is at once weapon and peace-pipe. Queequeg is a "cannibal" and "savage" as well 

as "civilized." Further, his "very indifference [speaks] a nature" that hides "no 

civilized hypocrisies and bland deceits," one which is contrasted to Christianity. 

Ishmael, in short, does not impose his own meaning on Queequeg, but rather 

recognizes and understands him as otherness. He confesses an inability to read 

Queequeg. In other words, he does not eliminate the origin of the other in order to 

assimilate it in his writing but leaves it as a quotation in his text. 

Consider, for example his comments on Queequeg's tattoos: 

And this tattooing had been the work of a departed prophet and seer of 
his island, who, by these hieroglyphic marks, had written out on his body 
a complete theory of the heavens and the earth, and a mystical treatise on 
the art of attaining truth; so that Queequeg in his own proper person was a 
riddle to unfold; a wondrous work in one volume; but whose mysteries not 
even himself could read, though his own live heart beat against them; and 
these mysteries were therefore destined in the end to moulder away with the 

Wolf 95. 
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living parchment whereon they were inscribed, and so be unsolved to the last. 
(480-81) 

Queequeg is at once an image for the truth that Ishmael seeks and an indication that 

he will not find it in any absolute form. Queequeg suggests Emerson^s idea of the 

relation of nature and language for he is the emblem conveying a spiritual &ct. He 

is not an empty cipher but possesses "some certain significance"(430). Emerson 

mentions in "Nature" that "every man's condition is a solution in hieroglyphic to 

those inquiries he would put. He acts it as life, before he apprehends it as truth. 

In like manner, nature is already, in its forms and tendencies, describing its own 

design"(W, 1,4). But of course Ishmael cannot read Queequeg's mystery. 

Nevertheless, he is drawn toward him, and Queequeg has a profound effect on the 

life of his "bosom friend." And although the 'living parchment" remains unread, 

Ishmael is saved by the coflRn—life buoy bearing the same marks, and he resurrects 

Queequeg as a living character when he writes his book. Ishmael questions 

Emerson's idea of language and of the indecipherability of nature because, as. 

Case argues, for Ishmael "meaning is not completely present in a sign"" 

IshmaePs representation of Queequeg subverts Emerson's idea that "Everything 

real is seIf-existent"(W, I, 334). 

Ishmael's relation to Queequeg does not inmiediately lead him to abandon his 

Emersonian quest for the absolute as his mast-head adventure makes clear. High 

Lois Case. "Ishmael, Ahab, and the Leviathanic Text," Melville Sodetv Extract 83 (1990) 7. 
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above the ship with orders to seek out the whale, Ishmael forgets his duty and loses 

himself in Transcendental meditation. At that "thought-engendering altitude"(158), 

he forgets about the "carldng cares of earth"(158) and skies himself up to the world 

of mind. He becomes lost in the infinite series of the sea, with nothing rufiSed but 

the waves. The tranced ship indolently rolls; the drowsy trade winds blow"(156). 

This is the sea of the "water-gazers'" key to the mysteries of life, and his relation to 

it is that of the transcendental "sunken-eyed young Platonist '*with "hollow 

eye"(158). 

But "the sunken-eyed young Platonist" cannot see any whales. IshmaeL, as a 

narrator, realistically warns ship-owners "Beware of enlisting in your vigilant 

fisheries any lad with lean brow and hollow eye; given to unseasonable 

meditativeness; and who ofifers to ship with the Phaedon instead of Bowditch in his 

head"(158). These absent-minded young philosophers "are so hopelessly lost to all 

honorable ambition, as that in their secret souls they would rather not see whales 

than otherwise"( 159). These young Platonists "have a notion that their vision is 

imperfect; they are short-sighted; what use, then, to strain the visual nerve? They 

have left their opera-glasses at home"(159). This is to say they cannot see reality, 

. . .  b u t  l u l l e d  i n t o  s u c h  a n  o p i u m - l i k e  l i s t l e s s n e s s  o f  v a c a n t ,  u n c o n s c i o u s  
reverie is this absent-minded youth by the blending cadence of waves with 
thoughts, that at last he loses his identity; takes the mystic ocean at his feet 
for the visible image of that deep, blue, bottomless soul, pervading mankind 
and nature; and every strange, half-seen, gliding, beautiilil thing that eludes 
him; every dimly-discovered, uprising fin of some undiscemible form, seems 
to him the embodiment of those elusive thoughts that only people the soul 
by continually flitting through it. In this enchanted mood, thy spirit ebbs 
away to whence it came; becomes difilised through time and space; like 
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WickliflTs sprinkled Pantheistic ashes, forming at last a part of every shore 
the round globe over. (159) 

Here, obviously, is an Emersonian view of the world, characterized by a oneness of 

being, one where the same force flows through the world and the mind, one of the 

"blending cadence of waves with thoughts," where the ship borrows its movement 

from the sea and the sea its motion from 'inscrutable tides of God"(lS9). Ishmael's 

situation is precisely that of Emerson's in the famous transparent eyeball passage; 

Standing on the bare ground,—my head bathed by the blithe air and 
uplifted into infinite space,—all mean egotism vanishes. I become a 
transparent eyeball; I am nothing; I see all; the currents of the Universal 
Being circulate through me; I am part or parcel of God. .. I am the lover 
of uncontained and immortal beauty. (W, I, 10) 

For Melville, however, this sense of the oneness of being is a mystification and a 

dangerous one at that. To lose one's identity is to have the spirit ebb away "to 

whence it came" and so forget the material world altogether by seeing it only as an 

image of the self. 

To do so is, like Narcissus, to &ce a suicidal fall into the sea. Hence Ishmael 

cautions himself and other pantheists; 

There is no life in thee, now, except that rocking life imparted by a 
gently rolling ship; by her, borrowed from the sea; by the sea, from 
the inscrutable tides of God. But while this sleep, this dream is on ye, 
move your foot or hand an inch, slip your hold at all; and your identity 
comes back in horror. Over Descartian vortices you hover. And periiaps, 
at mid-day, in the fairest weather, with one half-throttled shriek you drop 
through that transparent air imo the summer sea, no more to rise for ever. 
Heed it well, ye Pantheists!"(159) 
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Nature is not an image of self It is absolute other. And yet it is enchanting and 

deceptive, because it seems to possess inteUigence. Consider, for example, Ahab's 

situation; he is portrayed as a watcher who is enchanted with nature, one 

who has also by the stillness and seclusion of many long night-watches in 
the remotest waters, and beneath constellations never seen here at the 
north, been led to think untraditionally and independently; receiving all 
nature^s sweet or savage impressions fresh from her own virgin, voluntary, 
and confiding breast, and thereby chiefly, but with some help from accidental 
advantages, to learn a bold and nervous lofty language.. . a mighty pageant 
creature, formed for noble tragedies. . . For all men tragically great are made 
so through a certain morbidness. Be sure of this, O young ambition, all 
mortal greatness is but disease. (73; emphasis added) 

Emerson's idea of the transcendental is precisely embodied in the words "watch" 

and "constellation" which are related to the images of "eye" and "star." Ahab's 

sea experience, '̂ he stillness and seclusion of many long night-watches in the 

remotest water, and beneath constellations," leads him to subjectify nature m an 

almost Emersonian way. Emerson mentions in "Nature" that "to go into solitude, a 

man needs to retire as much from his chamber as from society"(W, I, 7). And 

Ahab's situation of "seclusion of many long night-watches" implies that he is 

separated from the real world. 

Forty—forty—forty years ago!—ago! Forty years of continual whaling! Forty 
years of privation, and peril, and storm-time! Forty years on the pitiless sea! 
For forty years has Ahab forsaken the peaceful land, for forty years to make 
war on the horrors of the deep! .. . out of those forty years I have not spent 
three ashore. When I think of this life I have led; the desolation of solitude it 
has been; the masoned, walled-town of a Captain's exclusiveness, which 
admits but small entrance to any sympathy from the green country without— 
oh, weariness! Heaviness! Guinea-coast slavery of solitary conmiand! (543) 
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His solitary, weary experience leads him self-reliantly to think "untraditionally and 

independently ." Emerson argues that if we see the things properly, we need to 

withdraw from society and see nature significantly. However, Ahab's perception of 

nature in the manner of Emerson results in a figure different from the one Emerson 

describes in 'TNJature": "In the woods, too, a man casts off his years, as the snake his 

slough, and at what period soever of life is always a child"(W, I, 9). Ahab 

responds to "all nature's sweet or savage impressions," and he in the process is 

transformed imo a tragic hero with "a certain morbidness"(73). 

Hs morbidness is well portrayed in his Emersonian instinctive pursuit of Moby 

Dick. LikeTaji, Ahab chases Moby Dick from "blindest instinct!" HeteUsthe 

crew with a powerfixl and despotic glance that their voyage is not for the profit or 

sperm oil but to catch Moby Dick because the whale had sheared off his leg in a sea-

fight. Driven by vengeance, Ahab ©cclaims: 

Aye, aye! and I'll chase him round Good Hope, and round the Horn, and 
round the Norway Maelstrom, and round perdition's flames before I give 
him up. And this is what ye have shipped for, men! To chase that white 
whale on both sides of land, and over all sides of earth, till he spouts black 
blood and rolls fin out. (163) 

However, Starbuck opposes Ahab's fi'antic, demonic vengeance on Moby Dick. 

Starbuck cries that "Vengeance on a dumb brute. . . that simply smote thee from 

blindest instinct! Madness! To be enraged with a dumb thing. Captain Ahab, seems 

blasphemous"(163-164). HQs blind, instinct pursuit is closely linked to his egotism. 
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the vice that results in his and the ship's destruction/^ It is his egotism that leads 

him to attempt to pursue and absorb everything as if he were able to contain the 

entire world in his mind. 

Behind Ahab's attempt to assimilate nature into mind is Emerson's Cartesian 

view of the world. According to Emerson the universe is divided into two reahns. 

He writes in ''Nature" that: 

Philosophically considered, the universe is composed of Nature and the Soul. 
Strictly speaking, therefore, all that is separated from us, all which 
Philosophy distinguishes as the Not Me, that is, both nature and art, all other 
men and my own body, must be ranked under this name. Nature. (W, 1,4) 

Blansett argues that "Emerson's inquiry into the meaning and purpose of nature is, 

at bottom, an efifort to assimilate nature into himself—to reduce the Not Me to the 

Me."'® In "The Transcendentalist" Emerson remarks; 'This manner of looking at 

things transfers every object in nature from an independent and anomalous position 

without there, into the consciousness"(W, II, 331). In other words, Emerson tries 

to overcome dualism by transforming the physical world or Nature into man's 

consciousness. Wolf argues that "Emerson puts in sublime &shion the powers of 

consciousness over the natural world, a world where the consciousness literally 

dematerializes Nature through the eyes"^ These words describe not only 

Emerson's angle of vision but Ahab's point of view as well. "Oh! How immaterial 

Williams 147. 
Blansett 88. 
Wolf 93. 
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are all materials! What things real are there, but imponderable thoughts'X^28)? he 

asks, like Emerson, transforming the material imo thought. 

Ahab considers "all visible objects"—Emerson's "Not Me"—as nothing but 

"paste-board masks": 

Hark ye yet again,—the little lower layer. All visible objects, man are 
but as pasteboard masks. But each event—in the living act, the undoubted 
deed there, some unknown but still reasoning thing puts forth the mouldings 
of its features from behind the unreasoning mask. If man will strike, strike 
through the mask! How can the prisoner reach outside except by thrusting 
through the wall? To me the white whale is that wall, shoved near to me. 
Sometimes I think there's naught beyond... I see in him outrageous strength, 
with an inscrutable malice sinewing it. The inscrutable thing is chiefly what I 
hate; and be the white whale agent, or be the white whale principal, I will 
wreak that hate upon him. Talk not to me of blasphemy, man; I'd strike the 
sun if it insulted me.. . since there is ever a sort of feir play herein. . . who's 
over me? Truth hath no confines. (164) 

Ahab is an idealist since he considers the physical world as appearance or mask. As 

Emerson writes in "The Transcendentalist" that idealists "perceive that the senses 

are not final"(W, I, 329), man can comprehend that "the mind's most important 

knowledge derives not from empirical experience but from preexisting intellectual 

structures or the absolute laws of being." ™ For Ahab, the outer, empirical world is 

a "prison" concealing from him "some unknown but still reasoning thing." To 

reach this reasoning thing, he strikes the prison wall which traps him. As Chase 

points out, "Ahab is unable to resist the hypnotic attraction of the self with its 

Christopher Newfield. "Idealism.'' Encyclopedia of TranOTMidgnfalisin ed. Wesl  ̂Mott 
(Westport; Greenwood P. 1996) 86. 
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impulse to envelop and control the universe."™ Like Emerson, he desires to 

dematerialize the universe. Indeed his hatred of the whale is an expression of his 

desire and his frustration at his &ilure to control the world through thought and will. 

On the other hand, as the idealist, Ahab considers the whale as the representation 

of "the absolute laws of being" or the embodiment of the spiritual fact. Emerson 

remarks in 'The Transcendentalist" that: 

The idealist, in speaking events, sees them as spirits. He does not deny 
the sensuous fact; by no means; but he will not see that alone. He does not 
deny the presence of this table, this chair, and the walls of this room, but 
he looks at these things as the reverse side of the tapestry, as the other end. 
each being a sequel or completion of a spiritual fact. (W, I, 330- 331; 
emphasis added) 

Ahab perceives the whale not as thing itself but as "the reverse side of the things, 

as "the other end." He posits a rigid correspondence between things and "the 

other end." He claims that "not the smallest atom stirs or lives in matter, but has its 

cunning duplicate"(312). 

Hoffinan argues that Ahab is "a parody of the Transcendentalist 'great man."'*" 

LikeTaji, he is a self-reliant man, "a grand, ungodly, god-like man" for he 

attempts to search for the truth using only his indomitable will. In this respect, 

Ahab is related to BuUdngton for both are considered as "god-like" men. Indeed 

BuUdngton is important because he foreshadows Ahab's futile search for the truth 

Richard Chase. The American Novel and Its Tradition (Baltimore: The Johns Hopldns UP, 
1957)108. 
"'HofiBtnan 87. 
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and his final death. Ishmael praises BuUdngton as a Taji-like demigod who pursues 

his ideal free from the temptation of the comfortable life. 

But as in landlessness alone resides the highest truth, shoreless, indefinite 
as God—so, better is it to perish in that howling infinite, than be ingloriously 
dashed upon the lee, even if that were safety! For worm-like, then, oh! Who 
would craven crawl to land! Terrors of the terrible! Is all this agony so vain? 
Take heart, take heart, O BuUdngton! Bear thee grimly, demigod! Up from 
the spray of thy ocean-perishing—straight up, leaps thy apotheosis!" (107) 

Embodying Emerson's claim for the truth, BuUdngton becomes the tragic hero 

who perishes "in the howling infinite." '̂ LUce Ahab his life and death dramatizes 

"paradox of Promethean heroism."*^ 

And yet Ishmael clearly admires BuUdngton as he does Ahab. "There was an 

infinity of firmest fortitude, a determinate, unsurrenderable wiUfulness, in the fixed 

and fearless, forward dedication of that glance"(124), he writes. He acknowledges 

that "man, in the ideal, is so noble and so sparkling, such a grand and glowing 

creature who has that democratic dignity which, on aU hands, radiates without end 

from God Himself! "(117). Therefore Ahab is caUed "Khan of the plank," "a king of 

the sea," Prometheus, and "a great lord of Leviathans"(129). 

Ahab is at once " a queer man" and "above the common"(79). He is a man who 

"isagod inruins"(W, I, 71). As Dillingham points out, heroic figures such as Taji 

and Ahab "for a time... Uft themselves to Promethean heights. Their greatness. 

In his essay "^Intellea" Emerson desaibes two goals of life; one is to seek repose and the other is 
to search for the truth. Melville applies these images to the mets^or of landness and landlessness. 

William B. Dillingham. An Artist Tn Th<» Ripwng: The Eariv Work of Herman Melville 
(Athens; U of Georgia P. 1972) 4. 
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however, is ambiguous and flawed, for the undeviating and futile search twists, 

distorts, and dehumanizes the searcher while at the same time raising him above the 

level of ordinary beings."*^ Moreover, their flaws derive from their extreme self-

reliance and pride. Richard Chase points out that "Ahab [is]... victimized by a 

distorted 'self-reliance.'"** Ahab's scar, like his ivory leg, represents his self-

reliant pride, one result of his will to power over nature. 'Td strike the sun if it 

insulted me"( 144), he says. He stands before his men with a "crucifixion in his face" 

and with "all the nameless regal overbearing dignity of some mighty woe"(124). 

Hence Ishmael develops "a strange awe of him"(80), for he acknowledges that 

such a self-trusting hero sacrifices his common comfort and safety for the ideal. 

Emerson remarks in "Heroism": 

Self-trust is the essence of heroism. It is the state of the soul at war, and its 
ultimate objects are the last defiance of falsehood and wrong, and the power 
to bear all that can be inflicted by evil agents.... Its jest is the littleness of 
common life. That ^se prudence which dotes on h^th and wealth is the 
butt and merriment of heroism. (W, II, 251-52) 

Emerson maintains that "Heroism works in contradiction to the voice of mankind 

and in contradiction, for a time, to the voice of the great and good. Heroism is an 

obedience to a secret impulse of an individual's character"(W, II, 251; emphasis 

added). It is, in other words, a form of monomania. Brodhead writes that; 

Monomania, a rare personality disorder in everyday life, has something 
of the status of a normal state of selfhood in American fiction.. . American 
fiction's most distinctive fantasies have commonly featured the figure of 
monomaniac, the self mastered by a single motive and so restricted to a 

 ̂Dillingham 5-6. 
 ̂Richard Chase 105. 
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single move or goal. Captain Ahab is, of course, the classic embodiment 
of this figure.'̂  

Ever since the combat in which the white whale caused the loss of his leg, Ahab has 

wanted to avenge himself on Moby Dick. Ifis impulse and desire to avenge himself 

does not merely mean assault on evil. As William BrasweU points out, "evil is but 

an effect, and Ahab is interested in the primary cause."*® Hence Ahab "piled upon 

the whale's white hump the sum of all the general rage and hate felt by his whole 

race from Adam; and then, as if his chest had been a mortar, he burst his hot heart's 

sheU upon it"(184). 

Ahab, in effect, dematerializes Moby Dick. Emerson says that "Every 

appearance in nature corresponds to some state of the mind, and that state of the 

mind can only be described by presenting that natural appearance as its picture. An 

enraged man is lion"(W,II,26). In this sense, Moby Dick is the reflection of Ahab's 

state of mind; "the white whale swam before him as the monomaniac incarnation 

of all those malicious agencies which some deep men feel eating in them, till they are 

left living on with half a heart and half a lung"(lS4). Ahab assimilates Moby Dick to 

himself and imposes on him his vision of the world. As Wolf suggests, "vision is 

always a two-step affiiir an act of negation followed by a rewriting of the negated as 

a version of oneseli^ an absorption of nature into the language of the self."*' This 

describes nicely Ahab's relation to the white while. 

^^rodhead 1-2. 
William BiasweU. Melville's Religious Thought (Durham: Duke UP, 1943) 126. 

 ̂Wolf 94. 
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Ahab's is such a rigidly absolute position that he cannot alter his ideas even in 

the face of an altered material world. Ahab cannot see the whale as a material thing 

but only as an agent of a malignant super-natural being. Hence he searches for 

"absolute truths and absolute definitions and absolute accuracies of word."** 

Ishmael makes this clear as he describes Ahab's contemplating Queequeg's coffin 

after its transformation into a life-preserver 

Here now's the very dreaded symbol of grim death, by a mere hap, 
made the expressive sign of the help and hope of most endangered life. 
A life-buoy of a coffin! Does it go fiirther? Can it be that in some 
spiritual sense the coffin is, after all, but an immortality-preserver! 
ril think of that. But no. So far gone am I in the dark side of earth, 
that its other side, the theoretic bright one, seems but uncertain 
twilight to me. (528) 

Here Ahab momentarily doubts his absolute, rigid interpretation of the sign and is 

confused by the same object's having two opposing meanings. However, he must 

reject that possibility. Once he makes the white whale an image "not only all his 

bodily woes; but all his intellectual and spiritual exasperations"(184), he commits 

himself to a way of seeing that eliminates one half of the world. When he sees the 

beauty of nature, the sunrise and the sunset, he laments because he cannot perceive 

and enjoy "the lovely light"; "Oh! Time was, when as the sunrise nobly spurred me, 

so the sunset soothed. No more. This lovely light, it lights not me, all loveliness is 

anguish to me, since I can never enjoy, gifted with high perception. I lack the low 

enjoying power"(167; emphasis added). He is deprived of the satis&ction and 

®"Lee 109. 
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comfort of the low enjoying power" of the senses. Since he has only his gift of 

"high perception," the metaphysical faculty, he cannot see reality as it is. 

For Melville the problem of perception is linked to the problem of reading; 

hence Ahab's view of the world is also represented in the novel as an issue of 

textuality. In the chapter "The Doubloon," Ishmael shows how the crew members 

have the multiple perspectives on the same object. The coin is first nailed up by 

Ahab as "the whale's talisman"(431). But it has a different meaning for each crew 

member who views it. For Ahab the coin reflects his "egotistical," "proud" and 

"courageous" self 

There's something ever egotistical in mountain-tops and towers, and all 
other grand and lofty things; look here, —three peaks as proud as Lucifer. 
The firm tower, that is Ahab. The volcano, that is Ahab; the courageous, the 
undaunted and victorious fowl, that, too, is Ahab; all are Ahab. (359) 

The act of perception is here related to the act of reading, as Stubb's view of the 

golden coin as a book makes clean "Book! You lie there, the &ct is you books 

must know your places. You'll do to give us the bare words and facts, but we 

come in to supply the thoughts"(433). When the superstitious Manxman reads the 

coin, Stubb says that "There's another rendering now, but still one text. All sorts of 

men in one kind of world, you see"(434). And when Queequeg approaches the 

coin, Stubb observes that with his tattoos Queequ^ "looks like the signs of the 

Zodiac himself'(434). Hence the living hieroglyph meets the emblematic doubloon, 

and the scene reminds us of Emerson's statement in "The Over-Soul" that *the act 

of seeing and the thing seen, the seer and the spectacle, the subject and the object. 
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are one"(W, BL, 269). For the Over-Soul abides within man as "the universal beauty, 

to which every part and particle is equally related; the eternal One"(W, n, 269). 

However, according to Emerson, "the thing seen" or the object can be deciphered. 

But Melville's rendering of this scene of reading puts that view into question. John 

T. Irwin explains the situation: 

The process of interpretation has come full circle, for when the tattooed 
Queequeg stands before the emblematic coin, a "doubloon" appropriately 
enough, the hieroglyphic subject confronts the hieroglyphic object. And we 
understand that the hieroglyph of the world is doubly undecipherable. 
It is indefinite in itself and in its indefiniteness it allows the individual 
subject to project onto it the structure of a self as undecipherable as the 
world.® 

As Irwin suggests, both the self and the world are enigmatic. For the doubloon 

represents '̂ e image of the rounder globe, which, like a magician's glass, to each 

and every man in turn but mirrors back his own mysterious self'(431). Since the 

doubloon is nothing but a glass or a mirror, the crew members' readings suggest 

that the process of interpretation is always a form of self reading. 

This is the meaning of Pip's reading of the coin. 

This way comes Pip—poor boy! Would he had died, or I; he's half 
horrible to me. He too has been watching all of these interpreters—myself 
included—and look now, he comes to read, with that unearthly idiot face. 
Stand away again and hear him. Hark!" 

'T look, you look, he looks; we look, ye look, th^r look." 
'TJpon my soul, he's been studying Murray's grammar! Improving his 

mind, poor fellow! But what's that he says now—hist!" 
'T look, you look, he looks; we look, ye look, they look." 
"Why, he's getting it by heart—hist! Again." 
"I look, you look, he looks; we look, ye look, they look." (434) 

John T. Irwin. American Hieroglyphics: The Symbol of the Egyptian Hieroglyphics in the 
American Rfmai«s>nrp (New Haven: Yale IJP,1980) 288. 
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Pip's quoting from Murray's Grammar implies that the subjective "image is repeated 

in the structure of his own prose, which begins and ends with puss in pursuit of her 

tail."^ There can be no absolute reading of the doubloon since the process of 

perception continues endlessly. Wolf puts the point as follows: 

Pip represents the endpoint of that devolution and regression that haunts 
all Emersonian idealism. Only he brings us to an end different from what 
we might have expected. It is not commodity or materialism with which 
we conclude, but the act of perception itself Pip gives us the grammar 
of seeing with no visionary truth, no epiphanies, no egotistical aspirations. 
He reminds us of what happens to the Emersonian transparent eyeball when 
it gets trapped by its own rhetoric. For Pip represents a form of seeing with 
nothing to see but itself '̂ (emphasis added) 

For Ishmael the markings on the doubloon are like the inscriptions on the marble 

tablet described in "The Chapel." 

What bitter blanks in those black-bordered marbles which cover no 
ashes! What despair in those immovable inscriptions! What deadly 
voids and unbidden infidelities in the lines that seem to gnaw upon 
all Faith, and refrise resurrections to the beings who have placelessly 
perished without a grave. (36) 

These inscriptions suggest Melville's doubts about Emerson's idea of language and 

the metaphysics that support it. They cannot provide any meaning to the sailors' 

death, representing as they do the "deadly voids and unbidden infidelities." The 

chapel is filled with the void of the nonexistent, that emptiness suggested by the 

whiteness of the whale, the whiteness that represents "the heartless voids and 

immensities of universe"( 195). At once the color that contains all colors, and 

Wolf 98. 
" Wolf 98. 
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"the visible absence of coior"( 195), it points to the void. Like the doubloon, 

whiteness is imaginatively endowed with meaning according to the perceiver's 

intention. Ishmael notes that whiteness is a paradoxical color, suggesting at once 

two different meanings; it is the "symbol of the divine spotlessness and power" 

(189) of an "abhorrent mildness, even more loathsome then terrific"(189) as well as 

the "iimocence of brides"(189). It suggests death and corruption as well as 

virginal purity and innocence. These contradictory suggestions lead Ishmael to his 

final, nihilistic reading. 

Is it that by its indefiniteness it shadows for the heartless voids and 
immensities of the universe, and thus stabs us from behind with the 
thought of annihilation, when beholding the white depths of the milky 
way? Or is it, that as in essence whiteness is not so much a color as the 
visible absence of color, and at the same time the concrete of all colors; 
is it for these reasons that there is such a dumb blankness, fiill of meaning, 
in a wide landscape of snows—a colorless, all-color of atheism from which 
we shrink? (195) 

All other earthly hues—every stately or lovely emblazoning—^the sweet 
tinges of sunset skies and woods; yea, and the gilded velvets of butterflies, 
and the butterfly cheeks of yovmg girls; all these are but subtile deceits, not 
actually inherent in substances, but only laid on from without; so that all 
deified Nature absolutely paints like the harlot, whose allurements cover 
nothing but the charnel-house within. . ."(195) 

These passeiges express a view that is directly opposed to Emerson's thought. His 

nature is "all deified," the sign of spiritual presence. For Ishmael she is a painted 

whore. While Emerson considers light as "the first of painters"(W, I, 15), Ishmael 

regards it as the sign of universal absence. 

For Ishmael that absence is represented by the "Albino Whale"(195) that 

dominates the novel. A. Robert Lee argues that it is "the whale—both Ahab's 
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White Whale and the whale in its overall genus [that is] the book's essential 

lodestone and point of radius; for the whale it is and not Ahab nor Ishmael nor the 

Pequod and crew which acts as the center to which all else is periphery And as 

we shall see, it is the individual understandings of the whale that shape the meaning 

of the novel. 

Ishmael's initial understanding of the albino whale seems ahnost a visionary one. 

Indeed his musings in "The Whiteness of the Whale" remind us of some of 

Emerson's observations on the natural world. He remarks that '"whether nature 

enjoys a substantial existence without, or is only in the apocalypse of the mind, it is 

alike useful and alike venerable to me. Be it what it may, it is ideal to me so longs 

as I cannot try the accuracy of my senses"(W, 1,48). He then goes on to argue that 

while "the animal eye" instinctively sees "sharp outlines and colored surfaces" of 

the object, "the eye of reason" intuitively sees "causes and spirits" of objects 

because "outlines and surfaces becomes transparent"(W, 1,49-50). With his 

intuition and his optimistic idealism, he confidently reads God's message in natural 

facts. He maintains that "the sensual man conforms thoughts to things ; the poet 

conforms things to his thoughts"(W, I, 52). This is not unlike Ishmael's strategy 

in "The Whiteness of the whale" which is an extended poetic meditation on the 

white whale. And indeed Ishmael's treatment of whales in general at times reminds 

us of Emerson. 

'̂ Lee 78. 
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Faced with the wonderful mystery of the whale, Ishmael casts himself in the role 

of a reader puzzling over the riddles of its face and features and attempting to 

interpret the lines on its skin; 

Almost invariably it is all over obliquely crossed and re-crossed with 
numberless straight marks in thick array, something like those in the 
finest Italian line engravings.—^These are hieroglyphical; that is, if 
you call those mysterious ciphers on the waUs of pyramids hieroglyphics, 
then that is the proper word to use in the present connectioiL -Like those 
mystic rocks, too, the mystic-marked whale remains indecipherable. (306) 

The whale resists not only the interpretive efforts of physiognomist and 

phrenologist but those of scholars and linguists as well. Neither Champollion nor 

Sir William Jones "read the awfiil Chaldee of the Sperm Whale's brow"(347). As 

Emerson remarks, "the problems to be solved are precisely those which the 

physiologist and the naturalist omit to state"(W, I, 67). Emerson argues that the 

scientist cannot read the mysteries of nature and he claims that the scientific way of 

seeing or reading the visible surface cannot reveal the inner truth. For Emerson it is 

"visionary insight" or intuition, that will reveal the meaning of natural &cts. 

Ishmael seems to agree with Emerson as he ^s to understand the whole by 

anatomizing and analyzing it. Emerson writes in "Nature" that '1 cannot greatly 

honor minuteness in details, so long as there is no hint to explain the relation 

between things and thoughts; no ray upon the metaphysics of conchology, of 

botany, of the arts, to show the relation of the forms of flowers, shells, animals. 
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architecture, to the mind, and build science upon ideas"(W, I, 67). And Ishmael 

seems to agree as he contemplates the whale's mystery. 

How vain and foolish, then, thought I, for timid untravelled man to try to 
comprehend aright this wondrous whale, by merely poring over his dead 
attenuated skeleton, stretched in this peacefiil wood. No. Only in the heart 
of quickest perils; only when within the eddyings of his angry flukes, only 
on the profound unbounded sea, can the fully invested whale be truly and 
livingly found out. (453-54) 

It is vain to attempt the '̂ classification of the constituents of a chaos"(134), "to have 

one's hands among the unspeakable foundations, ribs, and very pelvis of the 

world"(136). As Emerson recognizes such an attempt is really the sign of a desire 

to control; "It is not so pertinent to man to know all the individuals of the animal 

kingdom, as it is to know whence and whereto is this tyrannizing unity in his 

constitution, which evermore separates and classifies things, endeavoring to reduce 

the most diverse to one form"(W, I, 67). Ishmael's decision to leave his 

"cetological system"(145) unfinished is an acknowledgment of the aptness of 

Emerson's observation. 

The living whale, in his full majesty and significance, is only to be seen 
at sea in unfathomable water, and afloat the vast bulk of him is out of 
sight, like a launched like-of -battle ship; and out of that element it is a 
thing eternally impossible for mortal man to hoist him bodily into the air, 
so as to preserve his mighty swells and undulations. (263) 

'Tor small erections may be finished by their first architects; grand ones, true ones, 

ever leave the copestone to posterity"(145) Ishmael writes. And he goes on to add 

that cetology is "mere sounds, flill of Leviathanism, but signifying nothing'X145). 

In the above passage he acknowledges the &ct that the whale is unknowable. 
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unknowable to human perception and human knowledge. Although &cts about 

the whale are apparently clear and self-®cplanatory, they really do not help us 

understand it. Ishmael says that '1 promise nothing complete; because any human 

thing supposed to be complete, must for that very reason infallibly be faulty"(136). 

It is for the reason that he laments that "this whole book is but a draught—nay, but 

the draught of draught. Oh, Time, Strength, Cash, and Patiencel'XnS)®^ 

Indeed, Ishmael directly links the writing of his book with the project of 

understanding the whale in all its wonder "i^ at my death, my executors, or more 

properly my creditors, find any precious MSS. in my desk, then here I prospectively 

ascribe all the honor and the glory to whaling; for a whale-ship was my Yale College 

and my Harvard"(112). He connects the whaling voyage with his writing of it, and 

he associates early forms of writing, religious and mythical, with whaling as well. 

In doing so he reveals Melville's epic aspirations and his desire to write on original 

book.: 

If, then, to meanest mariners, and renegades and castaways, I shall 
hereafter ascribe high qualities, though dark; weave round them tragic 
graces; if even the most mournful, perchance the most abased, among 
them all, shall at times lift himself to the exalted mounts; if I shall touch 
that workman's arm with some ethereal light; If I shall spread a rainbow 
over his disastrous set of sun; then against all mortal critics bear me out 
in it, thou just Spirit of Equality, which hast spread one royal mantle of 
humanity over all my kind! Bear me out in it, thou great democratic God! 
Who didst not refuse to the swart convict. Banyan, the pale poetic pearl; 
Thou who didst clothe with doubly hammered leaves of finest gold, the 
stumped and paupered arm of old Cervantes; Thou who didst pick up 
Andrew Jackson fi-om the pebbles; who didst hurl him upon a war-horse; 
who didst thunder him higher than a throne! Thou who, in all Thy mighty. 

See Daniel Cottom, "Parody as Origiiialitv in Mobv-Dick" ATO 51(1981): 165. 
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earthly marchings, ever cullest Thy selectest champions from the kingly 
commons; bear me out in it, O God! (117) 

He transforms "meanest mariners, and renegades and castaways" with the power of 

his prose, with metaphors of light, if not with light itself. They are elevated to the 

level of the literary as Ishmael 'Sveave[s] round them tragic graces." Here we have 

an Emersonian "marrying of matter and mind," as Melville casts a poetic, spiritual 

light over ordinary man and matter, acknowledging in the process a sort of 

Emerson—like divinity in man. 

And in 'The Prairie," we hear the voice of Emerson's self-reliant man as Ishmael 

celebrates his power as author. 

One often hears of writers that rise and swell with their subject, though 
it may seem but an ordinary one. How, then, with me, writing of this 
Leviathan? Unconsciously my chirography expands imo placard capitals. 
Give me a condor's quill! Give me Vesuvius' crater for an inkstand! 
Friends, hold my arms! For in the mere act of penning my thoughts 
of this Leviathan, they weary me, and make me ^unt with their outreaching 
comprehensiveness of sweep, as if to include the whole circle of the sciences, 
and all the generations of whales, men, and mastodons, past, present, and to 
come, with all the revolving panoramas of empire on earth, and throughout 
the whole universe, not excluding its suburbs. Such, and so magnifying, is the 
virtue of a large and liberal theme! We expand to its bulk. (456) 

Ishmael's enthusiasm and power derives from his sense that his vision is 

comprehensive that it somehow embraces all of human history and all of human 

knowledge, that his mind has transformed the world. And this suggests Emerson's 

point of view. 

All the facts in natural history taken by themselves, have no value, but are 
barren, like a single sex. But marry it to human history, and it is flill of life. 
Whole floras, all Linnaeus' and Buffom's volumes, are dry catalogues of 
facts; but the most trivial of these facts,.. applied to the illustration of a fact 
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in intellectual philosophy, or in any way associated to human nature, affects 
us in the most lively and agreeable manner.. . the moment a ray of relation is 
seen to extend from it to man, a little body. .. become[s] sublime. (W, 1,28-
9) 

Melville's and Emerson's view of the world are not, however, as close as these 

passages seem to suggest. For one thing Melville is aware of the deceptive aspects 

of the enchantment that the epic vision produces. To celebrate Ahab's tragic 

greatness and the wonders of the whaling world is not to lose sight of its darkness 

and dangers, as Ishmael experience in "The Try-Works" suggests. 

Convulsively my hands grasped the tiller, but with the crazy conceit that the 
tiller was, somehow, in some enchanted way, inverted. My God! What is the 
matter with me? Thought I. Lo! In my brief sleep I had turned myself about, 
and was fronting the ship's stem, with my back to her prow and the compass. 
In an instant I faced back, just in time to prevent the vessel from flying up into 
the wind, and very probably capsizing her. How glad and how grateful the 
relief from this from this unnatural hallucination of the night, and the fetal 
contmgency of being brought by the lee! (424) 

For Melville we cannot look "too long in the face of the fire''(424) or gaze at the 

white world without "colored and coloring glasses"(195). Truth if it is to be known 

must be approached indirectly. 

Indeed for Melville "seeing" leads to "blindness." For him "clear truth is a thing 

for salamander giants only to encounter"(338) as the experience of the "weakling 

youth lifting the dread goddess's veil at Sais"(338) makes clear. And Ishmael 

contemplating the "mighty, misty monster. . . his vast, mild head oveiiiung by a 

canopy of vapor, engendered by his in communicable conteniplations"(374) is 

careful not to be "over curious" about its nature. For even its spouting are 

dangerously threatening. 
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among whalemen, the spout is deemed poisonous; they try to evade it. 
Another thing; I have heard it said, and I do not much doubt it, that if 
the jet is fairly spouted into your eyes, it will blind you. The wisest 
thing the investigator can do then, it seems to me, is to let this deadly spout 
alone. (373) 

The spout is a sign of the "otherness" of nature, of the "palsied universe"(195) that 

threatens the naive gazer with blindness. Richard Ruland and Malcolm Bradbury 

argue that even though Melville loved the "thought divers," he "was nonetheless 

prepared to make his distance from Emerson plain: where Emerson assumed a 

beneficent energy in the world, Melville felt uncertainty and frustration."*^ The 

great transcendental hero, Ahab, facing the great whale for the last time cries: "I 

grow blind; hands! Stretch out before me that I may grope my way. Is't night" 

(570)? Like the "weakling youth" at Sais, the "grand and lofty"(431) Ahab 

"voicelessly"(572) vanishes along with the "smallest chip of the Pequod"(572). 

As a critical reader of Emerson's romantic or transcendental idea of nature and 

truth, Melville writes his doubt and suspicion through the figure of Ishmael. 

Ishmael gradually realizes that Ahab is an embodiment of the "woe that is 

madness"(425) and understands that his quest for the white whale like Taji's search 

for Yillah, is at once futile and self-destructive. IBs »q)erience at the helm of the 

"fire ship"(423) teaches him that in this "wilful world"(424) the wisdom of Solomon 

is the perfect guide. 

In the pursuit of those far mystenes we dream oC or in tormented chase of 
that demon phantom that, some time or other, swims before all human hearts: 

 ̂Richard Ruland and Malcolm Bradbmy. From PunyaniCTi to Postmodemign (New York: 
Penguin Books USA Inc.. 1991) 164. 
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while chasing such over this round globe, they either lead us on in barren 
mazes or midway leave us whelmed. (237) 

This is the understanding that leads Ishmael to turn away from Ahab and his 

''artificial fire" toward his pagan fiiend, Queequeg. This friendship helps Ishmael 

overcome the fiustration and depression that drives him to sea initially. Joined to 

him by a monkey rope, weaving a sword-mat with his help, Ishmael comes to 

understand that the lines and ropes of the whaling world may be put to human use. 

And with this recognition comes an understanding that the whale itself is best 

understood as a natural creature rather than a transcendental symbol. "The grand 

hooded phantom," which evokes "terror and dread" of man's mind in the picture 

becomes a living creature in the chapter "Grand Armada." Ishmael describes the 

baby whales suckling at the breasts of their mothers, who cahnly gaze upward at the 

crew. This engaging world of living whales opens IshmaeFs eyes to the charm and 

beauty of the physical world. However, he does not overlook the dark side of 

reality: "The sun hides not the ocean, which is the dark side of this earth, and which 

is two thirds of this earth"(424). "The tiger's heart"(491) may pant beneath the 

lovely surface of the sea. Hence Ishmael at last achieves the balanced vision and 

claims the necessity of the "equal eye": 

For d'ye see, rainbows do not visit the clear air, th^ only irradiate vapor. 
And so, through all the thick mists of the dim doubts in my mind, divine 
intuitions now and then shoot, enkindling my fog with a heavenly ray. And 
for this I thank god; for all have doubts; many deny; but doubts or denials, 
few along with them, have intuitions. Doubts of all things earthly, and 
intuitions of some things heavenly; this combination makes neither believer 
nor infidel, but makes a man who regards them both with equal eye. (374) 
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This man is the one who possesses the "wisdom that is woe," who is one fit to sit 

with the "unfathomably wondrous SoIomon"(424) rather than "oscillate in 

Emerson's rainbow'YCorrespondence 121). 

Ishmael's equal eye perceives and joins visible facts and the world of mind: 

The long-drawn virgin vales; the mild blue hill-sides; as over these there steals 
the hush, the hum; you almost swear the play-wearied children lie sleeping in 
these solitudes, in some glad May-time, when the flowers of the woods are 
plucked. And all this mixes with your most mystic mood; so that fact and 
fancy, half-way meeting, interpenetrate, and form one seamless whole. (492) 

Ishmael shapes and creates the world self-consciously, fusing the raw sensational 

facts with his creative sensibility. 'T)reamy quietude" and contemplative stillness 

combine with empirical facts and imagination to create "one seamless whole"(492). 

Ishmael's equal eye, his ability to perceive the world as "one seamless whole," 

enables him to avoid the destruction of the Pequod. Supported by the coflBn life

buoy of his bosom fiiend, he is protected fi-om the sea and the sharks. Tony Tanner 

puts the point well when he writes of Ishmael as follows; 

He does not strap himself tight to the whale as Ahab so literally and 
fatally does. He knows that there is a whale; and he knows that it is 
men who project meanings on to it. Call me Ishmael: call it Moby Dick. 
He know that when we send out the lines and nets of language into the 
world all we bring back is language. ^ 

Ishmael is saved to become a witness for those who had dead. As such he is 

neither narcissistic nor egotistical. Like Pip he speaks for others, but at the same 

time retains his own self-identity as the words "Call me Ishmael" make clear. 

'̂ ony Tanner, City of Words: American Fiction 1950-1970 (New Yoric; Harper & Row., 1971) 
23. 
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Interestingly his final position reminds us of Emerson's words: "No man is 

its[idea's] enemy. It accepts whatsoever befaUs, as part of its lesson. It is a watcher 

more than a doer, and it is a doer, only that it may the better watch"(W, U, 60). 
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Emerson and Pierre 

The only visible outward symbols of that [Titanic] soul—his ^es—did also turn 

downright traitors to him. Pierre 

Every book is a quotation; and every house is a quotation out of all forests and 

mines and stone-quarries; and every man is a quotation from all his ancestors. 

"Quotation and Originality" 

Though Melville affirmatively questions and criticizes Emerson's transcenden

talism in Moby^Dicl^ his response to him is explicitly negative and somewhat 

hostile in Pierre. Sealts writes that "Pierre and The Confidence-Man now seem of 

all Melville's books the least hospitable to the transcendentalist movement and to 

Emerson."®® In a letter to Evert A. Duyckinck in 1849, Melville had pointed out 

that there was a flaw in Emerson "this Plato who talks thro' his nose"(Corres-

pondence 122), and the transcendentalists; '1 could readily see in Emerson, notwith

standing his merit, a gaping flaw. It was, the insinuation, that had he lived in those 

Sealts 270. 



days when the world was made, he might have offered some valuable suggestions. 

These men are all cracked right across the brow'YCorrespondence 121). As Sealts 

and others have suggested, Emerson and the "cracked" transcendentalists and 

reformers with whom Emerson is linked in the letter are portrayed in Pierre as 

"Apostles" and their "Grand Master," Plotinus Plinlimmon. Indeed Sealts points 

out that although Plinlimmon's appearance is somewhat different from Emerson's, 

Apostles are much like him; Williams claims that Plinlinmion resembles Emerson 

because like Emerson, Plinlimmon "has a reputation of being a successful lecturer 

with an enthusiastic following."®^ 

However, Emerson's presence and "his crude transcendental philosophy"(290) 

in Pierre is at once more pervasive and subtle than these brood satiric portraits 

suggest. Melville in the novel sets out to undermine Emerson's theory of 

"Correspondence" which is based on his understanding of the relation between 

perception and intuition, concepts that link God's order and man's reason. 

According to Emerson, man's "intercourse with heaven and earth becomes part of 

his daily food"(W, I, 9). He writes that "in the woods, we return to reason and 

faith"(W, I, 10). For Emerson reason is directly linked to intuition, and he believes 

that "individual reason sees the 'inward spirit' of things and 'gives us an immediate 

perception of Truth'."®* 

In my earlier chapters I have focused on the Emersonian images of eye and star 

Sealts 165; Williams 165. 
" Newfield 87. 
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as Melville employs and changes them. In Pierre Melville explores and critiques the 

concepts that support those images. This is to say that in Pierre Melville attacks the 

idea of the transcendental as such. For he focuses here on the concept of the 

intuitive as the key to Emerson's thought. This Emerson suggests in "The 

Transcendentalist," when he traces to BCant's prestige the fact that ''the idealism of 

the present day acquired the name of Transcendental from the use of that term by 

Inmianuel Kant, of Konigberg. . . whatever belongs to the class of intuitive thought 

is popularly called at the present day TranscendentarQ^, 1,339-40). 

And this notion of intuition is mysteriously linked to that of perception because 

for Emerson "perception is not whimsical, but fatal... It involves a mystical 

acceptance of intuition as final, and demands an unswerving loyalty to its dictates. 

It discloses what Emerson meant by his frequent remark that he felt more kinship 

with the inner light of the Quakers than with any formal creed."*® Like Emerson 

Pierre instinctively feels the deep force of "internal feeling" as he gazes 

"wonderingly at" the "fancied face" of Isabel.That feeling he takes to be "the 

irresistible admonition and intuition of Fate"(62), and he comes to believe that it 

"dictates" a change in his life. 

Pierre's Emersonian reading of Isabel's face and his response to that reading 

becomes the thematic and formal center of the novel. For Melville both intuition 

Matthiessen 9. 
Herman Melville. Pierre or The Ambiguities (Evanston: Northwestern UP and The Newberry 

Library. 1971) 51.54. All subsequent reference to Pierre will be to the Newberry edition. 
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and perception are problematic categories. For him ultimate truth is both voiceless 

and faceless, for the world—both the natural and the social one—is nothing but 

"superinduced superficies," "surface stratified on surface" there being no "unlayered 

substance"(285) to be found. 

Emerson claims in "The Divinity School Address" that "always the seer is a 

sayer"(W, I, 34) and Melville in Pierre writes the history of a young hero who 

fiallows that dictate. Indeed as Sealts suggests, Pierre is one of Emerson's young 

men who destroy themselves by "pursuing Emersonian goals."'"* Melville's history 

takes the form of an account of his hero's apparently idyllic youth, his 

disenchantment and his decision to account for his newly discovered vision by 

writing a book of sacred truth. 

The world of Saddle Meadows is "Pierre's almost perfect prelapsarian world" 

where "the realms of art and life, like those of the ideal and actual, the subjective 

and the objective, would be as one."'°^ It is also the world of dream, the world of 

mind: it is "the trance-like aspect of the green and golden world"(3). Living in this 

world, Pierre, like Emerson, deifies and idealizes the natural world; "in Pierre's eyes 

all its hills and swales seemed as sanctified through their very long uninterrupted 

possessions by his race"(8). Emerson optimistically celebrates the mystery of nature 

in the perfect world: "the mystery of nature was never displayed more happily. . . 

the never-broken silence with which the old bounty goes forward has not yielded yet 

Sealts 271. 
""Diyden 132. 
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one word of explanation. One is constrained to respect the perfection of this world 

in which our senses converse"(W, I, 119). 

As a self-reliant transcendentalist, Pierre obviously enjoys "a sense of joyous 

oneness" between nature and himself But that relationship, the narrator slyly 

hints, is one that may not be as unambiguous as Pierre supposes: "Nature planted 

our Pierre; because Nature intended a rare and original development in Pierre"(13). 

As Blansett argues, Pierre believes that the true gentleman acquires ''his essential 

goodness. . . through communion with Nature."*"* His life in Saddle Meadows is 

idyllic and almost Eden-like. In this world, he is cultivated like "an excellent English 

author of these times [who is] enumerating the prime advantages of his natal lot, 

[and] cites foremost, that he first saw the rural light"(5). Emerson remarks in 

"Nature" that "when we speak of nature... we have a distinct but most poetical 

sense in the mind"(W, I, 8). Emerson also claims that "Nature enhances her beauty 

to the eye of loving men. . . [and] the poet is beholding her shows at the same 

time"(W, in, 5). Like an Emersonian poet nurtured in the bosom of nature, Pierre 

reflects it in his "perfect mould of a delicate and poetic mind"(S) and sees its show 

with "fond ideality" and "eyes of afFection"(8). 

Though he has a delicate and sensitive poetic mind, he is not only naive and 

Richard R Brodhead. "^Consdoiis Idealizings and Unconscious Sexuality," Critical Essavs on 
Herman Melville's Pierre: Or. the Amhipiities ed. Brian ffiggins and Herdiel Parker (Boston: 
GJC Hall & Co.,1983) 226; Brodhead argues that Pierre lives in the world "Ishmael perceives in 
The Gilder." In this chapter. Ishmael describes the feeling toward nature as "a certain filial, 
confident, land-like feeling towards the sea"(491). 
""Blansett 137. 
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immature but somewhat blind or limited in seeing reality because of his optimism 

and his pride in his genealogy. For him that genealogy consists of "the proudest 

patriotic and family associations of the historic line of Glendinning"(5). Pierre's 

naive idealism and pride of his genealogy prevent him from seeing the discrepancy 

between the appearance and the real character of his grandfather. Although the 

grandfather is described as "a sweet-hearted charitable Christian" and **blue-eyed, 

divine old man"(30), he was the owner of slaves and is described as smashing the 

heads of two Indian savages. However, Pierre, the "sensitive and generous-minded 

young observer"(30), sees with "fancy's eye" his grand&ther's portrait which 

seems to him to possess "the heavenly persuasiveness of angelic speech," to be "a 

glorious gospel" that represents his grandfather as "a noble, god like being"(30). 

Although his grandfather and fether are gone, the &mily name is still left to 

Pierre. And although Pierre does not at first understand it as such, that legacy is a 

problematic one. For "Pierre is not only his father's namesake but his grandfather's 

as well, hence from one point of view doubly derived, the copy of a copy and as 

such a diminution, a smaller, weaker version of the authoritative original.""'̂  This is 

an issue that will become progressively more important as the novel develops. 

Initially, however, his genealogy leads Pierre to see his estate as "ennobled" by 

his sires. His vision is shaped by his sense that "his own fine &ther had gazed"(8) at 

the gone world. Seeing through his father's eye, he cannot see the irony implicit in 

'"'Diyden, The Form of Amfriran Rnmance 82. 
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the fact that the deeds of the estate "bore the cyphers of three Indian kings, the 

aboriginal and only conveyance of those noble woods and plains"(6). Hence his way 

of seeing both echoes and ironizes Emerson's statement that "we, [see] through 

their [the foregoing generation's] eyes"(W, I, 3). 

His living in the world of the past is due to his father's influence since he has 

read superficially the books which his father "fastidiously picked"(6) and put in the 

library. Reading Spenser, Pierre enters into "a maze of all-bewildering beauty" 

where he experiences "soft, imaginative flames in his heart" and demands madly 

"more ardent fires" with "thoughtless. . . remorseless insight"(6). The book is a 

mirror which reflects the naive young Pierre's mind. He seems to be one of 

Emerson's "children of fire" described in "The Poet": "we are not pans and barrows, 

nor even porters of the fire and torch-bearers, but children of the fire, made of it, 

and only the same divinity transmuted"(W, HI, 4). Even though Pierre is made of 

"clay," he is "charged with the fire of all divineness" (107). 

Pierre's inner "soul-fire" as a poet is well described when he meets the heavenly 

angelic figure, Lucy: "Pierre was very mystical; not continually, but most mystical 

one moment, and overflowing with mad, unbridled merriment, the next. He seemed 

a youthful Magian, and almost a mountebank together. Chaldaic improvisations 

burst fi-om him, in quick Golden Verses, on the heel of humorous retort and 

repartee"(35). When Lucy sees Pierre's eyes, she realizes his inner fire: *"See I lake, 

or eyes?' cried Lucy, her own gazing down into his soul, as two stars gaze down 

mto a tam"(33); For her "the striped tigers of his chestnut eyes leaped in their lashed 
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cages with a fierce delight"(35). When Lucy faces Pierre's "ravings of his lyric 

love," she cries, "Ah! Thou too ardent and impetuous Pierre!"(36). And he 

responds, "the audacious immortalities of divinest love are in me; and I now swear 

to thee all the immutable eterinites of joyflilness, that ever woman dreamed o^ in 

this dream-house of the earth. . . Do I rave?"(36). Recognizing Pierre's impetuous 

inner fire, Lucy feels 'Tear and Wonder"(35). 

Even though Pierre loves Lucy ardently and Lucy is an Emersonian ideal figure, 

Pierre is still yearning for the infinite; "gazing far, and far away; over many a grove 

and lake.. . long stretching swales of vividest green, betokening where the greenest 

bounty of this earth seeks its winding channels"(35). He has the inner fiery desire 

for something transcendental. And that desire takes the form of a "mysterious, 

haunting face," and his response to it causes Lucy to respond as follows: "his eyes 

glare fearfully; now I see layer on layer deeper in him"(38). 

This "haunting face" is the manifestation of Pierre's deep hidden desire. It is a 

"dark-eyed, lustrous, imploring, mournful fece, that so mystically paled, and shrunk 

at shine... with eyes of steady, flaming moumfulness"(37). If the face implies 

Pierre's inner, dark desire, Lucy's totally different, angelic face represents Pierre's 

outer, Edenic, situation. Since Lucy is an Emersonian ideal, Melville describes her 

by using the images of "eye" and "star"; "Lucy Tartan. Her eyes some god brought 

down fi-om heaven"(23); "watching for new eye-stars to rise in thee[Lucy]... I see 

Venus now;-lo! A new planet there;~and behind all, an infinite starry nebulousness" 

(36). 
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As a transcendentalist, however, Pierre paradoxically discards the ideal figure, 

Lucy, and pursues his inner desire, the haunted face. What we see here is another 

version of the Yillah, Hautia, Taji triangle fi^om MardL Melville here concentrates 

on Pierre's attempt to follow an inner, intuitive voice in order to choose Isabel. 

Once again associated with the darkly sensual, Melville here as in the earlier novel is 

exposing a dark underside to the transcendent quest. 

That dark side appears in Pierre's feeling that there is one missing item in his 

otherwise idyllic life: 

So perfect to Pierre had long seemed the illuminated scroll of his life thus 
that only one hiatus was discoverable by him in that sweetly-writ manuscript. 
A sister had been omitted from the t^. He mourned that so delicious a 
feeling as fraternal love had been denied him. Nor could the fictitious title, 
which he so often lavished upon his mother, at all supply the absent reality. 
(7) 

This passage textualizes Pierre's Saddle Meadow worid and in doing so not only 

points its superficial fictitiousness, but hints at some of the dark forces that lurk 

beneath the "sweetly writ" and "illuminated manuscript." 

Pierre's calling his mother a sister reflects Pierre's unconscious resistance of 

his father's authority and his deep desire to be his own origin. Dryden points out 

that "both his relation to his mother and the nature of his longing for a sister 

constitute a challenge to the paternal role; th^ subtly entangle the genealogical line 

by disrupting its temporal development."'"^ And Peter J. Bellis conraients that "the 

incestuous overtones of 'Sister Mary' only extend and deepen genealogical and 

Dryden. The Form of American Romance 79. 
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generational disorder, as the most overtly fictional and illusory element in the 

timelessness of Saddle Meadows." 

The relationship between mother and son is marked by deceptive and superficial 

language that once again suggests a darker, lower layer of meaning. 

But a reverential and devoted son seemed lover enough for this widow 
Bloom. . . Pierre had more than once, with a playfiil malice, openly sworn, 
that the man—gray-beard, or beardless—^who should dare to propose 
marriage to his mother, that man would by some peremptory unrevealed 
agency immediately disappear firom the earth. 

This romantic filial love of Pierre seemed fiilly returned by the triumphant 
maternal pride of the widow. .. they were wont to call each other brother and 
sister. Both in public and private this was their usage.(S) 

The barely concealed suggestions of mother/ son incest in this passage anticipate the 

later relationship between Isabel and Pierre and point to the way the romantic ideals 

of the Saddle Meadow world really work to conceal a set of unconscious and 

socially and theologically disruptive desires. If the relationship between Pierre and 

Lucy is, as Brodhead says, "a cuiming contrivance," with Lucy being an angel 

designed to seduce—a "bait set in paradise and the bait. . . such an angel"(28), the 

relation between Pierre and his mother is an even more sinister one. Melville is 

not only attacking the convention of sentimental romance, he is pointing a set of 

desires they are designed to conceal. 

The letter fi'om Isabel exposes the unreality of the world of Saddle Meadows. 

It destroys the reputation of Pierre's respectable and perfect fether, which has 

Peter J. Bellis, No Mysteries Out of Ourselves: Identitv anei Tftvtnal Form in the novels of 
Herman Melville (Philadelphia: U of Pennsylvaiiia P, 1990) 71. 
""Brodhead 231. 
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provided the ground of the world of Saddle Meadows. It is the key that reveals 

the secrets hidden beneath the Edenic sur&ce. 

in after-life. Fate puts the chemic key of the cipher into his hands; then 
how swiftly and how wonderfully, he reads all the obscurest and most 
obliterate inscriptions he finds in his memory, yea, and nmunages himself 
all over, for still hidden things to read. Oh, darkest lessons of Life have thus 
been read. (70) 

With this "chemic key," which is Isabel's letter, Pierre reads "all the obscurest and 

most obliterate inscriptions" of his world, and then attempts to search for the 

"hidden things" and "darkest lessons" of life. Eric J. Sundquist suggests that 

"ironically enough, the 'sweetly-writ manuscript' of his life, whose only flaw is the 

omission of a sister 'from the text,' is terribly disfigured by the correction of this 

detail."'*® 

The perfect, sweet life without a sister is transformed into a text of horrible, 

ambiguous mysteries. His father's sacred text becomes a tarnished and blemished 

one. Now, recognizing "the dreary heart-vacancies of the conventional life"(90), 

Pierre decides to establish his own self-reliant and meaningful world by rejecting his 

genealogical tradition and culture. In doing so he seems to be following Emerson's 

advice in "Nature" where he asks "why should not we have a poetry and philosophy 

of insight and not of tradition, and a religion by revelation to us, and not the history 

of theirs"(W, I, 3)? 

"®Eric J. Sundquist, Home as FonnH-Authority and Onpgifify in Nineteenth-Century American 
Literature (Baltimore: The Johns Hoiddns UP, 1979) 175. 
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Pierre's culture is represented in part by the books in his father's library, books 

that he has misread or read only superficially. But like Emerson he continues to 

believe that "books are the best type of the influence of the past"(W, 1,87). 

Emerson writes that "none is quite perfect... neither can any artist entirely exclude 

the conventional, the local, the perishable from his book, or write a book of pure 

thought, that shall be as efBcient, in all respects, to a remote posterity, as to 

contemporaries, or rather to the second age... The books of an older period will 

not fit this"(W, I, 88). Hence he goes on to advise that one not be "the bookworm" 

but "Man Thinking"(W, I, 89). Emerson claims that "meek young men grow up in 

libraries"(W, I, 89), for books are for "nothing but to inspire"(W, I, 89). So it is 

with Pierre who says, "Oh, hitherto I have but piled up words: bought books, and 

bought some small experiences, and builded me in libraries; now I sat down and 

read"(91). 

His newly developed deep reading he believes well enables him to be free from 

his past, the labyrinth oflibrary and the prison of his family. He cries out that "Oh, 

men are jailers all; jailers of themselves" because they "had their noblest part a 

captive to their vilest"(91). All they have to do to be free is to read carefiilly and 

independently as he reads the Bible. He attempts boldly to confront the world by 

himself and interpret it from his own perception. 

Oh, now methinks I a little see why of old the men of Truth went barefoot, 
girded with a rope, and ever moving under moumfiilness as imdemeath a 
canopy. I remember now those first wise words, wherewith our Savior Christ 
first spoke in his first speech to men;- 'Blessed are the poor in spirit, and 
blessed they that mourn. (91) 
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Now Pierre decides to foUow Christ instead of his natural father, to become Peter 

rather than Pierre thereby establishing his own worid where he can "feel himself in 

himself and not by reflection in others"(261). Like Emerson he seems to believe 

that "Jesus Christ belonged to the true race of prophets. He saw with open eye the 

mystery of the soul. .. He saw that God incarnates himself in man, and evermore 

goes forth anew to take possession of his worWCW, I, 128). Pierre now thinks 

himself able to recognize the moumfiil "mystery of the soul" and so he decides to 

write a book gospelizing "the world anew"(273). Thus, writes the narrator "in the 

Enthusiast to Duty, the heaven-begotten Christ is borne; and will not own a mortal 

parent, and spurns and rends all mortal bonds"(106). Like Emerson's poet, Pierre 

"has a new thought; he has a whole new experience to unfold; he will tell us how it 

was with him, and all man will be the richer in his fortune. For the experience of 

each new age requires a new confession, and the world seems always waiting for its 

poet"(W, in, 10). Therefore, as the Emersonian liberating god and poet, Pierre is 

bom again and thinks of himself as a great writer possessing "a certain power of 

emancipation and exhilaration for all men"(W, HI, 30). 

The effect of Pierre's new gospel is to open his eyes to the beauty of Isabel's 

moumflil face and to lead him to "champion"(106) her above his inherited past: 

"How unfathomable those most wondrous eyes of supernatural light! In those 

charmed depths. Grief and Beauty plunged and dived together. So beautiful, so 

mystical, so bewilderingly alluring"(107). However, this description of Isabel's fece 
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is almost same as that of the ^liaunted face" that haunts Pierre before he directly 

conironts Isabel's face with her "eyes of steady, flaming moumfiiIness"(37). As 

mentioned earlier, Pierre has the secret desires, that hide behind the "countenance of 

sweet Lucy which . .. hang within [Pierre's] heart"(41). As Brian (figgins and 

Hershel Parker argue, Isabel is one of "embodiments of the Unconscious.""" 

Before meeting Isabel, Pierre's unconscious desire are visualized in Francesca's 

mournful face which he imagines himself and Lucy studying together. In this way 

his unconscious desires become visible; "Methinks now the face—^the face—^minds 

me a little of pensive, sweet Francesca's face—or, rather, as it had been Francesca's 

daughter's face.. . . Francesca's moumfiil face is now ideal to me''(42). Just as 

Emerson perceives nature as his mind's reflection, so Pierre sees 'Trancesca's 

moumilil face" as his unconscious mind projection and idealizes it. 

Like Francesca's, Isabel's mournful face haunts Pierre so strongly that his first 

perception of her entails the "most miraculous"(49) awareness; "Pierre's glance is 

palely fTxed"(46). The face stirs "the deepest roots and subtlest fibers of his 

being"(48). He is overwhehned by "its weird inscrutableness"(48) and loses "all the 

introspective cunning of his mind"(49). Like Ishmael on the masthead Pierre seems 

about to lose himself in a deep mystery, "the solid land of reality, was now being 

audaciously encroached upon by bannered armies of hooded phantoms. 

'' ° Brian Higgins and Hershel Parker, The Flawed Grandeur of Melville's Pierre," Herman 
Melville: A Collection of Critical Essavs ed. Nfyra Jehlen (Prientice Hall: New Jers .̂ 1994) 126. 
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disembarking in his soul"(49). He actually falls into "reveries and trances"(84) 

so that he is gradually moved away from reality and "self-propelled thought"(84). 

A related face and perhaps the origin of the mysterious one is that of Pierre's 

father's in the chair portrait. In Saddle Meadows, there are two portraits of Pierre's 

fether one is a chair portrait that the father's cousin Ralph had painted before his 

father got married; the other is the drawing room picture of his fether 

commissioned by his mother. Even though the two pictures represent the same 

object, the fether's face, the representation of the face is contrastingly different. 

And the differences increase the mysteriousness of Isabel's haunting features. 

Refusing Ralph's picture which conveys Pierre's father's character as "so 

bright, and so cheerfiil then; so trim, and so young''(72), Pierre's mother contends 

that the drawing-room painting is true representation of her husband. Pierre's 

mother prefers the drawing-room portrait because it represents her ideal of her 

husband; "the portrait [is the one] which she held to do justice to her husband, 

correctly to convey his features in detail, and more especially their truest, and finest, 

and noblest combined expression"(72). She likes it better because it expresses her 

"particular desire"(82), and "her own taste"(82) as well as her memory of the 

features of her husband. Here is not "an un&miliarphantom"(82) of her husband's 

bachelor life "her husband as he had really appeared to her"(82). Hence Ralph's 

picture, the strange chair portrait, secretly remains in Pierre's closet. Here it 

speaks to Pierre: 

Pierre, believe not the drawing-room painting; that is not thy fether, or, at 
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least, is not all of thy father. Consider in thy mind, Pierre, whether we two 
paintings may not make only one. Faithiul wives are ever over-fond to a 
certain imaginary image of their husbands; and faithful widows are ever over-
reverential to a certain imagined ghost of that same imagined image, Pierre. 
Look again, I am thy father as he more truly was. (83) 

To Pierre the portrait seems to speak, to break the silence of a representation in 

order to confirm Pierre's own youthfizl ideals of bachelorhood. But as the narrator 

goes on to suggest, in believing this he is ignoring the most obvious conventions 

that govern the art of portraiture: 

Because, in the first place, there was a difference in time, and some difference 
of costume to be considered, and the wide difference of the styles of the 
respective artists, and the wide difference of those respective, semi-reflected, 
ideal faces, which, even in the presence of the original, a spiritual artist will 
rather choose to draw fi-om than from the fleshy fece, however brilliant and 
fine. (72) 

The crucial differences have less to do with the represented entity than they do with 

intentions of the painter. When the painter looks at his original, he represents his 

subjective, "ideal face" rather than the original in front of him. This is to say that 

the painting itself is an example of "reading into," or a form of interpretation. This 

realization is subversive for it undermines Pierre's belief that a representation can 

reveal his father's secret and the solution to Isabel's mystery. 

Yet, as Emerson's transcendental man, Pierre is driven by "irresistable 

intuitions"(85) to consider the "stangely concealed lights of the meanings"(84) of 

the painting: "all that had been in&q)licably mysterious"(8S) is melted into "all that 

had been inexplicably familiar in the face"(85). And for lum the father's "so bright, 

and so cheerful"(72) "merriness"(85) is magically identified with the '*moumful-
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ness"(85) of Isabel's face by "some ineffable correlativeness"(85) and "super-

naturalness"(85). There is, he believes, a "correspondence" between the father's 

face ad Isabel's. This is, in fact, a transcendental reahn of knowledge where the 

limits of the physical or actual world are left behind. Pierre, as he falls into "reveries 

and trances," feels "the physical world of solid objects now slidingly displayed"(85) 

as he floats "into an ether of vision; and, [starts] to his feet with clenched hands and 

outstaring eyes at the transfixed face in the air"(85). 

Pierre's intuitive mystical attraction to Isabel leads him to plunge into "trances 

and reveries" to enter an ambiguous and the mysterious world. But he &ils in his 

attempt to discover his father's secret, for Isabel's past and origin are as vague as 

the experiences that generate them. Isabel's consciousness and language are formed 

by her obscure conjectures about the world. Her childhood, for example, is 

represented as pre-linguistic. 

No name; no scrawled or written thing; no book, was in the house; no one 
memorial speaking of its former occupants. It was dumb as death.. . And 
thus, with no trace then to me of its past history.. .the old man and the old 
woman.. .they seldom speak to me; but would sometimes, of dailc gusty 
nights, sit by the fire and stare at me, and then mumble to each other, and 
then stare at me again. They were not entirely unkind to me; but I repeat, 
they seldom or never spoke to me. (115) 

Nothing in Isabel's memory is locatable, because nothing ties its details to a time or 

place. Unlike Pierre's memories which are supported by various forms of 

representations Isabel's are fi'ee floating and hence can not be associated with either 

speech or face. For nothing speaks. 
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And even after she becomes able to speak and to read, she seems to prefer more 

mysterious, non-verbal forms of communication. For example she tells her story 

through music. When she first sees her guitar, she recognizes 'intuitively" that it 

must have been her mother's. She says that "there was a strange humming in my 

heart that seemed to prophesy of the hummings of the guitar"(25). There is a 

"melodiousness lurking in the thing"(12S) that seems the indication of a 

transcendem knowledge. And yet Isabel admits that her account of the guitar's 

history is pure conjecture: "Pierre—I have no slightest proof—but the guitar was 

hers, I know, I feel it was. .. thou shait hear my mother's spirit"(149). Isabel 

interprets her mother's secret, not fi-om concrete evidence but from her feeling. 

Moreover, she conjectures her name "Isabel" from the fact that she is called "Bell." 

Isabel's history is not the product of tangible facts, but of her spiritual intuition. 

And Pierre, following her lead, becomes "intuitively certain, [of the] literally 

unproven fact of Isabel's sisterhood"(139). And yet Pierre can not decipher her 

history because it is prior to or outside of language. 

[Isabel] played her mystic guitar till Pierre feh chapter after chapter bom of 
its wondrous suggestiveness; but alas! Eternally incapable of being translated 
into words; for where the deepest words end, there music begins with its 
supersensuous and all-confounding intimations. (282) 

Here then is Pierre's problem. His writing is the result of the "wondrous 

suggestiveness" of Isabel's guitar, but that mystical suggestiveness remains vague 

and out of reach. It is outside of language hence outside of the actual worid. And 
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just an Pierre's life now has no center so his writing inspired by incomprehensible 

muse, consists of "incoherencies" (282). 

James Duban points out that "nineteenth-century critics of Transcendentalism 

cautioned that its 'ranks. . . are recruited, not by the earnest-minded, the thinking, 

but by those who are curious to dive into things shrouded in mystery.'"'" Melville 

seems to belong to this group since he emphasizes Isabel's mysteriousness: '*0h, 

Pierre, better, a million times, and far sweeter are mysteries than surmises; Though 

the mystery be unfathomable, it is still the uniathomableness of fullness; but the 

surmise, that is but shallow and unmeaning emptiness'X 153). It is mystery itself 

that for Isabel is at the core of her relation to Pierre. 

This strange, mysterious, unexampled love between us, makes me all 
plastic in thy hand. Be very careflil with me( 189) 

Thy hand is the caster's ladle, Pierre, which holds me entirely fluid. Into 
thy forms and slightest moods of thoughts, thou pourest me; and I there 
solidify to that form, and take it on, and thenceforth wear it, till once more 
thou moldest me anew. (324) 

Isabel suggests here that she has no fixed character, that she can change as Pierre 

wishes her to. She is subject to Pierre's desire. Colacurcio argues that '*Pierre 

recognizes Isabel's meanings because they are largely the creation of his own needs. 

She is not 'himself,' but an aspect or a projection of himselj^ allegorically a 

'sister.'""2 

James Duban. Melville's Maior Fiction: Pblictics. Theology. And Imagination (Dekaib: 
Northern Illinois UP, 1983) 158. 

Michael J. Colacurcio. ~A Better Mode of Evidence—^The Transcendental Problem of Faith 
and Spirit'' Emerson Society Quarterly 54 (1969) 22. 
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After realizing the hypocrisy and falsehood of the world of Saddle Meadows, 

Pierre is paradoxically enchanted to another world of ambiguity by Isabel: "For 

over all these things, and interfusing itself with the sparkling electricity in which 

she seemed to swim, was an ever-creeping and condensing haze of ambiguities" 

(151). Without concrete evidence, Pierre, fool of fath, explicitly believes Isabel's 

story is real because of the allurement of her voice and her claim of spiritual 

presence. Isabel's fascinating face possesses and agitates Pierre's soul and Pierre's 

intuition makes him believe Isabel's ambiguous story, and he accepts Isabel as his 

sister, since this was his desire from the beginning 

In Pierre, mtuition is shown as arising from the mind's fabrications of 
mandates that it projects onto the outside world and then reencounters as the 
'primitive and sublime sentiment of Duty, engraved by the finger of God on 
the heart of man.' The relation, then, between Pierre's moral absolutism and 
his periodically intuitive encounters with that 'phosphoric finger' 
prophetically recording the 'burning fact, that Isabel was his sister.'""^ 

But Melville is not simply implying that intention is not a reliable epistemological 

category. He is also suggesting that it is the conduit through which unconscious 

desires manifest themselves. As Colacurcio points out, "at bottom, Pierre's 

'recognition' is far less a matter of transcendental truth seen or sovereign voice 

heard than of a deep and instinctual need fulfilled. His sexual embrace of Isabel 

figures his adoption of feith out of some hidden and instinctual need.""^ In this 

sense, Pierre's associating himself with Christ and his Sermon on the Mount and his 

"^Duban 170. 
Colacurdo 21. 
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acceptance of Isabel's romantic history is simply a way he can at once acknowledge 

and conceal his sexual attraction to Isabel. 

One way—one way—only one! A strange way, but most pure. Listen 
Brace thyself here, let me hold thee now; and then whisper it to thee, Isabel. 
Come, I holding thee, thou canst not fall. 

He held her tremblingly; she bent over toward him; his mouth wet her ear, 
he whispered it. 

The girl moved not; was done with all her trembling; leaned closer to him, 
with an inexpressible strangeness of an intense love, new and inexplicable. 
Over the fece of Pierre there shot a terrible self-revelation; he imprinted 
repeated burning kisses upon her; pressed hard her hand; would not let go her 
sweet and awful passiveness. Then they changed; they coiled together, and 
entangled stood mute. (192) 

Here Pierre gets a glimpse of what he later calls the "nameless awfulness of his still 

imperfectly conscious, incipient, new-mingled emotion toward this mysterious 

being"(206). On the other hand he asserts that his plan to pretend to marry Isabel 

is an expression of the "vital realness" rather than the "empty nominalness" of their 

relationship while on the other the very act of communicating that plan to her 

reveals the dark desires that produce it. 

What we see here is that there is not a correspondent relation between our 

conscious thoughts and actions and our unconscious desires; 

From without, no wonderful effect is wrought within ourselves, unless some 
interior, responding wonder meets it. That the starry vault shall surcharge the 
heart with all rapturous marvelings, is only because we ourselves are greater 
miracles, and superber trophies than all the stars in universal space. Wonder 
interlocks with wonder; and then the confounding feeUng comes. No cause 
have we to fancy, that a horse, a dog, a fowl, ever stand transfixed beneath 
yon skyey load of majesty. But our soul's arches underfit into its; and so, 
prevent the upper arch from filing on us with unsustainable inscrutableness. 
(51) 
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Here the narrator emphasizes that the "deeper mystery"(51) of things has little 

relation to our "rapturous marvelings." His architectural figure points to the 

"uncovered one infinite, dumb, beseeching countenance of mystery, underlying all 

the surface of visible time and space"(52), a mystery that is the product not of 

intuition but of the forces of the unconscious. 

This whole process is enacted in the account of Pierre's relation to his mother 

and to Isabel. He imagines himself a "self-renouncing victim" in quest of 

"enthusiastic virtue"(171). To maintain his father's feme, Pierre chooses a life that 

is "pious imposture"( 173). He hides his real desire under the pretense of sparing 

his father's "fair feme" and his mother's 'lasting peace"(172). Not only does this 

enable him to displace his desires but also convinces him that he has found the truth 

of things. 

From all idols, I tear all veils; henceforth I will see the hidden things; and 
live right out in my own hidden life!—Now I feel that nothing but Truth can 
move me so. This letter is not a forgery. Oh! Isabel, thou art my sister; and 
I will love thee, and protect thee, ay, and own thee through all. (66) 

Pierre's self deluded career is an expression of Melville's distrust of Emerson's 

core concept of transcendentalism. 

Say what some poets will. Nature is not so much her own ever-sweet 
interpreter, as the mere supplier of that cunning alphabet, whereby selecting 
and combining as he pleases, each man reads his own peculiar lesson 
according to his own peculiar mind and mood. (342) 

Unlike Emerson who asserts his belief in the presence of an original meaning in 

nature because "this relation between the mind and matter is not fended by some 

poet, but stands in the will of God"(W, 1,33-34), Melville emphasizes the absence 
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of meaning. For Melville nature is "the mere supplier of that cunning alphabet," 

which man uses to read himself into the natural world. It is in this sense that the 

world mirrors back to man his own mysterious self. That reflected image that man 

sees in rivers and oceans—^that is to say his own image—is at once the central 

mystery of existence and as Ishmael says, the key to it all. 

This view is expressed in Pierre in the narrator's discussion of the double names, 

"Mount of the Titans" and 'TJelectable Mountain." An old Baptist farmer, who 

admires Bunyan, originally names the mountain 'T)electable Mountain"(342). Later 

"a high-aspiring, but most moody, disappointed bard"(342) names it "Mount of the 

Titans"(342). When the one object is perceived from the two different points of 

view, the opposing meaning can be applied to the same object. 

The different names for the mountain are the result of particular perceptions 

and particular moods. The pious farmer and the frustrated poet project their ideas 

and feelings onto the mountain so that two names are not wrong names, but at the 

same time they are incompatible. The name is only projected by the namer's 

subjective mind. However, the words transform man's consciousness. In other 

words, those who look at the mountain with the name of "Mount of The Titans" 

regard it as the proper name and think that the mountain is a concrete expression of 

the meaning of its name. 

From the spell of that name the mountain never afterward escaped. For 
now, gazing upon it by the light of those suggestive syUables, no poetical 
observer could resist the apparent felicity of the title. For as if indeed the 
immemorial mount would fain adapt itself to its so recent name, some people 
said that it had insensibly changed its pervading aspect within a score or two 
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of winters. (342) 

Melville's point here is that the object is in fact independent of its name, that the 

name is a "shell" or mystification that human attributes to a material object and in 

doing so ignores the absolute otherness of the natural world. 

Another way to put the point is to say that any form of representation, be it 

words or painting, misrepresents the truth in so for as it implies that there exists a 

truth prior to the act of interpretation itself Consider for example the portrait of "a 

stranger's head" that appears near the end of the novel. As Dryden points out, it 

clearly suggests "non-presence of the origin, the ambiguity of any inscription of an 

origin in the present."''̂  Looking at the painting, Isabel sees the gentleman whom 

she believes to be her father, but Pierre recalls the chair portrait: 

Pierre was thinking of the chair-portrait: Isabel, of the living face. Yet 
Isabel's fervid exclamation having reference to the living &ce, were now, as it 
were, mechanically responded to by Pierre, in syllables having reference to the 
chair-portrait. .. . 

'Is it? Is it? Can it be? Was the intense whisper of Isabel, 
"No, it can not be, it is not," replied Pierre; "one of the wonderfiil 

coincidences, nothing more." (352) 

Isabel thinks the face of "a stranger's head" a representation of her father and 

Pierre sees it as a representation of another painting and the two responses point to 

the absence of an original subject. This painting, possibly fi'om Europe, the product 

of an "unknown hand"(349) therefore puts into question both Isabel's and Pierre's 

formulation of their relationship. Their readings are arbitrary, subjective 

Dryden, The Form of American Romance 88. 
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constructions. 

For, though both were uitenseiy excited by one object, yet their two minds 
and memories were thereby directed to entirely different contemplations; 
while still each, for the time—however unreasonably—^might have vaguely 
supposed the other occupied by one and the same contemplation.. . 
Nevertheless, so subtle and spontaneous was it all, that neither perhaps ever 
afterward discovered this contradiction. (352) 

The knot of ambiguities suggested by this situation is further tangled by Pierre's 

sudden realization that paintings may in fact represent ideas rather than &cts. 

the original of this second portrait was as much the father of Isabel as the 
original of the chair-portrait. But perhaps there was no original at all to this 
second portrait; it might have been a pure fency piece; to which conceit, 
indeed, the uncharacterizing style of the filling-up seemed to furnish no small 
testimony. (353) 

Now, awakening from "his own manifold and inter-enfolding mystic and 

transcendental persuasions," Pierre can see the "plain, palpable fects"—how did he 

know that Isabel was his sister?"; 

setting aside all his own manifold and inter-enfolding mystic and 
transcendental persuasions,—originally bom, as he now seemed to feel, 
purely of an intense procreative enthusiasm:~an enthusiasm no longer so all-
potential with him as of yore; setting all these aside, and coming to the plain, 
palpable facts,—how did he know that Isabel was his sister? Nothing that he 
saw in her face could he remember as having seen in his Other's. The chair-
portrait, that was the entire sum and substance of all possible, rakable, 
downright presumptive evidence, which peculiarly appealed to his own 
separate self. Yet here was another portrait of a complete stranger—a 
European; a portrait imported from across the seas, and to be sold at public 
auction, which was just as strong an evidence as the other. (353) 

Considering "perhaps there was no original at all to this second portrait"(353), 

Pierre reaches the final point of his search for the origin that there is no evidence for 
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his earlier belief that Isabel is his sister. Pierre's doubt leads him to the conclusion 

that "all things are inexplicable or that all explanations are Active.""^ 

Pierre's tragic career provides the example for the novel's disillusioned 

narrator's attack on the philosophers and novelists who insist that they have found 

the "Talismanic Secret" that will allow man to reconcile the world with his soul, an 

idea that he associates with the transcendentalists and "their Greek or German 

Neoplatonical originals"(208). 

Now without doubt this Talismanic Secret has never yet been found; and 
in the nature of human things it seems as though it never can be. Certain 
philosophers have time and again pretended to have found it; but if they do 
not in the end discover their own delusion, other people soon discover it for 
themselves, and so those philosophers and their vain philosophy are let glide 
away into practical oblivion. Plato, and Spinoza, and Goethe, and many more 
belong to this guild of self-impostors, with a preposterous rabble of 
Muggletohian Scots and Yankees, whose vile brogue still the more bestreaks 
the stripedness of their Greek or German Neo-platonical originals. (208) 

The soul and the world cannot be reconciled because they belong to entirely 

different and incompatible realms. The world is a realm of silence, and facelessness, 

that of the soul one of face and voice. 

For Melville the philosophers such as "Plato, and Spinoza, and Goethe and many 

more" are "self-impostors," for they narcissistically impose their faces on the object 

and then name it as the truth. In other words, they create the image or idea of the 

object and designate the image reality. As Duban points out, Melville is responding 

here to a weU-established philosophical tradition. 

Steven C. Scheer, Piniis Inmostnres and Uiroroven Words: Thp Romance of Deconstniction in 
Nineteenth-Century America (Lanham: Saint Meinread College 1990) 75. 
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Kant's "subjective" response . . . [reachesjto the Hegelian "final discovery" 
that "subject and object are identical" and, finally, to the culmination of all 
this in Feuerbach's thesis that "God has no such existence as we have usually 
assigned him—an objective existence." Instead, the deity is recognized to be 
a projection of "self-consciousness," and religion '"a dream of the human 
soul,' because, in worshipping God, man worships himself.""^ 

Like Hegel, Emerson also claims that "the act of seeing and the thing seen. . . the 

subject and the object, are one"(W, H, 26). And Melville deconstructs this idea by 

ofiering his own understanding of the natural world. 

The old mummy lies buried in cloth on cloth; it takes time to unwrap this 
Egyptian king. Yet now, for sooth, because Pierre began to see through the 
first superficiality of the world, he fondly weens he has come to the unlayered 
substance. But, far as and geologist has yet gone down into the world, it is 
found to consist of nothing but surface stratified on surface. To its axis, the 
world being nothing but superinduced superficies. By vast pains we mine into 
the pyramid; by horrible gropings we come to the central room; with joy we 
espy the sarcophagus; but we lift the lid—^and no body is there—appallingly 
vacant as vast us the soul of a man! (285) 

Like the milky way for Ishmael, the empty sarcophagus is an image for the 

"heartless voids and immensities of the universe," that void that "stabs us fi^om 

behind with the thought of annihilation"(195) and reminds us that "Nature [who] 

absolutely paints like the harlot"(195) is not the source of spurt, the home of the 

divine but rather a "monumental white shroud that wraps all the prospect around 

[us]"(195). 

And as in Mobv-Dick this perception of the world is directly related to the act 

of writing, for that act explores the "colorless all-color of atheism"(195). In Pierre 

that revelation takes the form of the narrator's reading of the relation between the 

"'Duban 117. 
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pyramid and the mountain, an intentional and natural object, with the former 

revealing the truth of the latter. 

Metaphysically the pyramid seems to suggest permanence, to proclaim 
a tenacious resistance to the pillages of time and yet inside it contains decayed 
human ruins, or more frighteningly, absolutely nothing. The pyramid— 
symbolizes the process of representation itself^ for it points to the absence 
that all signs carry Avithin them. Contained within language is a silence that 
permeated all things and within all man-made objects and inscriptions a 
hoUow void-"' 

Melville does not believe that artistic constructs can ofier answers to man when 

his other conceptual constructs fail him. As Dryden points out, words ''are 

shadows of substance which do not help to free man from his enslavement to the 

world but instead bind him more tightly to its artificiality.""® Skepticism about the 

duplicity of words or language leads Pierre to acknowledge that language, like the 

pyramid, inscribes within it the awfiil truth that it seeks to avoid. That is the truth 

that finally destroys Pierre. As Baym puts the point, "in Pierre(1852) Melville is 

from the first sensitive to the nature of literature, as an illusion, and his sensitivity 

becomes the focus of the work and then the destroyer of it."'̂  

This is to say that Melville's novel is a fiill-scale attack on the power and validity 

of literature as an institution, a perception that Charles Feidelson articulated long 

ago. 

the whole picture of man in the book is a large-scale projection of a portrait 
of the artist. The &lse coin is his talisman. It stands for the vision which at 
any given moment is at once 'the real world and the representation of it which 

Dryden, The Form of American Rnmanty 95. 

"'Diyden. Melville's Thematics of Form 126. 
'̂ Bajon 918. 
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we make to ourselves.' It is a necessary fiction, forged and reforged in the 
course of the struggle between the two poles of life. And the artist becomes 
aware of these poles—the subject and the object—only by means of his 
counterfeiting. 

The drama of the novel is that of an Emersonian self reliant, truth pursuer driven 

by a desire for ''enthusiastic Truth, and Earnestness, and Independence"(165) who 

reaches the "hyperborean region" where his premises look dubious, uncertain, and 

distorted, and he dies destroyed by his faith in transcendental ideals. Therefore, the 

narrator warns the reader as follows: 

But the example of many minds forever lost, like undiscoverable Artie 
explorers, amid those treacherous regions, warns us entirely away fi-om them; 
and we learn that it is not for man to follow the trail of truth too far, since by 
so doing he entirely loses the directing compass of his mind; for arrived at the 
Pole, to whose barreimess only it points there, the needle indifferently 
respects all points of the horizon alike. (165) 

Now Emerson claims that the eye represents the mind, 'in fact, the eye,[is]— 

the mind"(W, 1,45), and in Pierre as in Mobv-Dick the truth-pursuer finally 

becomes the victim of the failure of his eyes. Pierre's writing—career is enabled by 

his vision, by those glimpses of a truth that seem to lurk beneath the superficial 

surfaces of things. 

Now I catch glimpses, and seem to half-see, somehow, that the uttermost 
ideal of moral perfection in man is wide of the mark. The demigods trample 
on trash, and Virtue and Vice are trash! Isabel, I will write such things—I 
will gospelize the world anew, and show them deeper secrets than the 
Apocalypse!—I will write it, I will write it. (273) 

His idea of authorship is obviously linked to Emerson's idea of the poet. Emerson 

''' Feidelson 187-88. 
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proclaims that the poets are "the liberating gods" who taste the "immortal ichor" 

and have "an admirable creative power"(W, HI, 39). As Duban points out, 

Emerson's notion of the poet suggests the relationship between "Transcendental 

prophecy and the idea of authorship."'̂  Emerson writes in "The Poet": 

He is isolated among his contemporaries by truth and by his art, but with his 
consolation in his pursuits, that they will draw all men sooner or later. For all 
men live by truth and stand in need of expression. In love, in art, in avarice, in 
politics, in labor, in games, we study to utter our painful secret. The man is 
only half himself the other half is his expression. (W, III, 5; emphasis added) 

For Emerson, the poet can see the mystery of nature and utter the "painful 

secret" because "the poet is the sayer"(W, IH, 7). The poet can reveal the truth by 

identifying the correspondence between nature and himself The poet, then, 

emancipates us by revealing transcendent truth through the transforming power of 

his words. Emerson asserts that "every thought is also a prison; every heaven is 

also a prison. . . the poet, the inventor.. . has yielded us a new thought. He unlocks 

our chains and admits us to a new scene"(W, HI, 33). Emerson believes that the 

poet's power makes the readers " like persons who come out of a cave or cellar into 

the open air. This is the effect on us of tropes, fables, oracles and all poetic 

forms"(W, EQ, 30). He regards words as symbols of substance, which help us to 

understand the hidden truth. It is as the Emersonian poet that Pierre encounters 

Isabel, studies mystery of the truth, isolates himself from his family and society, and 

commits himself the pursuit of truth and virtue. 

Duban 151. 
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Yet, his writing is necessarily entangled in the conventions of the world and 

contaminated by his own unacknowledged desires. He does not understand as the 

narrator does, that "the truest book in the world a lie"(262). Though Pierre sees his 

writing as "gospel" or "truth", his publishers view him as "a swindler" or a "perjured 

liar"(356). The narrator, however, aware of the inevitable entanglements, 

understands the truth of writing. 

There is infinite nonsense in the world on all of these matters; hence blame 
me not if I contribute my mite. It is impossible to talk or to write without 
apparently throwing oneself helplessly open; the invulnerable Knight wears 
his visor down. Still it is pleasant to that; for it passes the time ere we go to 
our beds; and speech is further incited, when like strolling improvisators of 
Italy, we are paid for our breath. And we are only too thankful when the 
gapes of the audience dismiss us with the few ducats we earn. (259) 

For the narrator writing is necessarily the product of the market place, with its 

demands that the truth remain hidden behind the superficialities that entertain. The 

writer at best can hope to earn enough to sustain life with his empty if entertaining 

words. 

Pierre's career, on the other hand, reveals what can happen when the writer 

refuses to acknowledge the realities of the market place and remains true to his 

transcendental ideals. 

Two books are being writ; of which the world shall only see one, and that the 
bungled one. The larger book, and the infinitely better, fisr Pierre's own 
private self. That it is, whose unfathomable cravings drink his blood; the other 
only demands his ink. But circumstances have so decreed, that the one can 
not be composed on the paper, but only the other is writ down in his soul. 
(304) 
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"Domestic matters—rent and bread"—force him to send "the first pages" to the 

printer and these "now dictated to the following manuscript, and said to all 

subsequent thoughts and inventions of Pierre—^thus and thus; so and so; else an ill 

match"(338). From the very beginning his project is doomed for he has become a 

slave of the system, a "states- prisoner of letters"(340). 

Like Ahab, Pierre remains monomaniacally committed to his project even 

though he knows he must fail. He desperately feels that "his soul's ship foresaw the 

inevitable rocks, but resolved to sail on, and make a courageous wreck"(339). 

Consequently realizing that his writing can not gospelize the world because it too 

is fiction, he writes a book that attacks his entire enterprise. 

Now he gave jeer for jeer, and taunted the apes that jibed him. With the 
soul of an Atheist, he wrote down the godliest things; with the feeling of 
misery and death in him, he created forms of gladness and life. For the 
pangs in his heart, he put down hoots on the paper. And every thing else 
he disguised under the so conveniently adjustable drapery of all-stretchable 
philosophy. (339) 

The "adjustable drapery of aU-stretchable philosophy" is, I suggest, a cover for the 

Emersonian perspective that initially enabled his authorship. It is obviously 

Melville's attack on Emerson's optimistic transcendentalism. Duban argues that 

"Pierre more obviously satirizes 'the Transcendental Flesh-Brush philosophy'(295) 

and those 'amiable philosophers of either the 'Compensation,' or 'Optimist 

schoor(277), among whom Emerson—^who, in 'Compensation,' says, 'the soul 

refiises limits, and always afBrms as Optimism, never a Pessimism'—must surely be 
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numbered."'̂  

And yet Melville's novel makes clear that one can never be free from tradition 

and culture. Pierre himselfis the product of his reading. Hence Pierre's book is 

criticized as plagiarism as "the sheets of a blasphemous rhapsody, filched from the 

vile Atheists, Lucian and Voltaire"(356). Now Emerson, too, is aware of this 

particular power of books. He writes in "Quotation and Originality" that "our high 

respect for a well-read man is praise enough of literature. If we encountered a man 

of rare intellect, we should ask him what books he read"(W, VUL, 178) and "if we 

confine ourselves to literature, 't is easy to see that the debt is immense to past 

thought. None escapes it"(W, VIII, 180). 

Pierre's resolution to write a book to deliver the "new truth" is controlled by "a 

varied scope of reading, little suspected by his fiiends, and randomly acquired by a 

random but lynx-eyed mind, in the course of the multifarious, incidental, 

bibliographic encounterings of almost any civilized young inquirer after Truth"(283). 

However, Pierre cannot see the truth or the object itself Dryden points out that "he 

still is unable to look at the 'object itself' but instead views its 'reflection' in the 

'mirror' of the book."'̂ "* Thus he cries that 'Hhe fool of Truth, the fool of Virtue, 

the fool of Fate, now quits ye forever"(358)! 

Different from Emerson who considers language as "a new weapon in the 

magazine of power"(W, I, 35), Pierre entirely abandons himself to despair and 

'̂ Dubaru 152. 
Diyden. Melville's Thematics of Form 134. 
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fhistration. After receiving the insulting letter in which Glen has called him a liar, 

Pierre kills him. And at the end, in despair he chooses to commit suicide in a 

dungeon of the city prison. Isabel's ebony long hair seems to be the "unraveled 

plot"(141) of life and her last words "All's o'er, and ye know him not!"(362) 

implies that nobody achieves the absolute truth and comprehends the ambiguity of 

the world. 

Melville clearly does not ^ee with Emerson's idea that poets communicate 

with divinity and that their words provide the transcendental truth that can liberate 

readers from the superficial surface of things. He obviously questions Emerson's 

notion of the transcendental poet, for Pierre, following Emerson's idea of the poet, 

is crushed by inscrutable reality. In the pseudo transcendental pamphlet 

"Chronometricals and Horologicals," Melville focuses on the conflict between the 

search for the absolute truth and the destruction that accompanies this pursuit in real 

life. Comparing the chronometricals with the heavenly truth and the horologicals 

with man's morality, the pamphlet asks what can regulate man's life on earth. F. 

O. Matthiessen argues that "It ["Chronometricals and Horologicals"] emphasized 

the difference between the ideal and the actual by refuting the transcendental 

doctrme of Correspondence. It argued that heavenly wisdom is earthly folly, that 

the only way God's truth and man's truth correspond is through their 

contradictions."'̂  

Matthiessen 471. 
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Plinlimmon says that ''the chronometric soul, if in this worid true to its great 

Greenwich in the other, will always, in its so-called intuitions of right and wrong, be 

contradicting the mere local standards and watchmaker's brains of the earth"(211). 

Therefore, if we follow Greenwich time, the chronometrical time, we find ourselves 

going to bed at noon. Plinlimmon suggests that men should be taught 

those Chronometricals and Horologicals, and while still retaining every 
common-sense incentive to whatever of virtue be practicable and desirable, 
and having these incentives strengthened, too, by the consciousness of powers 
to attain their mark; then there would be an end to that fatal despair of 
becoming all good, which has too often proved the vice-producing result in 
many minds of the undiluted chronometrical doctrines hitherto taught to 
mankind. (215) 

If on the other hand, man follows "a complete unconditional sacrifice of himself in 

behalf of any other being, or any cause, or any conceit"(214) instead of "a virtuous 

expediency"(214), he can face "woe and death." 

He who finding in himself a chronometrical soul, seeks practically to force 
that heavenly time upon the earth; in such an attempt he can never succeed, 
with an absolute and essential success. And as for himself^ if he seek to 
regulate his own daily conduct by it, he will but array all men's earthly time
keepers against him, and thereby work himself woe and death. (212) 

Plinlimmon's argument is related to Melville's point in Pierre: "And thus, 

though the earthly wisdom of man be heavenly folly to God; so also, conversely, is 

the heavenly wisdom of god an earthly folly to man''(212). Plinlimmon claims that 

we understand the wisdom of the heavenly truth, but we do not attempt to follow 

the heavenly truth. For he does not want to be called as "mad" by the earthly truth. 

He contends that if we live by an absolute moral standard, we are led "like a mad 

dog, into atheism"(299). He argues that to attempt to execute the heavenly truth is 
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to do "strange, unique follies and sins"(213). His argument is the direct criticism of 

the "complete unconditional sacrifice"(214) that Pierre makes and «q)lains his fall 

into sin and woe as a result of searching for the absolute truth. 

Sealts argues that "Melville remembered one of Emerson's most telling images, 

that of'rare and gifted men' as 'superior chronometers,' when he composed 

Plotinus Plinlimmon's 'Lecture First,' on 'Chronometricals and Horologicals,' in 

Pierre."'̂  And John D. Clay has pointed out that Emerson was interested in 

Plotinus. 

R. W. Emerson was particularly intrigued with P[lotinus]'s idea of One, the 
source from which all goodness, truth, and beauty flows. This outpouring 
from the One is termed "emanation" by P[lotinus] and accounts for the 
existence of the sensate world, which is a reflection of the ideal residing in the 
One, remaining undiminished by continual issuances. PQotinus] perceived the 
universe as intrinsically positive; he viewed evil as failure of the soul to 
harness the senses and the negative influences of matter, concepts largely 
adopted by Emerson.'̂  

Melville then may have had Emerson ui mind when he created Plinlimmon. Of 

course Plinlimmon does not read books, and Emerson was a great reader. Still he 

did write "I had better never see a book than to be warped by its attraction clean out 

of my own orbit, and made a satellite instead of a system"(W, I, 90). 

But Sealts points out, it is the "Apostles" who must resemble Emerson because 

they pursue "some crude, transcendental Philosophy" and some of them are "well-

known Teleological Theorists, and Social Reformers, and political propagandists of 

Sealts 270. 
'̂ Clay 168. 
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all manner of heterodoxical tenets."'̂  In short th^ seem like the transcendentalists 

who followed Emerson in their time. Still Plotinus Plinlimmon himself also bears a 

resemblance to Emerson because he is cold and "self possessed"(290) and he cleariy 

makes Pierre uncomfortable. 

Now, as this person deliberately passed by Pierre, he lifted his hat, gracefully 
bowed, smiled gently, and passed on. But Pierre was all confusion; he 
flushed, looked askance, stammered with his hand at his hat to return the 
courtesy of the other, he seemed thoroughly upset by the mere sight of this 
hat-lifting, gracefully bowing, gently-smiling, and most miraculously self-
possessed, non-benevolent man.(290) 

Plinlimmon's self-possessed, non-benevolence and his self-interested relation to 

the Apostles who fbUow his every word suggests that he practices a 'Virtuous 

expediency" in his relation to the world being unconcerned that his lofty sentiments 

have little to do with the way he leads his daily life. And one of Melville's major 

objections to Emerson had to do with the discrepancy he saw between Emerson the 

teacher and Emerson of every day life. 

You complain that Emerson tho'a denizen of the land of gingerbread, is 
above munching a plain cake in company of jolly fellows, & swinging off his 
ale like you & me. Ah, my dear sir, that's his misfortune, not his fault. Ifis 
belly, sir, is in his chest, & his brains descend down into his neck, & offer an 
obstacle to a draught of ale or a mouthful of cake. (Correspondence 122) 

Melville here imagines Emerson as a man apart, a man unable or unwilling to 

relate to his fellow men. Like Plinlimmon he possesses a "remarkable face of 

repose,—repose neither divine nor human" and "a repose separate and apart—a 

repose of a fece by itself'(291). The result is that others read themselves in him. 

Sealts 271. 
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When Pierre notices Plinlimmon's "malicious leer^(293), the narrator points out 

that "the Kantists might say, that this was a subjective sort of leer in Pierre"(293). 

Here again is a version self projection, the reading of the other in terms of the self^ a 

reading that Plinlimmon invites. HQs "steady observant blue-eyed countenance" 

(291) and his leer suggest to Pierre that Plinlinunon knows his secret. IBs blue eye 

is the Emersonian transparent eyeball that sees and knows all; "the face knows that 

Isabel is not my wife! And that seems the reason it leers"(293). He even imagines 

that he hears Plinlimmon's face crying "Vain! vain! vain!.. . Fool! fool! fool!. . . 

Quit! quit! quit!. .. "(293). The face in short represents at once the system of 

thought that initiates Pierre's quest and the knowledge that brings it to an end. 

This situation is dramatically rendered in Pierre's remarkable dream of 

Enceladus while he projects his vision on to the natural world and finds it gazing 

mockingly back at him. Interesting this sequence is rendered in terms of the filing 

of his eyes. 

But now at last since the very blood in his body had in vain rebelled against 
his Titanic soul; now the only visible outward symbols of that soul—his 
eyes—did also turn downright traitors to him, and with more success than the 
rebellious blood. He had abused them so recklessly, they absolutely refused 
to look on paper. .. The pupils of his eyes rolled away fi-om him in their own 
orbits. (341) 

In his blindness he ironically sees the truth and futility of his entire enterprise. 

But no longer petrified in all their ignominious attitudes, the herded Titans 
now sprung to their feet; flung themselves up the slope; and anew battered at 
the precipices' unresounding wall. Foremost among them all, he was a moss-
turbaned, armless giant, who despairing of any other mode of wreaking his 
immitigable hate, turned his vast trunk into a battering-ram, and huried his 
own arched-out ribs again and yet again against the invulnerable steep. (346) 
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This vision suggests Pierre's tragic situation in that it makes clear the natural world 

remains its senseless meaningless self and the dranoa of Pierre's self-absorbed dream 

is pure projection. Ironically the seeing eyes are the blind ones. 

As Grenberg asserts, Pierre is "post mortem and epitaph to Melville's heroic 

vision."'̂ ; it is clear that Pierre makes himself as "the fool of Truth, the fool of 

Virtue, the fool of Fate"(499). After exploring the relationship between intuition 

and Pierre's original nature, Melville attacks Emerson's idea of transcendentalism 

and intuition as delusive and erroneous. Pierre dies insane ironically reproducing 

the fate of his father. He cannot, it seems, escape his genealo^. Similarly Melville 

is influenced by Emerson even as he rejects him. In this sense, Melville continues to 

oscillate with Emerson's ideas: "there is no pure originality. All minds quote. Old 

and new make the warp and woof of every moment" (W, Vm, 178). Therefore, the 

relationship between Emerson and Melville replays the new mind's reception and 

rejection of the old. 

'̂ Grenberg 121. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Emerson and The Confidence-Man: His Masquerade 

Hard to say exactly what manner was, nay more than to hint it was a sort of magical; 

in a benign way, not wholly unlike the manner, fabled or otherwise, of certain 

creatures in nature, which have the power of persuasive fascination—^the power of 

holding another creature by the button of the eye, as it were, despite the serious 

disinclination, and, indeed, earnest protest, of the victim. 

The Confidence-Man: Ms Masquerade 

In The Confidence-Man: His Masquerade. Melville's last published novel, he 

satirizes and criticizes Emerson and his transcendentalism by focusing on the value 

of Emerson's optimistic idealism and his individualism when put into practice in the 

'Yeal" world. Emerson writes "trust men, and they will be true to you"(W, II, 237), 

for Emerson's optimistic idealism assumes that "the universe is benevolent and 

human nature good" Emerson remarks in *Triendship" that "maugre all the 

Elizabeth S. Foster, '̂ Introduction" to The Confidence-Man" His MasgneTade ed. Elizabeth S. 
Foster (New Yoik: Hendricks House Inc.. 1954) box. 
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selfishness that chills like east winds the world, the whole human family is bathed 

with an element of love like a fine ether"(W, n, 191). However, Melville's advocate 

of Christian charity in The Confidence-Man is a "mysterious impostor, supposed to 

have recently arrived fi-om the East''(3), and it is in part the '̂ vind East"(247) that 

moves the ether of benevolence through the pages of the novel. That fact is itself a 

hint that Melville's text puts Emerson's idea of fiiendship into question. And this 

hint is confirmed by the narrator's account of the remarkable conversation that 

takes place between Mark Winsome and the cosmopolitan. Among other things this 

debate explores the self-interest that undermines the theories of Winsome and the 

actions of Egbert, his practical disciple. Hence Elizabeth S. Foster observes that the 

primary concern in the novel is the "antinomy of Christian brotherly love, that 

suffereth long and is kind, that seeketh not her own, the helping hand and the feeling 

heart. .. on the one hand, and on the other, Emersonian individualism, which is, 

after all, only a rarefied form of enlightened self-interest."'̂ ' 

In The Confidence-Man the Apostles of Pierre and their leader's philosophy 

are particularized in a caricature of Emerson, Mark Winsome, who is traveling on 

the Mississippi with a Thoreau-like disciple named Egbert. As Sealts points out, 

"Winsome speaks enough like Emerson, as well as resembling him physically, to 

make the caricature unmistakable. .. and he also [recalls] [Melville's] impression 

of the man's cold intellectuality."'̂ ^ 

"'Foster Lxxxii. 
Sealts 271. 
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Mark Winsome is introduced as 

a blue-eyed man, sandy-haired, and Saxon-looking; perhaps five and forty; 
tall, and but for a certain angularity, well made; little touch of the drawing-
room about him, but a look of plain propriety of a Puritan sort, with a kind of 
farmer dignity. His age seemed betokened more by his brow, placidly 
thoughtful, than by his general aspect, which had that look of youthililness in 
maturity, peculiar sometimes to habitual health of body, the original giit of 
nature, or in part the effect or reward of steady temperance of the passions, 
kept so, perhaps, by constitution as much as morality. A neat, comely, almost 
ruddy cheek, coolly fi'esh, like a red clover-blossom at coolish dawn—the 
color of warmth preserved by the virtue of chill. Toning the whole man, was 
one-knows-not-what of shrewdness and mythiness, strangely jumbled; in that 
way, he seemed a kind of cross between a Yankee peddler and a Tartar 
priest, though it seemed as if, at a pinch, the first would not in all probability 
play second fiddle to the last.(189)'̂ ^ 

As Egbert S. Oliver demonstrated in 1946 and as Sealts more recently has 

shown in greater detail, this is at once a clear and rather savage caricature of 

Emerson, one based at once on Melville's having seen him lecture and having re

read his essays in the years preceding the writing of Pierre and The Confidence-

Man. What the description captures is Melville's sense that Emerson's thoughtful 

dignity, his ruddy appearance is the result of an underlying "chill" that preserves and 

perhaps enables the sense of "plain propriety" and "farmer dignity" that marks him. 

That suggestion seems confirmed when we later learn that his love of wine is "so 

extreme" that it remains an "untried abstraction"(192), and he prefers to refi-esh 

himself instead with a "goblet of iced-water"(194). '̂ ut, as for the wine, my 

Hennan Metviile. The Confidence-Man: His ma«pieriiA» (Evanston; Northwestern UP and 
the Newbeny Library, 1984) 7: All subsequent reference to ni«> rnnfirimice-Man will be to the 
Newberry edition. 
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regard for that beverage is so extreme, and I am so fearful of letting it sate me, that I 

keep my love for it is the lasting condition of an untried abstraction. Briefly, I quafif 

inmiense draughts of wine from the page of Hafiz, but wine from a cup I seldom as 

much as sip"(192). Such a view suggests Emerson's idea that poets who love 

"wine, mead, narcotics, coffee, tea, opium. . . tobacco"(W, m, 27) do not have 

inspiration but "some counterfeit ©ccitement and fiiry"(W, m, 28) because they are 

nothing but the "coarser or finer ^on-mechanical substitutes for the true nectar, 

which is the ravishment of the intellect by coming nearer to the fact"(W, in, 28). 

He strongly comends that "never can any advantage be taken of nature by a 

trick"(W, in, 28) and finaUy concludes that" the poet's habit of living should be set 

on a key so low that the common influences should delight him. Hs cheerfulness 

should be the gift of the sunlight; the air should sufi5ce for his inspiration, and he 

should be tipsy with water"(W, m, 29). Needless to say, Melville, lover of brandy 

and gin and a celebrator of the joy of "Herba Santa," would have regarded 

Emerson's sentiments as lacking the joys of human life. 

Indeed, from Melville's point of view, the primary quality of Emerson's essay 

on 'Triendship" seems to be its remarkable abstractness. What Emerson seems to 

value most in friendship is an ideal rather than actual genial relations between 

individuals. "Almost all people descend to meet,"(W, n, 199) he writes, and "all 

association must be a compromise.... What a perpetual disappointment is actual 

society.. ."(W, H, 199). What he wants from his fnends is a spiritual relationship 

"not news, nor pottage. I can get potatoes and chat and neighborly conveniences 
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from cheaper compamons"(W, n, 210). This "higher.. . style"(W, IL, 213) of 

friendship is an expression of the fact that "we walk alone in the world. Friends 

such as we desire are dream and fabIes"(W, II, 213). Hence'T do with my friends 

as I do with my books, I would have them where I find them, but I seldom use 

them. ... I cannot offer to speak much with my friend"(W, n, 214). 

Now Mark Winsome makes his appearance in The Confidence-Man in order to 

warn the cosmopolitan again the wiles of the slippery Charlie, a "Mississippi 

operator; an equivocal character"(196) who, ironically, by this point, has shown 

himself to be no match for the slippery cosmopolitan, who has forced him to break 

his role and retire in disgrace to his bed. The cosmopolitan, of course, is as warmly 

genial as Winsome is chilly, and he invites him to share the "genial warmth" of his 

departed fiiend by sitting "down in his seat" so that his "genial warmth.. . passes 

into yours, and [his] genial hospitality meanders through you.. ."(190). 

In Emersonian fashion. Winsome, while distrusting the departed fiiend, can 

admire the cosmopolitan's 'lieautifiil conceits" signs of "a beautiful soul—one fiill 

of all love and truth; for where beauty is, there must those be"(190), echoing 

Emerson's remark that there is "beauty, which is truth, and truth, which is 

beauty"(W, I, 55). The cosmopolitan, of course, fiilly aware of the distance that 

separates Winsome's abstracmess from the form of his being in the world, begins an 

ironic celebration of the ethical beauty of the rattlesnake. 

"A pleasmg belief," rejoined the cosmopolitan, beginning with an even air, 
"and to confess, long ago it pleased me. Yes, with you and Schiller, I am 
pleased to believe that beauty is at bottom incompatible with ill, and therefore 
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am so eccentric as to have confidence in the latent benignity of that beautiful 
creature, the rattle-snake, whose lithe neck and burnished maze of tawny 
gold, as the sleekly curls aloft in the sun, who on the prairie can behold 
without wonder? (190) 

As the cosmopolitan "breathed these words, he seemed so to enter into their spirit. . 

. till he all but seemed the creature described"(190) trying, it would appear to, to 

enchant Winsome as he later does the barber appearing as "man-charmer-as certain 

East Indians are called snake charmers"(237). However Winsome's "contemplative-

ness" is resistant to the charm of the cosmopolitan's words, and we find him instead 

somewhat gleefully imagining transforming himself into a rattlesnake. 

When charmed by the beauty of that viper, did it never occur to you to 
change personalities with him? To feel what it was to be a snake? to glide 
unsuspected in grass? to sting, to kill at a touch; your whole beautiful body 
one iridescent scabbard of death? In short, did the wish never occur to you to 
feel yourself exempt fi'om knowledge, and conscience, and revel for a while in 
the care-fi*ee, joyous life of a perfectly mstinctive, unscrupulous, and 
responsible creature? (190) 

The cosmopolitan, somewhat taken aback, replies that he has no such desires 

because as a snake he would not be "genial with men" and hence a 'Very lonesome 

and miserable rattle-snake"(19I), for snakes would fear him. But Winsome, now 

completely absorbed in his topic, celebrate the unaccountability of the rattle-snake. 

"Is a rattle-snake accountable?" asked the stranger with such a pretematurally 
cold, gemmy glance out of his pellucid blue eye, that he seemed more a 
metaphysical merman than a feeling man; "is a rattle-snake accountable?" 
(191) 

Indeed Winsome's "metaphysical" demeanor reflected m the "cold, gemmy glance 

out of his pellucid blue ^e"(191) so disconcerts the loquacious cosmopolitan that 

he, for one of the very few times in the novel, changes that subject of discussion: 
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'This is no genial talk; at least it is not so to me"(192). In this case it is Winsome 

who has the "power of holding another creature by the button of the eye"(234) 

having become in some sense a snake himself^ and the cosmopolitan seems to sense 

that neither wine nor "droll conceits"(108) are going to influence the cold-natured 

Winsome. What we hear here, of course, are echoes of Emerson's words in "The 

Poet" that "we use defects and deformities to a sacred purpose, so expressing our 

sense that the evUs of the world are such only to the evil eye"(W, III, 18). Melville 

commenting on Emerson's essay writes 'Svhat does the man mean? If Mr. Emerson 

travelling in Egypt should find the plague-spot come out on him—^would he consider 

that an evil sight or not? And if evil, would his eye be evil because it seemed evil to 

his eye, or rather, to his sense using the eye for instrument?" Similarly, 

Emerson remarks in "Spiritual Laws" that "the good, compared to evil which he 

sees, is as his own good to his own evil"(W, D, 148). Melville comments, "A 

perfectly good being therefore, would see no evil.—But what did Christ see?—He 

saw what made him weep.—Howard[sic], too, the 'Philanthropist' must have been a 

very bad man—he saw, in jails, so much evil."^ '̂ 

So fixed and abstract is Winsome's point of view that the cosmopolitan decides 

to abandon his earlier approach and "change the subject"( 196). Here he is 

ironically acknowledging Emerson's advice in 'Triendship" that it seems possible to 

him to "carry on a fiiendship greatly, on one side, without due correspondence on 

Cowen 525. 
Cowen 521. 
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the other. .. . Let your greatness educate the crude and cold companion'(W, 11, 

216). And so the cosmopolitan decides to focus on Winsome's "doctrine of 

Iabels"(193) in order to convert him to a genial view of mankind. "What," he asks 

him, "do you take him for?" Winsome rather ambiguously replies: 

What are you? What am I? Nobody knows who any body is. The data 
which life furnishes, towards forming a true estimate of any being, are as 
insufBcient to that end as in geometry one side given would be to determine 
the triangle. (193) 

Exhibiting Emerson's famous inconsistency—^"a foolish inconsistency is the 

hobgoblin of little minds, adored by little statesmen and philosophers and divines. 

With consistency a great soul has simply nothing to do"(W, II, 57)—^Winsome 

mixes his metaphors and at the same time ironically echoes Emerson's advise in 

'Triendship" that we "read the language of these wandering eye beams" in order to 

identify the cordial stranger, for "the heart knoweth"(W, II, 191). However, such 

find-sounding afBrmations lead nowhere with Winsome. In answer to the 

cosmopolitan's question 'Svhat do your conjecture him to be?"(193), he replies with 

a unknown Egyptian phrase and then professes not to understand the cosmo

politan's request that he do him a "favor" and translate it. Such a word he says 

"strikes me as unpleasingly significant in general of some poor, unheroic submission 

to being done good to"(I94). For him the word "favor" is as ambiguous as a word 

in the current language of a former time whereas the untranslatable Egyptian phrase 

describes the stranger perfectly. Despite the cosmopolitan's plea that we not 

"disturb the repose of those ancient Egyptians," Winsome insists that it is '̂ art of 
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my mission to teach manlrind a due reverence for mummies'Xl^^X and it is only the 

appearance of a 'Tiaggard, inspired-looking man... a cra  ̂beggar, asking for alms 

under the form of peddling a rhapsodical tract, composed by himself (194) that 

turns the conversation in another direction. Now as Harrison Hayford (1959) 

pointed out, this figure is based on Poe and, as Sealts acknowledges, is one of 

number of other recognizable figures who appear on the Fidele. But Winsome's 

response to this figure of "picturesque Italian ruin"(195) with "no touch of 

vulgarity"(195) about him and with a manner "not unrefined"(195) is especially 

chilling. He sits more like a "cold prism than ever, while an expression of keen 

Yankee cuteness, now replacing his former mystical one, lent added icicles to his 

aspect"(195). Completely lacking in "fellow-feeling"(195) for one perhaps who is a 

fellow poet and one perhaps no less metaphysical than himself his distrust of the 

'1unatic"(196) leads him at last to pronounce the cosmopolitan's now departed 

fiiend an "equivocal character"(196), a stranger not to be trusted. "I shall not fear 

to know them for what they are"(W, II, 196), Emerson writes in 'Triendship." "The 

essence is not less beautifiil than the appearance, though it needs finer organs for its 

apprehension"(W, II, 196). 

Beneath the abstractions of 'Triendship" is the practical advise of "Self-

Reliance"; 

do not tell me, as a good man did to-day, of my obligation to put all poor men 

See the note of Thft rnnfiriPfirft-Man- His MasqiMtrnA-j- An Aiitlirtriti<tive Text 
And Sources Reviews. Ciitic««™ An Annrtfiitprf RiHiographv ed. Heishel Paiker (New York: 
W.W. Norton & Company, 1971) 167; Sealts 272. 
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in good situations. Are they my poor? I tell thee, thou foolish philanthropist, 
that I grudge the dollar, the dime, the cent I give to such men as do not 
belong to me and to whom I do not belong... your miscellaneous popular 
charities; the education at college of fools; the building of meeting-houses to 
the vain and to which many now stand; alms to sots, and thousand-fold Relief 
societies;—though I confess with shame I sometimes succumb and give the 
dollar, it is a wicked dollar, which by and by I shall have the manhood to 
withhold.(W, n, 52). 

Melville's feelings about such a perception are expressed nicely in an 1851 letter to 

Nathaniel Hawthorne: 

It is a frightful poetical creed that the cultivation of the brain eats out the 
heart. But it's my prose opinion that in most cases, in those men who have 
fine brains and work them well, the heart extends down to hams. And though 
you smoke them with the fire of tribulation, yet, like veritable hams, the head 
only gives the richer and the better flavor. I stand for the heart. To the dogs 
with the head! I had rather be a fool with a heart, than Jupiter Olympus with 
his head. (Correspondence 192) 

Winsome, in The Confidence-Man, has no heart, as Melville uses that word, and 

this fact is made perfectly clear when he introduces bis practical disciple, Egbert, to 

demonstrate that his philosophy does not "partake of the abstruse, as to exalt it 

above the comparatively vile uses of life"(198). Like Emerson in 'Triendship," 

Winsome presents Egbert as 'like all of us, a stranger," a "brother stranger" who 

will set "forth your practice" and "enlighten [the cosmopolitan] as to my 

theory"(197), his words and actions providing the way Winsome "best 

understand[s] myself'(198). Egbert will demonstrate that the philosophy fits exactly 

with the "formation of character" and the "experiences of the worid"(198). And, as 

it turns out, will express his poetics as well as his poetry, 'Tor poetry is not a thing 
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of ink and rhyme, but of thought and act, and, in the latter way, is by any one to be 

found anywhere, when in useful action sought"(199). 

Worth noting is the fact that when Egbert arrives Mark Winsome leaves, for 

Emerson writes in 'Triendship" that 'two may talk and one may hear, but three 

cannot take part in a conversation of the most sincere and searching sort. In good 

company there is never such discourse between two, across the table, as takes place 

when you leave them aIone"(W, n, 207). And Egbert is left alone with the 

cosmopolitan; '"there,"' says Winsome, "presenting Egbert's hand to the 

cosmopolitan, 'I join you, and leave you.' With these words, and without bowing, 

the master withdrew"(199). But of course Egbert is left to be a "ventriloquist" of 

Winsome, and that relationship is itself ironic for Emerson writes in "Friendship" 

that one "better be a nettle in the side of your ftiend than his echo"(W, n, 208). He 

then goes on to add the following disquieting note; "The condition which high 

friendship demands is ability to do without it"(W, n, 208). 

As Egbert S. Oliver and others have argued, Egbert "is explicitly based on 

Henry David Thoreau."'̂  ̂ And there is evidence that Melville may have heard of 

Thoreau from Duyckinck."' On March 12,1847, Emerson asked Duyckinck to 

consider Thoreau's "An Excursion on the Concord & Merrimack Rivers," and 

Thoreau wrote a letter, sent his manuscript, and pressed Duyckinck to accept it. 

Egbert S. Oliver, Studies in American Literature: Whitman Fmersnn Melville And Others 
(Ram Nagar. Eurasia Publishing House, 1965) 97. 

See Hershel Paricer, "Melville and Transcendentalists: A Chronology," The Confidwirg-Man-
Hie ed. Hershel Parker (New Yoik: W. W. Norton & Compare, 1971) 255. 
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Melville had dined with Duyckinck on July 31, 1847, and he borrowed Thoreau's 

"Merrimack" from Duyckinck in 1850. Hence it is likely that Melville knew his 

work if not him in person by the time of The Confidence-Man. Hershel Parker 

argues that "some lines of possible contact can be drawn. Duyckinck may well 

have mentioned Thoreau to Melville between 1846 and 1850, even before Melville 

borrowed A Week, for Duyckinck had corresponded with more than one 

acquaintance of Thoreau's and had refused Emerson's suggestion that he publish A 

Week.""  ̂

The exchange between Egbert and the cosmopolitan is at once a comical and 

complicated one. He has the appearance of a "tme New-Englander," practical in 

dress, practical minded, the "last person in the world that one would take for the 

disciple of any transcendental philosophy"(200). But the cosmopolitan 

uncomfortable with base &cts proposes that they assume roles in order to carry on 

their conversation. And, ironically, the roles he imposes are the very ones that he 

has participated in several chapters earlier with his equivocal friend Charlie who had 

been denounced as an operator by Winsome. That earlier conversation also had 

focused on practical issues, on ecactly... how Shakespeare meant the words he 

puts in Polonius' mouth"(171). That is to say their conversation has been concerned 

with the relation of words and things or words and actions. And here, too, these 

'̂ ^ershel Parker, "Melville's satire of Emeison and Thoreau: A Evaluation of the Evidence,'' 
Studies in the Minnr and Later Works of Melville ed. R^nmona E. Hull (Hartford: Kenneth Walter 
Cameron, 1970) 65. 
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new but similar "hypothetical fiiends"(202) focus directly on that issue. 

As in the earlier conversation, the primary concern here is mon  ̂since Frank 

begins by asking his "friend" Charlie for a loan and Charlie refuses on the basis that 

the "man who calls himself my friend is above receiving alms"(202). A true friend, 

he argues "has a soul above loans" because they are to be had only from the 

"soulless bank"(203). In that sense loans are "unfiiendly"(203). Indeed from 

Charlie's point of view a friend cannot receive money from a friend for to do so 

casts him in the position of either business partner or beggar. True friendship is not 

comfortable with either role. And echoing Plotinus Plinlimmon in Pierre. Charlie 

cites his master's "Essay on Friendship": 

For though I am not of the sour mind of Solomon, that in the hour of need, a 
stranger is better than a brother, yet, I entirely agree with my sublime master, 
who, in his Essay of Friendship, says so nobly, that if he want a terrestrial 
convenience, not to his friend celestial (or friend social and intellectual) would 
he go; no; for his terrestrial convenience, to his friend terrestrial (or humbler 
business-friend) he goes. Very lucidly he adds the reason: Because, for the 
superior nature, which on no account can ever descend to do good, to be 
annoyed with requests to do it, when the inferior one, which by no instruction 
can ever rise above that capacity, stands always inclined to it—^this is 
unsuitable. (204) 

As in Plinlimmon's philosophy, this formulation divides ethical and practical 

issues placing spiritual relations in a reahn entirely distinct from worldly ones and in 

the process removing all ethical as well as emotional and physical reahns from the 

everyday world of getting and spending. What remains Emerson calls "spiritual 

gifts"(W, n, 211) in 'Triendship" "worthy of him to give and of me to receive. It 

profanes nobody"(W, n, 211). These, he says, are "holy laws" of'*fellowship"(W, 
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n, 211) and Egbert insists that these laws are needed to maintain the '̂ delicacy of the 

connection"(206) between friends. 'Tlatonic love" cannot participate in love-

rites"(206). Frank seems no match for the practical disciple's relentless logic, and 

so he attempts to change the direction of the argument by asking Charlie to 

imagine being in need of a loan himself. In order to show the absurdity of such a 

supposition Charlie offer the example of a story that of China Aster. 

Not very unlike the experience of the man that built himself a palace of 
Moon-beans, and when the moon set was surprised that his palace vanished 
with it. I will tell you about China Aster. I wish I could do so in my own 
words, but unhappily the original story-teller here has so tyrannized over me, 
that it is quite impossible for me to repeat his incidents without sliding into his 
style. I forewarn you of this, that you may not think me so maudlin as, in 
some parts, the stoiy would seem to make its narrator. It is too bad that any 
intellect, especially in so small a matter, should have such power to impose 
itself upon another, against its best exerted will, too. However, it is 
satisfaction to know that the main moral, to which all tends, I fiilly ̂ prove. 
But, to begin. (207) 

As one of several interpolated stories in The Copfidenre-Man this story 

functions to "divert the reader's attention to another Active level."'̂  In this case 

one of the "hypothetical friends" who has assumed a fictional role tells a story to 

the other who is himselfplaying a role in response. But the situation is even more 

complicated than this, for Frank, in an earlier role, has told a similar story that of 

Charlemont for reasons that at first seem related. Like the story of China Aster that 

of Charlemont is a tale of financial disaster and loss of fiiendship, but when asked 

by Charlie if it is true, Frank replies as follows: 

"Of course not; it is a story which I told with the purpose of every 

''"Diyden, Melville's Thematics ofFoim 154. 
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Storyteller—^to amuse. Hence, if it seem strange to you, that strangeness 
is the romance; it is what contrasts it with real life; it is the invention, in brie  ̂
the fiction as opposed to the fact. For do but ask yourself my dear Charlie," 
lovingly leaning over towards him, "I rest it with your own heart now, 
whether such a forereaching motive as Chariemont hinted he had acted on in 
his change—^whether such a motive, I say, were a sort of one at all justified by 
the nature of human society? Would you, for one, turn the cold shoulder to a 
fiiend—a convivial one, say, whose pennilessness should be suddenly 
revealed to you?" (187) 

Frank, then raises his cynical story of untrustworthy fiiendship to the level of a 

fiction—one might even say a lie—^in order to put his interlocutor into a position 

where he will be unable to refuse him a loan. As with the later encounter between 

the '̂ hypothetical friends" the issue here is on the relation between fiiendship and 

money and on the ability of language to define and mediate that relationships. 

Now the story of China Aster echoes the story of Chariemont in a nimiber of 

ways. This time '̂ Charlie" narrates, although he insists that the stoiy is not his own, 

maintaining even that the ''original story-teller," perhaps like his grand master Mailc 

^^nsome, 'lias so tyrannized over me, that it is quite impossible for me to repeat his 

incidents without sliding into his style"(207). And as the insistence on style as well 

as the allegorical names of its characters suggest, it is cleariy a fiction perhaps even 

a parable. For the story purports to describe a conflict between a good-hearted 

celestial candle-maker, China Aster, devoted to "shedding some light through the 

darkness of a planet benighted" and his fiiend "Orchis, a shoemaker, one whose 

calling it is to defend the understandings of men fi'om naked contact with the 

substance of things"(208). Orchis, a lottery winner, then destroys China Aster by 

insisting that he take a loan and expand his business. Presumably, then the story 
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allegorizes the message of Egbert's master's "Essay on Friendship" which 

emphasizes the absolute incompatibility of the celestial and terrestrial. 

And the story certainly disturbs Frank. For as he says, "its moral if accepted, 

would drain me of all reliance upon my last stay, and, therefore, of my last courage 

inlife"(221). But Charlie remains insistent, maintaining that the "eq)erience of 

china Aster [an obviously fictional character] teaches a moral more to the point than 

anything Mark Winsome can offer, or I either"(223). And Frank now "with his fill 

of the philosophy of Maiic Winsome as put into action"(223), disdainfully gives 

Charlie a shilling to buy a few chips to warm his heart and departs. 

However, as Dryden points out, while Orchis may be an unreliable fiiend in the 

story, the real deceiver there is the smiling angel with the bright face peiiiaps some 

"beautiful human philanthropist"(212) who appears to China Aster in his dream. 

And it is this figure that remains to fascinate the mind of the cosmopolitan as he 

scornfully leaves Charlie "at a loss to determine where exactly the fictitious 

character had been dropped, and the real one, if any, resumed''(223). For after 

hearing the story of China Aster, he enters the barber's shop speaking to him in 

"tones not unangelic"(225) causing him to mistake the voice as "sort of spiritual 

manifestation"(22S). And indeed the cosmopolitan begins immediately to convince 

the barber of the absolute importance of Christian charity and to persuade him to 

remove his sign of "No Trust"(226). Moreover, transforming himself into a 

Diyden, Melville's Thematics of Form 181. 
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"philanthropist," he sets out to charm the bewildered barber "in a benign way, not 

wholly unlike the manner. . . of certain creatures in nature, which have the power of 

persuasive ̂ scination—^the power of holding another creature by the button of the 

eye, as it were, despite the serious disinclination, and, indeed, earnest protest, of the 

victim"(234). This is to say that the cosmopolitan has benefited from his extended 

conversations with Winsome and Egbert. Like most of the otho' figures he 

encounters—both the advocates of trust and distrust—^they provide him with the 

cultural materials that he needs to play his game. The caricatures of literary figures 

who appear on the decks of the Fidele, including those of Emerson and Thoreau, 

indicate both the ways they make use of and are used by their cultures. Confined 

by their national boundaries and assumptions they are no match for Frank 

Goodman, cosmopolitan and "Citizen of the World"(235). 

In The Confidence-Man Melville among other things is exploring the power of 

language as it operates in a society motivated by self-interest and money. And 

perhaps that is one of the reasons for his interest in Emerson. Emerson writes as 

follows: 

As the limestone of the continent consists of infinite masses of the shells of 
animalcules, so language is made up of images, or tropes, i^ch now, in their 
secondary use, have long ceased to remind us of their poetic origin. But the 
poet names the thing because he sees it, or comes one step nearer to it than 
any other. (W, HI, 22) 

Language in The Confidence-Man is filled with images and tropes in their 

"secondary" uses, that is to confuse and to mislead. Even the meanings of 

alphabetical characters are ambiguous: do the letters P.W. on a port wine bottle 
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Stand for port wine? Literary characters in their '̂paper-and-ink investiture" may 

act '*more effectively upon mankind than [they] would in a flesh-and-blood 

one"(172). Wanted posters, theater-bills various types of books, documents and 

paper flood the deck of the ship and an army of characters parade across it asking to 

be judged on the basis of the words that they speak and the objects that they carry. 

No wonder Melville responds as he does to Emerson's words. 

This is admirable, as many other thoughts of Mr. Emerson's are. His gross 
and astonishing errors & illusions spring from a self<x>nceit so intensely 
intellectual and calm that at first one hesitates to call it by its right name. 
Another species of Mr. Emerson's errors, or rather, blindness, proceeds from 
a defect in the region of the heart. 

While acknowledging that no single character (including the narrator) in The 

Confidence-Man may have said to be trustworthy, it is true that the cosmopolitan. 

Citizen of the World, seeking solidarity rather that separation, preaching his 

message of confidence, to all that he encounters is more appealing than any other 

character in the novel. Unlike Winsome who asserts individual claims the 

cosmopolitan professes communal ones. We cannot, of course, know his motives 

but we can say that he is full of good news. 

Melville's position in the novel is perhaps more difScult to describe. Quite 

clearly, the novel suggests, the word "confidence" cannot be taken for granted. 

Even the placing of the word "confidence" with the word "man" raises problems. 

Like the deaf-mute's slate with the "word charity, as originally traced"(5) remaining 

Cowen 525. 
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with the rest to be filled in at will, the novel enacts a series of repetitions with a 

difference: Charity thinketh no evil"(4), "Charity suffereth long, and is kind"(4), 

"Charity endureth all things," "Charity believeth all things," "Charity never 

faileth"(5). These passages, of course, anticipate the avatars of the confidence man 

himself, but they don't really help to explain him. Indeed even in his first if not his 

original form, he is an ambiguous figure. 

As the title of the chapter, "Showing that many men have many minds," 

indicates, the passengers, see the &ce of their culture reflected in his blankness; 

"odd fish!" 
"Poor fellow!" 
"Who can he be?" 
"Casper Hauser." 
"Bless my soul!" 
'TJnconmion countenance." 
"Green prophet fi-om Utah." 
"Humbug!" 
"Singular innocence." 
"Means something." 
"Spirit-rapper." 
"Moon-calf' 
"Piteous." 
'Trying to enlist imerest." 
"Beware of him." 
'Tast asleep here, and doubtless, pick-pockets on board." 
"Kind of daylight Endymion." 
"Escaped convict, worn out with dodging." 
"Jacob dreaming at Luz" 

These perceptions or conjectures bafSe because they mix and confiise elements of 

nineteenth century cultural history and in the process render the character and 

indeed the novel unreadable. Emerson claims that "the poet names the thing 

because he sees it," but what is seen here has many names. Perhaps this is one 
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aspect of the novel Elizabeth Renker has in mind when she call it unreadable. "By 

'unreadable' I mean that it's aggressively resistant, not only to interpretation but 

also to even superficial comprehension.""  ̂

Beginning with Emerson's point that 'language is made up of images, or 

tropes," we might say that Melville in The Confidence-Man makes character into 

image or trope. In other words, as the novel progresses through the first hal  ̂each 

character is cleaily an "avatar," "fi-action," or "signifier" of the confidence man. 

However, each of these carries a different name or description: Black Guinea, 

Ringman, the man in gray, Truman, the herb doctor, and the P.I.O. man seem at 

once the same person but different. One avatar will prepare a potential victim to be 

duped by another. Questions are raised about their status and intent: is the herb 

doctor "a knave," "fool," "original genius," or all three? All are possible, and ±e 

reader like the other characters is unable to say for sure. This is to say that the 

characters have the quality of tropes. And by the time that we reach the P.I.O. man 

we begin as readers to get the sense that we are able partially to follow the slippery 

paths of Melville's world. 

But once the reader is conditioned to recognize those signs or structures, the 

second half of the novel challenges his or her newly acquired confidence man-

detecting ability. Techniques that have seemed to work in the first section seem 

Elizabeth Renker, "A !": Unreadabilitv in The Confide««^p-Ma" " Th«  ̂ramhrirfpa 
Companion to Hennan Melville ed. Robert S. Levine (CambridgB; Cambndge UP, 1998) 114 -
15. 
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useless here. The reader becomes confused and bafSed, and the text again becomes 

unreadable. Hence the second part erases or overturns the first part. When the 

cosmopolitan first appears as an unidentified speaker, he does not seem to be a 

confidence man, nor does he attempt any confidence games. Whereas the first half 

of the novel is dominated by seven confidence men, only one suspected confidence 

man, the cosmopolitan, occupies the second half. A number of crucial differences 

distinguish the cosmopolitan fi'om his predecessors. As the cosmopolitan moves 

fi'om scene to scene, he subverts the criteria we have come to rely upon for 

discerning the confidence men. The solid evidence never arrives and our ̂ ure to 

identify the cosmopolitan conclusively as a confidence man forces us to reconsider 

our expectations and to doubt the efficacy of Melville's eariy signals. For instance, 

he takes no money, but in fact gives away two shillings. 

Melville presents a structure for the action of the confidence man in the first 

half and, then, deconstructs that structure carefiilly in the second half The result is 

that the seven avatars offer a definition of "confidence man" as the diddler or the 

swindler, while the cosmopolitan seems to seek out a remaining trace of 

"confidence" in other men and to practice it himself 

Melville then tests Emerson's argument that 'Triendship, like the immortality of 

the soul, is too good to be believed"(W, II, 196). Still the world of The Confidence-

Man is one of suspicion and distrust. Consider for example the arguments about the 

caterpillar's metamorphosis into a butterfly, arguments that are associated with the 

confidence man's use of language. In order to dupe the cynical Coonskins, the 
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P.I.O. man says; "Madam, or sir, would you visit upon the butterfly the sins of the 

caterpillar? In the natural advance of all creatures, do they not bury themselves 

over and over again in the endless resurrection of better and better? Madam, or sir, 

take back the adult; he may have been a caterpillar, but is now a butterfly"(124). 

But Coonskins denies the P.I.O. man's argumem; 'Tun away, but even accepting 

your analogical pun, what does it amount to? Was the caterpillar one creature, and 

is the butterfly another? The butterfly is the caterpillar in a gaudy cloak; stripped of 

which, there lies the impostor's long spindle of a body, pretty much worm-shaped as 

before"(124). 

While the P.I.O. man asserts that the metamorphosis is a process of evolution 

toward a higher form, Coonskins, on the contrary, regards it as a sign of 

deceitfukiess. The P.I.O. man's claim is Emersonian. Emerson claims in "The 

Over-Soul" that "the soul's advances are not made by gradation, such as can be 

represented by motion in a straight line, but rather by ascension of state, such as can 

be represented by metamorphosis,—fi'om the egg to the worm, from the worm to the 

fly"(W, H, 275). Like Emerson, the P.I.O. man suggests an optimistic theory of 

metamorphosis which questioned Coonskins' cynical view. Which view is more 

appropriate for explaining the nature of the cosmopolitan? Is the cosmopolitan '̂ e 

final and most perfect incarnation" of the lamb-tike man or a "worm-like imposter in 

a gaudy cloak"? This is a difBcult question to answer, but Melville does suggest 

that "Life is a pic-nic en costume-, one must take a part, assume a character, stand 

ready in a sensible way to play the foor(133). 
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The uniqueness or originality of the self may be ultimately an illusion. The 

cosmopolitan may in feet be seen as a gaudy cloak because there is no real sel  ̂only 

shadows or profiles. There is only the panoramic life where the actor changes his 

mask and plays his role. Melville wrote to Hawthorne in 1851: "And perhaps, after 

all, there is no secret. We incline to think that the Problem of the Universe is like 

the Freemason's mighty secret, so terrible to all children. It turns out, at last, to 

consist in a triangle, a mallet, and an apron,—nothing more"fCorrespondence 123). 

At the end of the novel the cosmopolitan rushes below decks to the gentlemen's 

cabin where passengers sleep beneath a dying, smoky lamp while an old man reads 

the Bible. Even though the old man claims to have confidence in providence, he 

feels that he needs a money belt, a door lock, and a counterfeit detector which 

point to his distrust in the other men. Showing no confidence in providence, he 

follows the cosmopolitan in daiioiess. And the novel ends with the sentence 

"something further may follow of this masquerade"(251). Melville's last words 

seem to predict another confidence man to come, one who will open the text for yet 

another reading. But that reading one supposes will he no less illusive than the 

preceding one. Smoky darkness will continue to prevail. 

In this dark world, with his realization that the writer himself is a confidence 

man Melville bids his farewell to professional authorship. In the &ce of Emerson's 

success, given the content of his thought and example, Melville acknowledges the 

"absurdity of the universe, the meaninglessness of language, and, hence, the 
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absurdity of writing."'''̂  Melville wants to be free from not only from Emerson but 

from the cultural climate that nourishes him. But one reason we cannot overlook 

his influence on Melville is because he became for Melville a sign for the literary 

career as such. And as Melville turned from fiction to poetry, he turned away not 

only from the literary market place, but from the equivocal Emersonian vision that 

seemed to him to mark it. As he grew older his poetry became more oblique, 

indirect, and at the same time more formally complicated. That is to say less 

Emersonian.'̂ ' 

909. 
I c^gree here with Merton Sealt's assertion that in his later years '̂ Melville honored 

Emerson's poetry to the point of imitation in his own verse^CSeatts 276). Melville's ironic, oblique 
poetry of double-dealing seems for different ftom Emerson's sur&ce vision of things. 
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